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PREFACE

This study takes as its point of departure a report presented to an Inter-
national Labour Organization (ILO) meeting in November 1999,' which
was intended to stimulate discussion within the ILO's tripartite con-
stituency on the contribution that the ILO could make to the World Summit
for Social Development and the United Nations Special Session on
Follow-up to the World Summit for Social Development (Copenhagen,
1995, and Geneva, 2000, respectively). The 1999 report documents the
ILO's view of how best to help solve the world's employment problems,
drawing on ILO instruments (that is, Conventions and Recommendations),
conclusions of its General Conference and other similar consensual state-
ments, with the help of a number of regional papers prepared by external
experts. This study acknowledges these external contributions where they
have been extensively drawn on as well as the contributions of colleagues
from the ILO. Only for the sake of convenience does this study have a
single named author, who is the first to accept that he is, more accurately
speaking, the compiler of, and a contributor to, this report.

Towards the goal of full employment: Trends, obstacles and policies
takes the 1999 report further. It documents the current world employment
situation, how the latter falls short of what it could be, how current eco-
nomic policies of market liberalization are interacting with the world
employment situation and how the employment situation could be
improved. Meeting the commitment that so many governments have made
to achieving full employment is, in large part, a matter of national policies,
reflecting national circumstances and the operation of institutions devel-
oped to reflect national concerns. Nonetheless, it is equally important to
emphasize that there are a number of general rules and aspirations that are
applicable everywhere and which can form the basis of a common employ-
ment strategy. In addition, since so many countries have adopted broadly

xi



Towards the goal of full employment

similar economic policies, many of the employment problems they face
have similar characteristics and call for the same kind of corrective action.
ILO guidelines, in the form of standards and Recommendations, give a
great deal of help in this respect.

The aim of this study is to present the world employment situation in as
realistic a way as possible and to show that, as a certainly complex issue,
it is not simply an aggregation of numbers of people at work or seeking
work; issues of employment quality, such as freedom of association and
participation, discrimination and equal opportunity, are given considerable
attention. It is stressed that labour market behaviour and workers'
approaches to employment vary significantly between countries, partly
because of different regulatory regimes (such as those of the more indus-
trialized economies), but more importantly because of overall income
differences between countries at different stages of development. The study
also demonstrates that labour market behaviour and employment quality do
interact with the economic policy framework that is being followed.
However, the study is at pains to stress that describing the evolution of
employment in a country is not the same as describing how that economy
evolved, and that even additionally undertaking an analysis of the behav-
iour of national income distribution at the household level does not equate
to an analysis of employment developments. Therefore, the idea is to help
readers come to understand employment as something that is highly
dependent on national circumstances and institutions, and distinct from just
incomes and economic growth.

Another aim of this study is to demonstrate how the ILO contributes to
helping improve the world employment situation, which it does both by
encouraging a comprehensive approach to viewing employment issues and
by giving advice on specific policy areas. The ILO's comprehensive and
partly standard-setting approach to employment issues effectively sets the
parameters for a national employment strategy.

Chapter 1 sets the scene by reviewing the implications for national
action of the ILO's Employment Policy Convention, 1964 (No. 122), and
the various attributes of employment and unemployment that apply nation-
ally and worldwide. It also discusses some of the levers that make up an
employment strategy, which can be used to move the employment situation
closer to a position of full employment. Chapter 2 looks at the world
employment situation overall and by region as well as at developments
in some aspects of employment quality, including freedom of association
and equal opportunity. Chapter 3 examines some recent policy experience,
contrasting East and South-East Asia with Latin America and studying the
developments in the 1990s in most of the Organisation for Economic

xii
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Cooperation and Development (OECD) member countries and in Central
and Eastern Europe. Chapter 4 concludes by looking, firstly, at some
aspects of poverty and income distribution, then at the criticisms directed
at existing policies and, finally, at the ILO's contribution to ensuring
socially acceptable outcomes of the growth process.

Note
I "The International Labour Organization and the promotion of full, productive and freely chosen

employment", presented to the International Consultation concerning Follow-up to the World Summit
for Social Development, Nov. 1999.
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THE COMMITMENT TO FULL
EMPLOYMENT

1.1 introduction

In the summer of 1964 the ILO added to its already extensive battery of
labour standards (which serve as guidelines to national legislation in the
labour field) the Employment Policy Convention (No. 122), committing
future ratifying States to "declare and pursue as a major goal an active pol-
icy designed to promote full, productive and freely chosen employment".'
In the past decade, renewed emphasis on an official commitment to
achieving full employment was given by the World Summit for Social
Development, held in Copenhagen in 1995, and the follow-up 24th Special
Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations in Geneva, 2000.
The commitment to achieving full employment with full respect for work-
ers' rights made at the World Summit for Social Development owes much
to the ILO's earlier Conventions.

Countries that have ratified the ILO Employment Policy Convention,
1964 (No. 122), are obliged to report on the action they have taken to bring
about full employment.2 This obligation has, however, raised two inter-
related sets of issues. The first is the problem of recognizing the state of
full,, productive and freely chosen employment once it has been reached.
At no time has the ILO offered any explanation as to what constitutes full
employment, particularly in a developing country context, in order to
measure any shortfall. Nor has any explicit test been proposed for ascer-
taining full employment in industrialized countries. The reason for the
latter seems to be that during the early 1960s open unemployment in
OECD member countries and in Central and Eastern Europe was ex-
tremely low. What constituted full employment (over and above
"frictional" unemployment levels of 2-3 per cent) seemed obvious. The
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fact that in the former set of countries female labour force participation
rates were also very low was not seen as relevant to a definition of full
employment (see Section 1.2 of this chapter for a discussion on the defini-
tion and measurement of employment and unemployment).

The second issue raised is the problem of identifying an economic and
social (employment) strategy that will achieve the desirable state of full
employment. (Some basic elements of an employment strategy are dis-
cussed in Section 1.3, both in a general context and for developing,
industrialized and transition countries separately.) An employment strategy
will have similarities with an economic strategy delivering broad-based
and poverty-alleviating growth. But the notion of achieving full and pro-
ductive employment goes beyond that of attaining sustained growth in
output by incorporating both distributional and participatory elements.
Furthermore, growth is not always necessary to sustain full employment.
However, growth is generally a prerequisite for overcoming unemploy-
ment and raising the quality of jobs and, to that extent, the two goals
operate in parallel. In addition, full employment in a well-functioning mar-
ket economy should itself be a guarantee of growth (see below).

Some observers feel that they have now found the key to obtaining full
employment; in the European Union (EU), for example, there is much opti-
mism that the steps necessary to achieve it have been found.' This
optimism stems partly from the fact that the focus of the EU's employment
policies is principally on reducing unemployment through active labour
market policies, although there are few links between EU countries' labour
market and macroeconomic policies (see Chapter 3), and partly because
EU countries suffer few of the constraints experienced by much of the
developing world. Even within the EU different regulatory approaches to
labour market functioning are felt to be consistent with achieving similar
outcomes in different societies, and actual outcomes in terms of employ-
ment growth have, indeed, varied greatly across the Union. The relative
importance of issues such as fewer working hours or greater or lesser levels
of labour force participation also varies within the EU. Thus, there is with-
in the EU a lack of complete agreement both on what full employment
should be and on how exactly it should be achieved. Nonetheless, many of
the methods being used by the EU to overcome unemployment through
active labour market measures would form part of an ideal employment
strategy.

More broadly, there is now considerable support worldwide for a neo-
liberal approach to economic policy, which many feel will produce both
output growth and good employment results by raising the demand for
labour (and possibly also by increasing competition in the labour market).4
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The commitment to full employment

There are, however, certain preconditions to the success of this model: it
cannot work effectively unless markets are fully competitive; governments
operate wisely; and there is full equality of opportunity. Chapters 3 and 4
discuss whether and under which conditions this policy of market liberal-
ization can secure desirable employment goals.

A recent formulation of the ILO's role in aiding its constituents has been
to "promote opportunities for women and men to obtain decent and pro-
ductive work".5 The aim of the so-called "decent work" programme is to
secure full employment together with universal respect for fundamental
principles and rights at work (ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles
and Rights at Work and its Follow-up, 1998), including social dialogue
(freedom of association and collective bargaining), the absence of discrim-
ination, of forced labour and especially of the worst forms of child labour,
and social protection. To a large extent, the achievement of full, productive
and freely chosen employment involves respect for rights at work, non-
discrimination in hiring and in opportunities for acquiring skills and, by
definition, the absence of forced labour. These are all elements of what is
described later in this chapter as good or high-quality employment. Indeed,
they all proceed from a set of values that both cherishes individual free-
doms and opportunities and respects the desire of workers and employers
to pursue common and legitimate objectives with like-minded individuals.

But although widely accepted officially, this set of values easily comes
into conflict with other social norms regarding gender hierarchy, kinship
and ethnic group relations. Nearly all societies practise some form of dis-
crimination, which they justify in terms of the high social or business costs
that implementing non-discrimination rules would incur. Many societies
also place restrictions on freedom of association, partly because govern-
ments often take sides in alleged social class conflicts, partly because of
fears that legitimate forms of protest will be used irresponsibly. For all
these reasons, a decent work strategy is rarely fully respected, although
there is probably common agreement that some lapses are more serious
than others. Yet, there are strong arguments that progress towards meeting
the Decent Work Agenda will contribute to ensuring that the process of
growth is equitable and socially acceptable. This, in turn, can lead to both
better policy-making and more willing burden-sharing in times of diffi-
culty.

The concept of social protection, which is also contained within a
decent work strategy, is complex. Decent work encompasses a certain
degree of income and job security. However, countries differ greatly in the
extent to which they expect individual workers to respond to unforeseen
(job loss) and foreseeable (old age) falls in income. In terms of the costs

3
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and benefits of providing greater income and job security, the benefits (har-
mony at the workplace, a greater willingness on the part of workers and
employers to seek and provide training) but also a fear of the costs are gen-
erally acknowledged. These costs can range from labour market rigidity
(excessive job security) to moral hazard (high non-work benefits) to per-
verse effects on income distribution (topping up skilled workers' savings
from general tax revenues). There is, therefore, quite considerable scope
for debate on the appropriate levels of, and the design of institutions for,
job and income security.

Decent work also provides a focus for issues of poverty and income
inequality, both nationally and globally. Firstly, decent work means little as
a concept if workers are not ensured an "adequate" income. This should
preclude the need to "overwork" and allow for sufficient rest and time for
family responsibilities. It should also eliminate the need for sustained child
labour to add to the family income, or to free up parents' time by the chil-
dren taking on excessive domestic responsibilities. Continued poverty is an
antithesis of decent work. In addition, if within the same country you have
continued poverty on the one hand and a vibrant demand for more highly
educated workers on the other, this will inevitably lead to a worsening dis-
tribution of income. This might suggest that effective discrimination exists
between different parts of the labour force, thereby restricting occupation-
al mobility. Therefore, a worsening income distribution may be reflecting
the interplay of market forces but be set against a particular institutional
background, which could be altered by giving greater assistance to the edu-
cation and training of the poor. In a similar vein, and perhaps in wealthier
countries, a widening distribution of earnings could reflect a weakening of
workers' ability to bargain collectively, which could be the outcome of
government efforts to achieve labour market flexibility, by means which
are incompatible with a system of consensual negotiation and agreement.
A worsening inter-country distribution of income could also represent the
continued presence of poverty concentrated in a few countries or regions.
All this suggests that, without taking an explicit stance on what should be
the extent of a desirable distribution of income, a decent work strategy
should direct attention at the issues of poverty alleviation, discrimination in
access to jobs (and, very possibly, in access to the preconditions for obtain-
ing jobs) and the bargaining power of the workforce.

4
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The commitment to full employment

1.2 Measuring and defining employment and unemployment

What does or did the ILO expect a situation of full employment to resem-
ble? Some idea of this and related issues of measurement would seem to be
necessary if progress towards achieving full employment is to be assessed.
A prerequisite must be a low recorded rate of unemployment; anything else
would not be credible. Whether the unemployment data used should be
those generated by administrative sources, that is, usually those people reg-
istered for drawing benefit, or by labour force surveys was not initially
addressed as an issue. Only in 1982 did the Thirteenth International
Conference of Labour Statisticians agree that labour force surveys were to
be the preferred source of data collection, although the use of other means
of data was not to be precluded.' The ILO did set internationally compati-
ble guidelines for the measurement of employment and unemployment
through labour force surveys. The first guidelines resulted from the Eighth
International Conference of Labour Statisticians in 1954. But seeds of con-
fusion were, nevertheless, sown, since the criteria for being counted as
unemployed were strict; for example, working (for pay or profit, or as an
unpaid family worker) for just one hour in the reference week was suffi-
cient for an individual to count as employed. (The guidelines always
referred to "some work" in the reference week.) Furthermore, employment
status always has priority over other forms of activity; if, for example,
someone is both studying and working, that person is reported as
employed. The result of the phrasing of the guidelines was threefold: first-
ly, some countries showed an extremely and, at first sight, improbably low
rate of unemployment, largely because few individuals could afford to be
without any work (India is a prime example); secondly, many of those
people reported as unemployed were holding out for more attractive jobs
(a part, at least, of the phenomenon of "educated unemployed ");' and,
thirdly, other indicators began to be collected which it was felt gave a truer
picture of supply and demand in the labour market, particularly in poorer
countries.'

These supplementary indicators included measures of under-
employment, such as involuntary part-time work (that is, those people
wanting to work more hours than a stated number), working for very low
incomes and working at a task where acquired education and skills are not
needed. Calculating the employed as a share of the population of working
age and not of the labour force is another means of measuring underem-
ployment.' But while using a range of indicators is necessary to describe
the labour market situation in one country, inter-country comparisons will,
inevitably, demand a simpler approach, even if this may, in many ways, be

5
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misleading. Furthermore, many of the indicators only raise further ques-
tions. Working long hours for little money is surely as much a labour
market failure as involuntary part-time work and, in the last resort, what is
special about the labour market "success" that, perhaps by weakening the
incomes of the unskilled, pulls more and more people into jobs? How vol-
untary are decisions taken in the wake of a breakdown in, for example,
family support and sharing systems, or perhaps of a collapse in unemploy-
ment benefit systems, which severely limits the possibilities for job search?

A consequence of the difficulties inherent in choosing and using indi-
cators is that different regions of the world adopt different forms of
measurement or measure different things. Thus, in Latin America, for
example, two features have emerged. Firstly, and perhaps surprisingly,
open unemployment rates have been given more "content" by being shown
to be often directly correlated with household poverty, even using adult
equivalence scales to avoid the phenomenon of households with more chil-
dren automatically being counted as poorer. Although unemployment data
are collected for urban areas only, unemployment levels have shown an
upward trend in recent years, irrespective of cyclical features. As A. Berry
and M. T. Mendez have remarked,' the trade-off between output growth
and employment, which has usually been observed in Latin America,
remains, although its nature has changed. However, the indicator usually
associated with this region is the size of the urban informal sector, which
has been taken as an indicator of welfare (because informal sector workers
are in a relatively weak labour market position) as well as a cyclical indi-
cator. It is now losing its value in the second respect, since it no longer
seems to respond to cyclical upswings (largely because larger enterprises
no longer seem to be creating any new jobs), and may also be losing its
information value in the first respect. The definitional limits of the urban
informal sector are themselves fairly informal, but the concept has been
found to be useful within the regional context."

In OECD member countries and, above all, in Western Europe, some
analysts have become disillusioned with the use of the unemployment rate
as an indicator, largely because governments have deprived the indicator of
much of its content. This has been done by instituting programmes in
which some workers have been removed from the labour force altogether
(through, for example, introducing a lower retirement age and inappropri-
ate definitions of disability) or by "occupying" some of the unemployed in
training and other "transitional" schemes, during the course of which they
are counted as "employed". Many potential workers have thus become
"unavailable" for ordinary work in a statistical sense, even though they
may consider themselves as unemployed. Consequently, emphasis has

6
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been laid on measuring the share of the population of working age that is
employed, so that what is left is the "non-employment rate", whether this
consists of those genuinely seeking work or not. A logical extension of this
approach would be to have a target employment to population rate, since
there is no longer agreement on the nature of the unemployment rate that
is to be minimized, so no other guide to policy. But, as any comparison of
Western European countries will show, the employment to population rate
varies so much (just as many social practices vary, in particular, the role of
the household in childcare) that it makes little sense to aim at maximizing
it." As a result, employment policy in Western Europe is not concerned
with ends and targets (except for retraining programmes) but with environ-
ments and frameworks.

In Eastern Europe the situation is very different. Paradoxically, before
the fall of communism the area was more concerned with the overall labour
supply and with having as many workers employed as possible than with
measuring unemployment levels. This has now changed, and because, for
example, assisted early retirement is less common than in Western Europe,
unemployment rates, at least in Central Europe, are fairly reliable indica-
tors of labour market behaviour. Most Central European countries collect
both labour force survey and administrative data on unemployment. Survey
data generally show lower unemployment levels than unemployment reg-
isters. However, where labour hoarding within the enterprise is common,
such as in parts of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), in
China and Viet Nam, unemployment rate data have little informational
value. And in places such as China, where rural-urban migration is severe-
ly restricted, the urban unemployment rate is a poor indicator of national
labour market trends; rural-based jobseekers are simply not included in the
unemployment figures.

The approach to labour market indicators in Asia has partly gone in the
direction of measuring wage and non-wage incomes. D. Mazumdar" has
described how the concept of "turning points", taken from Arthur Lewis,'
has been used to track the period when the virtual stagnation of the wages
of rural, unskilled workers began to give way to a rise more or less in line
with overall per capita income. Even if finding that precise moment has
usually proved elusive, the approach has focused attention on the issue of
rural-urban interaction in economies with free migration, unlike the usual
focus on urban areas only in, for example, Latin America. Certainly in
Indonesia, Mazumdar has shown that it is possible to single out a period
where sustained wage growth did begin (circa 1990-95), and similar
claims have been made in relation to Japan, the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan (China). And the attention paid to following the behaviour of the
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(real) wages of unskilled workers has helped provide a yardstick for meas-
uring the success of many forms of government intervention aimed at
raising welfare and reducing poverty in general.

When in a recent article,' A. K. Sen diagnosed the nature of employ-
ment, he made a distinction between a production aspect and an income
aspect. This distinction was necessary because any activity can be subsi-
dized to yield an income, even if to observers the activity is apparently
unproductive. Sen also described the position of the family farm with sur-
plus labour, a situation that, even without family ownership, can be
mirrored in some state-owned enterprises, where workers can be unem-
ployed from one point of view (that is, they can be surplus to calculated
requirements) but still draw an income:6

Sen also diagnosed a third aspect of employment: that of recognition.
He saw this as taking two forms: self-recognition and societal recognition.
Self-recognition concerns undertaking work that one does not recognize as
adequate and appropriate, so that one can therefore be "unemployed" in the
sense that one is available for what is considered more suitable work.
Societal recognition applies to the refusal of society to consider that, for
example, household work has an economic as well as a domestic value.
The recognition aspect can be given a further dimension, concerning not
only a recognition of the value of the activity being carried out but also of
the rights and duties inherent in the employment relationship and its means
of negotiation. In this case, recognition comes from society at large and
usually in the form of legislation.

In addressing the 87th Session of the International Labour Conference,
1999, and commenting on the Director-General's report, Decent work (see
endnote 5), Sen took the concept of rights even further. He stressed that
people have, for example, the right to a life without hunger, even if no par-
ticular person or agency has a corresponding obligation to fulfil that right.
Such rights are claims addressed to anyone who can help, and recognizing
them as rights should make their fulfilment more probable.

The ILO's Employment Policy Convention, 1964 (No. 122), states not
only that employment should be "full", hence the measurement issues
being discussed here, but that individual jobs should be productive and
freely chosen. The concept of a productive job is partly that it should be
recognized as such, that is, that there needs to be common acceptance that
a job is in some way adding value to the community and involves produc-
ing something that others also value. In this sense one's own domestic
work is not a job, because it is only of value to oneself and to one's imme-
diate family. But no definition is ever watertight. If, for example, to
paraphrase a common example used in national income accounting, a
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businesswoman marries her chauffeur, who continues to drive her to work,
has his task become unproductive?

"Freely chosen" was no doubt intended to exclude the practice of the
direction of labour" and forced labour" and should perhaps be seen more
in terms of an established right to leave a job than of having a choice
between roughly similar jobs. However, someone can freely choose a par-
ticular job where the right to leave is restricted and far from cost-free.
"Freely chosen" also has an echo of Sen's recognition effect in that a job
which is not freely chosen is unlikely to be personally recognized as appro-
priate, although in some circumstances society might call the job necessary
and productive.

Differences in measuring the characteristics of employment across
regions, which lead to restrictions on accurately describing a global
employment picture, are partly, but not entirely, the consequence of differ-
ent economic structures in countries at various income levels and a
resulting larger or smaller number of wage or self-employed workers.
Wage workers, but not the self-employed,'9 are in an employment relation-
ship, although this relationship gives little protection against economic
fluctuations and risks of income loss. (This is not to rule out workers'
acceptance of a low but steady wage, while owners are exposed to the risk
of intermittent losses.) Where such explicit income protection is given, it is
generally done through the State by unemployment benefits. This, of
course, is a major and well-recorded distinction between richer and poorer
countries that has considerable implications for labour market functioning
and that makes a comparison between the labour market and employment
statistics of such countries extremely difficult to draw.

This action by the State is not the only reason why it is so difficult to
make comparisons of different employment situations between countries at
very different relative income levels. The issue of excessive work or over-
work also needs to be discussed. Overwork can be defined as occurring
when the value of leisure time is relegated to almost zero, with no time left
for a full night's sleep. In the worst-case scenario, this occurs when the
contribution to income of an additional unit of work is declining but total
income is nonetheless below a necessary or desired level. This is the con-
dition which Mazumdar describes as prevailing in many agricultural
households in poor countries. Off season, family members are involved in
a number of low-productivity activities, yielding less per day than their
main agricultural work. Thus they are not recorded by labour force surveys
as being "involuntarily unemployed". There are vestiges of this problem in
wealthier countries; one response to falling real wages for unskilled work-
ers over a long period in the United States was for families to work longer
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hours, often drawing on previously inactive family members, whose aver-
age wage was even lower than that of existing workers.2° Child labour is
part of this phenomenon, but is usually more often a consequence of
absolute rather than relative poverty. However, seeking additional work,
even on the poor terms of declining income per unit of time, is no guaran-
tee that such work will be found. And whether additional work is found or
not, the situation is obviously unsatisfactory.

This brings us back to the issue of the growth of incomes and output. As
discussed in Chapter 4, the alleviation of poverty almost by definition
requires an increase in incomes per capita and thus overall growth. To over-
come labour underutilization, there has to be an increase in the demand for
labour, which is derived from faster output growth. The absence of growth
perpetuates underemployment and poverty where they already exist.
Logically, a sufficiently wealthy country with full employment may not
need faster growth and can instead increase leisure time. Equally logically,
a sufficiently wealthy country with a degree of unemployment can share
out income-earning opportunities and forego employment growth at exist-
ing levels of productivity. In fact, largely for microeconomic reasons,
neither of the last two propositions is likely to hold. A wealthy country
with a well-educated workforce will absorb new technology and grow as
fast as its peers. Deliberate work-sharing will not generate new jobs if pro-
ductivity increases, as it may well, and increasing the number of
low-productivity jobs in order to absorb the unemployed needs growth and
may also create additional problems (see Chapter 3). Growth, meanwhile,
greatly eases the resource mobilizing role of government. In general, there-
fore, growth is important for full employment in all countries, just as its
distributional impact is important for alleviating poverty.'

It is useful to recall that when the ILO's World Employment Programme
began in the late 1960s, there were many calls to "dethrone GDP".
Essentially, this meant giving social and economic objectives equal weight
in national policy formulation, and usually it was felt that this could only
work if radical changes were made in asset ownership. Commenting on his
proposed programme for Colombia, Dudley Seers, the then director of the
Institute of Development Studies at the University of Sussex (United
Kingdom), suggested that, so far as the poor were concerned, faster growth
meant greater inequality and thus constant and continued poverty." Today,
this stance would be regarded as extreme. On the other hand, the early ILO
comprehensive employment strategy missions led by Dudley Seers (to
Colombia and Sri Lanka) in the early 1970s demonstrated that meeting the
objectives of full employment would necessarily generate faster growth.
This realization did not make the obstacles to growth in developing
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countries, such as lack of skills, capital and foreign exchange, any less real
or binding. However, it did suggest that better policies would lead to a bet-
ter use of the workforce, which is what sustained and job-creating growth
is all about. Furthermore, it dispelled the pessimistic notion that employ-
ment-oriented development might slow down growth, an idea entertained
by the ILO's then Director-General, David Morse, in 1968.23

Around the world workers with an employment relationship clearly
have common interests, and many of the ILO's activities have been direct-
ed at clarifying and improving such employment relationships to the
extent that some observers have questioned whether the ILO is concerned
with all workers. The situation of employed workers can be compared in
terms of, for example, length of tenure, skills acquisition, conditions of
work and freedom of association. Of course, in many countries such fea-
tures can only be realistically discussed with a minority of workers in
mind. This again makes presenting a view of the world employment situa-
tion difficult, and thus indicates that a region-by-region approach, where
circumstances are likely to be more uniform, would be more suitable.

The ILO's notion of what is a desirable state of employment has a num-
ber of other aspects as has been brought out in the discussion of decent
work. Firstly, there must be freedom for workers and employers to associ-
ate and form federations at national (and international) level. Secondly,
there should be no discrimination. Within the fields of competence of the
ILO, discrimination is defined as any distinction, whether exclusion or
preference, based on race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion, national
extraction or social origin (or any other ground so designated at the nation-
al level) that nullifies or impairs equality of opportunity or treatment in
employment or occupation. This definition covers access to training,
employment, occupation as well as terms and conditions of employment.
Protection should also be given against discrimination based on trade union
membership, nationality, disability, family responsibilities, pregnancy and
age. Other, more recent, grounds include state of health to protect, for
example, people with acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) or
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and sexual orientation."

So far as freedom of association is concerned, the conditions under
which groups of wage earners, self-employed agricultural workers or arti-
sans, or, indeed, employers can join forces to further and defend their
collective interests have an enormous bearing on welfare at work. Both de
jure and de facto, freedom of association enables workers to negotiate their
working and living conditions as a collective body and to define, for them-
selves, what is acceptable. Theoretically at least, such organizations ensure
that all workers have a say in their working life. When grouped together in
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federations or confederations at a higher and broader level, these organiza-
tions can be a powerful instrument for changing basic aspects and beliefs
of civil society. Actively discouraging the formation of such organizations
and their amalgamation into higher-level federations, putting constraints on
their operation, or robbing them of independence by assimilating them into
a totalitarian power structure are all means of reducing the quality of work.

Other aspects of good employment quality include respect for health
and safety measures, the provision of some employment and income secur-
ity, individual fulfilment at work and equality of opportunity or the absence
of discrimination. In general, these aspects of employment quality cannot
be perfectly quantified. To some extent, either income or some measure of
civil liberties can stand as a proxy for them." This, in turn, suggests that
some are absolute (such as freedom of association) and some contingent on
the level of economic development. Or, in terms of rights, some are more
easily fulfilled (that is, through legislation rather than through decades of
development) than others.

In short, the state of "full, productive and freely chosen employment"
can be said to exist where there is neither overwork nor insufficient work,
no absolute poverty and no discrimination. Those workers who enjoy an
employment relationship should be able to exercise the rights that the State
guarantees and be satisfied that their work is productive. Independent
workers should also be confident of enjoying some basic rights and free-
doms, such as support in old age. And what kind of employment policy is
likely to get closest to this ideal? To try and help answer this question, the
next section reviews the context in which employment policies directed at
achieving this ideal operate.

1.3 An employment strategy: Common elements and
variations

Is there a common, universal set of rules, principles and procedures for an
employment strategy that could be applied to every single country? The
aim of an employment strategy is to raise the quality of jobs for all, prefer-
ably beginning with those workers whose job quality is least satisfactory.
As to whom belongs to this group, this would be a matter to be settled
nationally by consensus. Broad statistical categories of occupations, how-
ever, give some pointers (see the discussion at the beginning of Chapter 2).
Two questions that immediately arise concern, firstly, the status of the
unemployed: are the unemployed, under all circumstances, those members
of the labour force section most in need of help26 and what is the status of
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discouraged workers? And is aiming for a high labour force participation
rate, as is frequently suggested by the European Commission, a desirable
aim? Answers to both questions are likely to be country specific.

A procedural approach to formulating an employment strategy would
generally begin by assessing whether past growth has created jobs of an
acceptable quality and at an acceptable rate. It is likely that the usual con-
clusion would point to a need for a faster rate of job creation of a
reasonable quality. This would generally require both faster growth and
some changes in those factors susceptible to policy intervention that deter-
mine the employment outcomes of growth. The latter set of factors could
be, in the order of the speed of their likely effectiveness: direct and pub-
licly funded job-creation programmes; regulation and improvement of the
terms and conditions of existing poor-quality jobs; manipulation of border
prices and the allocation of credit to change the composition of output
towards a pattern of labour demand that absorbs more, or a different cate-
gory of, labour; building up supply-side factors, such as education and
training; and overcoming discrimination and encouraging entre-
preneurship. Supporters of a market liberalization approach would argue
that aligning domestic and world relative prices and ensuring micro-level
competition would lead to both faster growth and a faster rate of creation
of reasonably good jobs by absorbing workers with the most common
skills. However, all this would be meaningless in an economy beset with
labour market rigidities because of discrimination and lack of opportunity.
In addition, outcomes are likely to vary according to the concentration of
asset ownership. Nevertheless, even when such structural features are set
aside, there are likely to be many differences of opinion as to the areas of
intervention (and the sequencing of such intervention) and how to assess
the interaction of such action with overall growth. And, because the effects
of some interventions are unknowable, there is also a premium on risk
aversion, which finds its outlet in a cautious approach to policy change.

Given a good degree of equal opportunity and equal access to educa-
tion, the substance of a common employment strategy can be seen in terms
of two main elements: namely, achieving a high and sustained demand for
labour and the flexibility (and the supporting policies and institutions)
needed for workers to learn new skills and switch to working in new sec-
tors and occupations (so that structural change does not disrupt
employment levels). In addition, the distributional and participatory
aspects of full employment should be second nature, an element perhaps
not such much of an employment strategy but more of a general culture that
rejects all forms of discrimination.
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These aspects highlight the important role of social dialogue to forge
agreements on new forms of labour market regulation in order to promote
necessary levels of labour market flexibility as well as the need for mini-
mum levels of social protection, assistance and safety nets to give some
reassurance to those most likely to be negatively affected by change. The
rejection of discrimination also suggests the value of an equal opportunity
policy in the labour market as an incremental approach towards greater
equality in general. Education and training are, therefore, important ele-
ments of an employment strategy, as are the anti-poverty, nutritional and
gender programmes that allow them to be effective.

The interpretation of a "high and sustained" demand for labour is situ-
ation specific. It covers running economies at the highest possible level of
nominal demand, consistent with both existing production capacity and
sustaining investors' expectations of adding to existing capacity.
Excessively high levels of nominal wage growth would affect these expec-
tations. Measures also include preparing to take advantage of foreign
demand through exporting, using semi-skilled workers, so long as this is
consistent with labour standards, as well as infrastructure programmes
(where appropriate, of a labour-intensive character), creating assets of gen-
eral and beneficial use, thereby contributing to growth and employment. In
a country with large numbers of relatively low-skilled, self-employed
workers, this also means contributing to upgrading their resource base
through credit programmes, well-chosen research and development, and
other means of support consistent with encouraging the expansion of their
activities." In all these, active government policies are needed, as well as
effective and honest administration. The policies chosen and the weight
given to various elements in a mixture of policies need to be decided at
national level.

In order to set certain parameters for the following chapters, the
employment and labour market context of pursuing a full employment
strategy and the main constraints to doing so are now examined for devel-
oping, industrialized and transition countries.

Developing countries

A distinguishing characteristic of the labour markets in developing coun-
tries is that a large proportion of these countries' jobs is not found in the
wage labour market: self-employed earners and unpaid family workers
constitute a substantial part of employment." Secondly, although there is
much worker mobility between the wage and the non-wage sectors, there
are many reasons why the rewards to workers are not equalized. An
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employment strategy will generally include two components, namely: (a)
to increase income per earner in the non-wage sector and, thus, if possible,
reduce the gap in income per earner between the wage and the non-wage
sectors; and (b) to increase the proportion of employment in the dynamic
parts of the wage sector, that is, move wage labour from the informal to the
formal sectors (when the latter is competitive and able to survive without
subsidies and protection).

In the literature of development economics dealing with poor, agrarian
economies, the theory of "surplus labour" was advanced to describe the
typical labour market situation in the rural sector. This surplus labour is not
openly unemployed; it is absorbed in the family farm. Both work and
income are shared out among the family members, so that the income of an
adult worker in a family farm is similar to the average rather than the mar-
ginal product of labour. (In an enterprise, a worker's income is presumed
to be equal to the marginal product.) But surplus need not mean idleness,
and often, at low levels of income, many family members have to spend
long hours at work trying to reach a tolerable level of income. Rather than
idleness, surplus labour involves both a multiplicity of occupations for a
typical worker and a hierarchy of earnings per hour in the different activi-
ties, with the earnings in the major activity (usually the cultivation of the
major crop) being much higher than for other activities in home industry,
trade and services. The existence of surplus labour implies that a great deal
of the working time of rural workers is devoted to marginal activities with
low earnings.

The co-existence of two broad sectors in the urban labour market, wide-
ly separated by their level of earnings unrelated to the human capital
attributes of the workers, has already been emphasized. The high-wage sec-
tor is dominated by large firms or state-sector jobs, in which well-defined
wage and employment contracts prevail. By contrast, the informal sector
has flexible, albeit well-understood, work arrangements. The most impor-
tant part of the informal sector is composed of self-employed small traders
and businesses, but it also includes such large groups of people as casual
day workers and wage earners in small enterprises, which are typically sub-
ject to little legal registration." Two separate aspects of the formal/informal
sector dichotomy are relevant to employment policy. The first concerns the
causes of the earnings differential between the subsectors; the second, the
degree of labour mobility from the informal to the formal sector.

In countries such as India, substantial wage differences in favour of
large factories existed well before the coming of trade unions and labour
legislation. The wage difference can be accounted for by the higher pro-
ductivity of factories with their modern technology, giving capable workers
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opportunities to acquire new skills, and it is sustained by efficiency wage
and profit-sharing considerations. The second aspect of labour market seg-
mentation is the mobility of workers. Progress into the formal sector can be
difficult or restricted. If this is generally true, it has serious implications for
the distribution of income in the urban labour market. The wide difference
in earnings between the two sectors, along with limited entry into the high-
wage sector, creates an urban "labour aristocracy"." Labour mobility
restrictions can arise from institutional factors. If employers attach more
importance to the productivity-augmenting effects of a cohesive workforce
than to getting in new workers at the lowest wage possible, they will then
depend on supervisors and senior workers to help in recruitment. As a
result, the selection of new recruits may be restricted to those people who
have close kinship or community ties with already employed workers.

Segmentation can also occur when workers with different attributes are
available in the job market. When these attributes are used as "labels" in
the hiring of employees, the labour market may split up into non-compet-
ing groups, which sows the seeds of discrimination. The most important of
these supply-side attributes are gender and education, while ethnic origin
may also be important. (Such labelled, or statistical, segmentation is not,
however, restricted to developing countries.) Achieving equal opportunity
is, therefore, a matter of major concern.

The expansion of demand for labour in the wage sectors outside agri-
culture and the informal sector has traditionally been at the centre of
attention of development strategies. Correspondingly, the State has usually
provided the conditions for industrialization and thus the creation of high-
productivity jobs, whether through a policy of import substitution or export
orientation. Markets have rarely been left alone to make this choice,
usually because of a lack of confidence in the ability of market forces to
lead to socially desirable results in conditions where asset ownership is
often highly concentrated. And the choice between these two approaches to
industrialization has had significant implications for labour markets, with
the second approach generally accepted as the more successful of the two
(see Chapter 3). But there are limitations to pursuing a package of policies
directed solely at expanding the demand for labour in the wage sector. If
the reservoir of surplus labour in the subsistence agricultural sector is large

as is probably the case in the most populous Asian countries it is
extremely unlikely that employing more labour in the non-subsistence sec-
tor is going to raise labour earnings substantially in the former. Therefore,
it is necessary to pursue the supplementary strategy of increasing the sup-
ply price of labour directly in the subsistence sector.
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Industrialized countries

Three substantial differences exist between the situation in industrialized
and in developing countries. Firstly, there is much less intervention in eco-
nomic structures on the part of governments in the former economies,
reflecting the more efficient markets and the confidence in markets as the
means of resource allocation. A general commitment to free trade
(although with a number of quite serious exceptions in some sectors and
activities) ensures a largely hands-off approach to structural change, which
has been reinforced by 50 years of economic cooperation among industri-
alized countries and a commitment to abiding by the same rules of the
game. This was exemplified by the industrialized countries agreeing to
adopt the IMF's capital-account liberalization as an objective in 1997.
There are, furthermore, many national practices and institutions in place
that are aimed at making structural change socially acceptable. There may
also be less need for government intervention in many aspects of econom-
ic life because bargaining between employers and workers can replace
legislation on many facets of the employment relationship.

Secondly, there is the proliferation of income-support schemes in indus-
trialized countries, principally for the unemployed, which serve both
welfare and efficiency aims. These reflect the greater ease of resource
mobilization in industrialized countries, that is, higher and more easily tax-
able incomes. The schemes also reflect an acceptance of a wider role for
government and the development of a broader political base formed by
those who can potentially benefit from transfers and redistribution.31 The
use of these schemes to intensify job search on the part of the unemployed

their "activation" has become a major element of employment policies
in industrialized countries. These schemes aid labour market efficiency by
making it easier for round pegs to find round holes. However, income-
support schemes may also mean that an unskilled, unemployed worker
will, on accepting a job, only make a narrow income gain. Thus, the inter-
action of income taxation, social security and possible job subsidies in
relation to decisions on jobseeking and acceptance is often complex and
sometimes counter-productive.

The third dissimilarity lies in the depth of the capital markets in indus-
trialized countries and hence the scope for government borrowing and
deficit financing. This allows government intervention through the stimu-
lation of the macroeconomy. (Developing countries can only do this to a
significant extent by borrowing abroad, which is risky.) Consequently, an
essential element in the framework for full employment in industrialized
countries consists of running the macroeconomy to the full extent of its
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capacity and maximizing demand." To do this successfully, of course,
requires considerable judgement, taking inflation and balance-of-payment
concerns and their effects on future investment into account. Wage behav-
iour and possible intervention and tripartite agreements in wage setting are
extremely important in this respect. Given this macroeconomic back-
ground, an employment policy must fulfil two tasks: firstly, help all
markets work effectively by removing trade, capital market and other dis-
tortions to increase competition; and, secondly, help individuals into work
through skills upgrading and job counselling. Of course, there exist a num-
ber of different approaches to providing legislative help for workers in
terms of job security and support for collective rather than individual action
on the part of workers.

Transition countries"

Whether transition economies can legitimately be considered a separate
category, that is, neither developing nor industrialized, is debatable. The
less wealthy transition economies of East and Central Asia have large agri-
cultural sectors and thus share some of the attributes of developing
countries. They can usefully follow policies that impinge directly on rural
employment through, for example, increasing irrigation and improving
agricultural practices. In Central and Eastern Europe, however, employ-
ment problems are much more an urban phenomenon and self-employment
plays a much more limited role, although its potential may not yet have
been reached. Few transition economies at any income level have the depth
of capital markets that would allow substantial domestic government bor-
rowing. To that extent, their internal freedom of action in ensuring full
employment is less than that of industrialized countries, making them more
similar to developing countries. But transition countries are, by and large,
genuinely moving from a centralized to decentralized decision-taking
process and away from government determination of the structure of pro-
duction. Their transition status deprives them of several of the ways in
which the goal of full employment can be pursued and of which industri-
alized countries can make use. Many of them have yet to establish either a
competitive environment that can create jobs or the transparency and pre-
dictability of policy-making that can stimulate investment. To this extent,
and hopefully only for a limited period, these countries are at a disadvan-
tage, and so can be considered a separate case. However, they do share the
labour market institutions and practices of industrialized countries in terms
of assistance to the unemployed, social protection and social dialogue.
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Aspects of employment policy, especially within the context of market
liberalization and its advantages and drawbacks, will be revisited in
Chapter 3. The next chapter reviews the current state of the world employ-
ment situation, looking at issues of both its quantity and quality.
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13 D. Mazumdar: Constraints to achieving full employment in Asia, ILO Employment and Training
Paper No. 51 (Geneva, 1999).

14 Not that Arthur Lewis used the expression. He was concerned with the process of capital
accumulation in the modern sector (see A. Lewis: "Economic development with unlimited supplies of
labour", in Manchester School of Economic and Social Studies, Vol. XXII, No. 2, May 1954).

15 A. K. Sen: "Work and rights", in International Labour Review, Vol. 139, 2000/2.
16 "Drawing an income" as opposed to being totally independent and self-employed does

presuppose an implicit or explicit employment relationship where the worker has rights, even if these
are never fully specified (such as rights to an income as calculated in one way or another and rights to
the enjoyment of certain conditions of work), and duties to the employer, the cooperative or the
extended household. A major function of the ILO is to help clarify the form of these rights and duties
as well as the means of their negotiation.

17 Under the Emergency Powers (Defence) Act of 1940, the Government of the United Kingdom
had the right to send national servicemen down the mines, known as the "direction of labour".

18 The elimination of forced labour is one of the ILO's core principles. See the Forced Labour
Convention, 1930 (No. 29).

19 The freedom of action of the self-employed or of "independent" workers is usually very limited;
in the most extreme cases are independent workers who are disguised (possibly subcontracted) wage
workers, so that they are not so very different from wage workers.

20 In the Financial limes (20 May 1999), R. Reich wrote, of the United States, that: "families are
working far more hours to earn the same income: about six full-time working weeks' more than a
decade ago". This claim, if applied to the population at large, appears valid for a somewhat longer
period, that is, from 1983-98 when labour inputs rose by some 12 per cent (one-third longer hours, two-
thirds higher employment to population rates). In the 1990s labour input growth was much lower,
approximately 3 per cent, with much the same mix of contributory factors. Nonetheless, during the
longer period, 40 per cent of the increase, it could be claimed, was actually caused by a fall in
unemployment and was, presumably, welfare enhancing.

21 The only wealthy countries with full employment and low growth are two oil-producing
countries, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. A major example of a country with badly distributed fast growth
is China.

22 D. Seers: "The Colombia employment programme", in International Labour Review, Vol. 102,
No. 4, Oct. 1970.

23 He wrote: "Even if it means slower economic growth, employment-oriented development is to
be preferred on social grounds so long as it does not result in actual economic stagnation." (See D.
Morse: "The ILO World Employment Programme", in International Labour Review, Vol. 97, No. 6,
June 1968.)

24 In addition, forced labour should be forbidden and child labour permitted only under restricted
conditions.

25 Such as Gastil's civil liberties' index, which includes 14 items of individual and collective
freedoms (see R. D. Gastil: Freedom in the world, Westport, CT, Greenwood, 1988).

26 This is a particularly difficult issue to approach. On the one hand you have the "luxury
unemployment" argument of G. Myrdal in Asian drama (Penguin, Harmondsworth/Pantheon, New
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York, 1968), although this viewpoint was always an oversimplification. On the other you have the
findings of, for example, Oswald, on the high levels of mental distress suffered by the unemployed,
although even according to this criterion, the more educated apparently suffer more distress than the
lesser educated (see A. Oswald: Happiness and economic performance, Warwick Economic Research
Papers No. 478, Warwick University, United Kingdom, 1997).

27 A good description of such needs is given in M. H. Khan: Rural poverty in developing countries:
Issues and policies, IMF Working Paper, WP/00/78 (Washington, DC, 2000).

28 This section draws heavily on Mazumdar (Geneva, ILO, 1999).

29 Since attempts at regulation in Latin America have extended into the economy of the self-
employed much more so than in Asia, the informal sector is also seen as a sector dominated by
regulation evasion. However, the extent of compliance with regulations is related to an enterprise's size,
location, capacity to pay, its judgement on the balance between the costs of compliance and the benefits
it may bring, official capacity to enforce regulations and the enterprise's awareness of regulations. See
V. Tokman and E. Klein (eds): Regulation and the informal economy: Microenterprises in Chile,
Ecuador and Jamaica (Boulder, Colorado, Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1996).

30 This is the stylized picture, which appears to break down in some middle-income countries.
Thus, for Mexico, Maloney describes a situation of considerable movement between the informal and
formal sectors, with wages sometimes more advantageous in the former (W. F. Maloney: Are labour
markets in developing countries dualistic?, World Bank Working Paper No. 1941, Washington, DC,
1998). It is possible that blue-collar workers are limited in their prospects in larger enterprises and often
prefer to leave for jobs in the informal sector. It is also possible that Mexico is atypical, since elsewhere
in Latin America enterprise size is often found to influence earnings independent of characteristics such
as age, gender and education.

31 See S. Peltzman: "The growth of government ", in Journal of Law and Economics, Vol. XXIII
(2), Oct. 1980. Rodrik has linked the institution of wider redistributive programmes to the social
acceptance of structural change (see D. Rodrik: Has globalization gone too far?, Institute for
International Economics, Washington, DC, 1997).

32 There is nothing new in this. In the preface to his book, Lapses from full employment (London,
Macmillan, 1945), A. C. Pigou wrote that "Professor Denis Robertson has warned me that the form of
the book may suggest that I am in favour of attacking the problem of unemployment by manipulating
wages rather than by manipulating demand. I wish therefore to say clearly that this is not so." (Quoted
in R. M. Solow: "On theories of unemployment", in American Economic Review, March 1980.)

33 Includes the transition countries of East and Central Asia (Cambodia, China, Lao People's
Democratic Republic, Mongolia and Viet Nam), the former centrally planned economies of Central
Europe, and all parts of the former Soviet Union. In this study, the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) groups all the former Soviet Union countries, with the exception of the three Baltic States,
and Central and Eastern Europe incorporates the former centrally planned economies of Central Europe
and the European States of the CIS.
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THE CURRENT EMPLOYMENT
PICTURE

2.1 Introduction

2

This chapter looks at the broad trends in employment and unemployment,
paying particular attention to the years since the 1995 World Summit for
Social Development. It also looks at the characteristics of employment
quality, although they cannot be similarly quantified. Employment/unem-
ployment trends are reviewed first globally, then regionally.

2.2 The global and regional employment picture

An overview

In Chapter 1 it was noted that different regions measure progress towards
full employment and overcoming unemployment in different ways, and
that the very range of average income levels prevailing across the world
makes the interpretation and comparison of available data on employment
and unemployment extremely difficult. Consequently, it is not usually pos-
sible to produce an aggregate picture of world employment. The aggregate
numbers for employment or unemployment given in the media are not only
statistically suspect but are also composed in such a way that any changes
in the figures cannot be interpreted as showing a clear change in the wel-
fare of workers.

Tables 2.1 and 2.2, which present and effectively compare data on
employment and unemployment by region, are, of course, not exempt from
such criticisms. For example, despite the figures given in table 2.1, the real
level of unemployment in China is probably unknowable, since data on
unemployment in rural areas, if collected, are not published. Data for
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Table 2.1 Rates of unemployment and growth in numbers unemployed, by region,
1987-99

Area/country Unemployment rates Percentage growth
in numbers unemployed

1987 1993 1997 1998 1999 1987-97 1993-97 1993-99

Developed countries 7.6 8.2 7.4 7.1 6.8 0.7 1.1 -0.2
Europe 10.4 10.6 10.3 9.7 9.2 1.1 2.9 0.2
Japan 2.8 2.5 3.4 4.1 4.7 2.9 7.8 11.1

United States 6.2 6.9 4.9 4.5 4.2 -1.0 -5.3 -4.8
Other developed countries

(Australia, Canada,
New Zealand) 8.3 11.0 8.8 8.1 7.4 2.0 -3.6 -3.9

Latin America and
the Caribbean 5.7' 6.1 7.2 8.0 8.72 7.33 n.a. n.a.

China 2.0 2.6 3.1 3.1 n.a. 0.1 7.3 6.5'
India 3.8 2.3 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Other countries in Asia 3.7 3.9 4.9 5.8 n.a. 1.6 0.8 n.a.
Central Europe° 14.0 11.9 12.6 15 6 -3.9 -2.1'
CIS 3.6 7.6 8.5 8.56 19.8 19.3'

n.a. = figures not available; = nil or negligible.
Notes: 11990. 2Data from the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (CEPAL): Panorama

social de America Latina, 1999-2000 (Santiago, 2000). This source gives a figure of 8.1 per cent for 1998.
The ILO gives a figure of 8 per cent for the first quarter of 1999. The data refer only to urban areas.
31990-97. 'Data for Central Europe exclude the Baltic States, which had a total of 270,000 unemployed in
1998. 51993-98. 6Author's estimates based on partial regional data.
Calculations are based on labour force surveys (for developed countries and other countries in Asia),
household surveys and official data (Central Europe and the CIS, Latin America and the Caribbean) or
national sources (China, India). No comprehensive data for Africa are available.

Sources: ILO: Yearbook of Labour Statistics (Geneva, various years), and Informa: Panorama laboral (Lima, various
years); OECD: Employment Outlook and Labour Force Statistics (Paris, various years); Economic
Commission for Europe (ECE): Economic Survey of Europe (Geneva, various years).

"other countries in Asia" are a population-weighted average of a number
of countries in which three Bangladesh, Indonesia and Pakistan pre-
dominate. It would be an interesting and useful exercise to check the
comparability of their means of data collection, methodology and ques-
tions used in gathering information on women's work, etc., since these are
probably not consistent. The unemployment rate does show a sharp rise in
1998, although there had previously been an upward trend. Other data are
no doubt generally accurate in the sense that they faithfully reflect the
methodology used. Table 2.1 suggests that a population-weighted world
unemployment rate was not particularly high (in the range of 4-5 per cent)
in the period 1997-98. It could also be said to have been relatively stable
throughout most of the 1990s, that is, with the fall in the rate for developed
countries cancelling out the rise in Central Europe, the CIS, "other
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Table 2.2. Growth rates of employment, labour productivity and the labour force,
1987-99 (as a percentage)

Area/country 1987-97 1993-97 1993-99 Labour force

E LP E LP E LP 1987-97 1993-97 1993-99

Developed countries 1.1 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.1 0.8 0.8
Europe 0.9 1.9 0.4 2.3 0.8 1.9 0.9 0.3 0.5
Japan 1.0 1.5 0.4 1.5 neg. -0.1 1.1 0.6 0.4
United States 1.4 1.0 1.9 0.8 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2

Other developed countries
(Australia, Canada and
New Zealand) 1.3 1.1 2.0 1.3 1.8 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4

Latin America and
the Caribbean 2.8' 0.3' n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 3.1' n.a. n.a.

China 1.04 10.0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.52 1.1' n.a.
India 2.4' 2.7 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 2.2 n.a. n.a.
Other countries in Asia 2.06 6.6 2.4 4.5' n.a. n.a. 1.96 2.3' n.a.
Central Europe' -1.5 1.0 neg. 4.3 neg. 3.38 -0.6 -0.5 -0.28

CIS -1.0 -2.9 -1.5 -3.7 -1.48 -2.9' -0.3 -0.5 -0.48

E = employment; LP = labour productivity; n.a. = figures not available; neg. = negligible.
Notes: '1990 -98. 2 1987-96. 3 1 993-96 . 1 99 0-97. 51987-93. 61990-96. Excludes the Baltic States. 81993-98.
Sources: See table 2.1.

countries in Asia" and Latin America. But it should be stressed that, for
example, an unemployment rate of 4 per cent in the United States repre-
sents a far tighter labour market and a higher associated growth of
high-quality jobs than a lower unemployment rate in India or Indonesia.
The numbers unemployed grew particularly fast in the mid- to late 1990s
in Japan and the CIS. The relatively fast growth of the numbers unem-
ployed in China reflects the fast growth of the urban labour force.

In Central Europe and the CIS in the period 1987-97 employment fell
by more than the fall in the labour force, and in Latin America and the
Caribbean employment rose by less than the rise in the labour force, as
table 2.2 shows. The situation for Central Europe subsequently changed. In
Asia, employment grew generally faster than the labour force. Table 2.2
also gives data on labour productivity growth (that is, total output divided
by employment). In the United States until 1997 the relatively low labour
productivity growth rates, by comparison with Europe, are associated with
fast employment growth. It is of major importance to investigate the possi-
ble trade-off between these two outcomes and subsequent developments
(see Chapter 3). China is clearly the star performer, followed by "other
countries in Asia". India also experienced relatively high labour productiv-
ity growth in the early 1990s. The performance of Latin America and the
Caribbean and the CIS in terms of productivity growth was poor. Central
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Europe in the mid- to late 1990s saw employment stabilizing as well as a
rise in labour productivity.

If the global unemployment rate changed little throughout the 1990s, it
follows that employment grew broadly as fast as the labour force. How
labour force growth has related to population growth depends on the bal-
ance between a general trend of higher labour force participation rates for
women and falling rates for men. A part of the former may represent only
a growing recognition of women's contribution to output and not a real
change in their activities. And there is no doubt that the global labour force
participation rate of women still remains underestimated.

It is worthwhile stepping back and looking at the global employment
situation in a longer-term perspective. Unfortunately, the only available
statistics are rather unhelpful, relating as they do to employment in very
broad sectoral categories, such as agriculture and manufacturing (single-
digit ISIC 2 classification). Slightly more detail is available for industrial-
ized countries, in which services are separated into personal and social
(government, education, health, etc.) sectors. For Latin America, compos-
ite estimates of employment in domestic services are also available. Such
broad categories can only suggest certain changes in employment quality.
It is assumed here that the nature of employment in some of these sectors
is more likely to be a cause of concern than in others, that is, on the nega-
tive, weaker side you have employment in agriculture, trade, hotels and
restaurants and most personal services and, on the positive, stronger side,
are jobs in manufacturing, utilities, banking, finance and government and
community services. The former group is more likely to consist of more
isolated work in small groups as well as part-time work (usually under-
taken by women), where workers have greater difficulty in organizing
themselves to protect their interests. Incomes also tend to fluctuate more in
these sectors. The unemployed, especially in industrialized countries,
should also be added to this group. (In other countries the potential unem-
ployed are included in one of the low-employment quality sectors.) It
should be noted that two major sectors transport and construction do
not feature in either group.

From the 1920s and 1930s to the 1970s the fall in the share of employ-
ment in the weaker sectors in the major industrialized countries was often
around 20 percentage points (in France, for example, between 1921 and
1971 the share of employment fell from 56 to 35 per cent). The rise in the
stronger sectors was substantial but usually somewhat less dramatic (in
Italy, for example, between 1921 and 1961 the employment share rose from
25 to 39 per cent). After about 1970 and taking unemployment into
account, the situation began to change: the size of the weaker segment rose
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(at least until the early 1990s) and that of the stronger segment fell or stag-
nated.' Obviously, higher unemployment and lower employment levels in
manufacturing combined to generate what is more or less the employment
picture today (see the section on Western Europe, North America and
Australasia) one of some ambiguity, with a growth of both high- and low-
quality jobs, more temporary work but little change in most workers' job
duration. There is also believed to have been a rise in many workers' feel-
ings of insecurity. It is possible that this is related as much or more to
changes in the nature and intensity of work (greater employer control,
fewer promotion prospects under new forms of work organization) and to
a reduced level of in-work benefits as to the risk of job loss.

Between 1960 and 1980, the picture in Latin America was similar;
employment in the weaker sectors fell by some 10 percentage points and
that in the stronger sectors rose (by about 7 percentage points). Like in the
industrialized countries, the situation changed, but this time after 1980. The
share in the weaker segment continued to fall, but the share in the stronger
segment also fell. (Consequently, growth in transport and construction,
where employment might be either formal or informal, rose.) In 1980, the
share of employment in manufacturing reached its peak at around 18 per
cent (low by historical standards) and subsequently fell to around 13 per
cent. Government services hardly increased. Agriculture, meanwhile, fell
from nearly 50 per cent of employment in 1960 to under 20 per cent by the
end of the 1990s.2

However, the experience of Latin America after 1980 would not appear
to be typical for developing countries in general. Changes in the structure
of employment, which are obviously associated with changes in the struc-
ture of GDP, are not wholly predictable. They respond both to per capita
growth rates and, in ways that might not always be expected, to initial per
capita income levels. Taking first total male employment in a sample of 20
developing countries in the 1980s, the usual pattern was a sizeable fall in
agriculture and a slight rise in trade, restaurants, etc.' This net fall in
poorer-quality jobs was largely offset by a rise in manufacturing, financial
services and government and community services jobs. On balance the
weaker segment fell and the stronger rose, that is, they displayed the same
pattern as the industrialized countries prior to 1970. The fall in the share of
agriculture was greatest in the fastest-growing countries, irrespective of
their initial income level. The rise in employment in trade, restaurants, etc.,
was also greater in faster-growing as well as in higher-income countries
(that is, employment in these sectors inevitably replaces some of the fall in
agricultural employment, increasingly so as per capita incomes rise). The
share of manufacturing employment for men did not respond to faster
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growth at all. Employment in financial services rose quickest in higher-
income countries, more or less irrespective of their rate of growth, and
employment in the construction and transport sectors responded princi-
pally to rates of growth. Male employment in government and community
services rose quickest in the lower-income countries.

The same exercise was carried out for women workers and was divided
between countries where data on total female employment were felt to be
reliable (broadly in Asian countries) and those where only the data on
female wage employment seemed acceptable. Taking the latter (wage
employment) first, structural changes in employment seemed highly
favourable, that is, there were substantial gains in manufacturing and in
financial services and, to a lesser degree, in government and community
services. In both the first two sectors, employment growth responded
favourably to per capita income growth. Female wage employment would
thus seem to benefit from faster growth. However, what happens to female
non-wage employment is less clear. The picture for total female employ-
ment in Asian countries was less favourable than for wage employment,
although the pattern was similar. Employment in the weaker segments of
the labour market fell by some 3 percentage points and that in stronger
sectors rose by over 2 percentage points. In fact, the picture for all female
workers was broadly similar to that for all men.

These trends in the 1980s were in tune with the earlier experience of the
industrialized countries. By and large the share of apparently better (i.e.,
stronger-sector) jobs rose and that of probably worse (weaker-sector) jobs
fell. One caveat, however, is that only one sub-Saharan African country
was included in the sample. Following the analysis into the 1990s, using
countries outside Latin America is not easy, and no sub-Saharan African
country could be included in the sample. Broadly speaking, the share of
employment in agriculture for both men and women continued to fall.
Employment in manufacturing often fell or stagnated, especially for men.
The share of employment in trade, restaurants, etc., rose almost universal-
ly, but not by as much as the drop in agricultural employment. The share of
jobs presumed to be of low quality thus continued to fall. By and large the
share of employment in government and community services rose suffi-
ciently to offset the frequent stagnation in manufacturing.

As a result the Latin American picture of a fall in the share of high-quality
jobs in the 1990s was not repeated elsewhere (the data predominantly
relate to Asia). Generally, however, the fall in apparently low-quality jobs
continued to be greater than the rise in apparently high-quality jobs, which
makes it difficult to judge the final outcome. Finally, on this basis, the appar-
ent quality of women's employment improved faster than that of men's.
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Central and Eastern Europe'

Central and Eastern Europe is increasingly becoming two sub-regions.
Some Central European countries are members of the OECD and, more
importantly, are lining up to join the EU. It is not certain whether EU mem-
bership will create either prosperity or full employment, but it should result
in a harmonization of many terms and conditions of employment and other
features, which should raise job quality. Large parts of the CIS, however,
and above all the Russian Federation (despite the beneficial effects of a
large devaluation and high oil prices) and Ukraine, are, currently, in unsus-
tainable positions of considerable economic instability. Since 1995, the
gap, especially, between the Russian Federation and Ukraine and countries
bordering the EU has widened. Employment performance in Central
Europe overall is scarcely satisfactory; unemployment, for example, has
been increasing rapidly in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, and indeed in
1999 rose nearly everywhere. Completing the agenda of structural change
in these countries may push employment down even further. The unem-
ployment position of the larger countries of Eastern Europe or the CIS,
where output is stagnant at best and wage arrears are substantial, has gen-
erally been deteriorating since 1995 (see table 2.3).

What all the countries in table 2.3 had in common before the collapse
of communism were the institutions and mechanisms that found a job for
everyone who wanted one and indeed put pressure on most of those in the
relevant age groups to take a job. Wages were purposely set low, so that
nearly all adults had to work, and the enjoyment of the benefits of the social
security system was closely attached to employment status. Enterprises
were not pressurized to take on workers but deliberately chose to do so
because a larger workforce usually gave managers more power and pres-
tige. Women were educated to work, and usually opted to do so since one
salary per family was rarely sufficient, and later their education levels
exceeded men's. Childcare facilities were established, although (despite
original plans to "liberate" women from household chores) practically no
other services were provided on a communal basis and women had little
choice but to go out to work, look after the household and the children.'

With the 1990s came some drastic changes. The transition process
began, in most countries, with a substantial fall in output as economic and
political factors interacted negatively. The former Soviet Union split up,
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (Comecon) was dissolved,
prices and foreign trade were liberalized, central planning was removed
and, because of high levels of foreign debt, some of the countries began the
new era with austerity policies. Price decontrol opened the way for prices
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Table 2.3 Unemployment in Central and Eastern Europe, 1995
and 1999 (as a percentage)

Country 1995 1999

Albania 12.9 18.0'
Belarus 2.7 2.0
Bulgaria 11.1 16.0

Croatia 17.6 20.8
Czech Republic 2.9 9.4
Hungary 10.4 9.6 (7.0 LFS)
Poland 14.9 13.0 (12.5 LFS)2
Romania 9.5 11.5 (6.9 LFS)
Russian Federation 8.9 12.3

Slovakia 13.1 19.2

Ukraine 1.5 4.3

LFS = labour force survey.
Notes: 'Second quarter of 1999. 2February 1999.

There is, unfortunately, no convincing reason to have much faith in either the level or
direction of these figures. They are data on registered job applicants and the numbers
can rise or fall for seemingly arbitrary administrative reasons. Labour force survey data
are better guides to unemployment levels and increasingly exist. They do not, however,
go back many years. For Central Europe and the Baltic States, labour force survey
numbers of the unemployed are generally lower, often considerably so, than those
registered unemployed. The figure given in the table for the Russian Federation (12.3)
is an estimate given by its statistical office, based on data from a survey of
establishments, not households. By contrast, registered unemployment in late 1999 was
under 2 per cent.

Source: ECE: Economic Survey (Geneva, 2000).

to rise and inflation often rose because of excessive monetary expansion.
At the same time, new opportunities opened up: in the services sector
(which has usually expanded its employment share); in self-employment
(which was next to zero in many countries under the old system); and in
small-scale enterprises. The fall in output would have implied a fall in
wage levels even if the distribution of income had remained steady; in fact,
income distribution appears to have universally worsened. This can only
partly be attributed to a change in wage differentials rewarding human cap-
ital (in the CIS countries industrial wage differentials remain in favour of
commodity-exporting sectors). The worsening of income distribution is
also, on the one side, a result of the proliferation of profitable and semi-
legal authorities and, on the other, of a weakening position in the labour
force for many workers and their families. In most countries, labour force
participation rates fell rapidly, especially for women, and for younger and
older people. Employment levels declined, with some workers leaving the
labour force and others becoming unemployed. Unemployment rose from
the very low levels (if at all) of the end of the 1980s, as has the prevalence
of people holding two jobs.
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Clearly, when viewed on the same terms as developed market
economies, the countries of Central and Eastern Europe are far from
achieving full employment. Only Poland and the Czech Republic appear to
have had any real wage growth over a period of years (others have had
irregular wage growth or growth only after a long, drawn-out decline in
real wages); only in Poland and Hungary do open unemployment levels
appear to have been falling. And where countries such as Ukraine have, on
the surface, low unemployment rates, when part-time workers and workers
sent on administrative leave (who keep a non-working connection with the
enterprise) are included in the figures, the real unemployment rate becomes
a multiple of the apparent rate. Finally, newly recruited workers are often
offered fixed- and short-term contracts, the antithesis of the earlier "right
to work".

The varying experiences of the larger countries can be summarized as
follows: between 1990 and 1998 GDP in the Russian Federation fell by
over 40 per cent, yet total employment fell by less than 15 per cent and offi-
cial estimates of unemployment show that it rose to only 12 per cent. In
Ukraine, the pattern was similar: the collapse of GDP (by 60 per cent) was
even greater than in the Russian Federation, but official unemployment
remained almost negligible, although industrial employment declined in
the period 1992-95 by almost one-third. Official unemployment figures
probably remained so low mainly because of the growth of the unofficial
economy. It is notable, too, that (official) self-employment remains very
limited and that most of those leaving industrial employment seem to have
done so voluntarily.

By contrast, in the Czech Republic employment fell little (around 7 per
cent in seven years) and unemployment has long remained almost negligi-
ble. After an initial jump in 1991, registered unemployment stabilized at
around 3 per cent in 1992-96, but has since risen substantially (see table
2.3). Economy-wide labour productivity growth was relatively rapid in
1993-97, averaging around 2.5 per cent per year. In Slovakia, the fall in
employment was much larger and its recovery much weaker than in the
Czech Republic, and unemployment has been much higher. (This has also
been the pattern in Bulgaria.) In 1991, registered unemployment rose in the
space of six months from 2 per cent to 13 per cent, and until recently had
remained broadly at that level. Labour force participation also fell by about
5 per cent during the period 1989-96, with an even larger decrease in
female participation rates. On the other hand, since 1995 employment in
Slovakia has been growing at around 2 per cent per annum.
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Despite the big differences in unemployment experience between the
Czech Republic and Slovakia, the path of real wages has been very similar
in the two countries. Both countries saw a sharp fall in real consumption
wages in 1990-91, followed by a period of sustained growth. Slovakia
experienced the bigger drop (of about 28 per cent) and a slower recovery,
and by 1997 real wages were still about 5 per cent below their 1990 level.
In the Czech Republic, a somewhat smaller fall and a stronger recovery put
real wages in 1997 about 5 per cent above their 1990 level.

In Hungary, the recession of the early 1990s resulted in huge job loss-
es; employment fell by no less than 25 per cent between 1990 and 1995 and
then turned modestly upward. Unemployment peaked at around 12 per cent
in 1992, since when it has stabilized at around 10 per cent. Real wages have
been relatively stable, in marked contrast to the impressive growth in
labour productivity. Overall productivity, measured by GDP per employee,
grew by 3.9 per cent per year in the period 1990-98. Since real wages in
terms of producer prices fell slightly in the same period, the resulting pos-
itive gap between labour productivity and real producer wage growth
indicates a fall in unit labour costs, which may well have played a large part
in explaining the attraction of Hungary to domestic and foreign investors;
investment in the country rose considerably throughout the period.6

In Poland, following the "big bang" of 1990, the unemployment rate
jumped from virtually zero to around 12 per cent in 1991, rising to a peak
of 16 per cent in 1993 (by a large margin the highest rate outside the
Balkans) and falling only slowly thereafter. In addition to the increase in
numbers unemployed, a roughly equal number of people of working age
left the labour force. The combined effect meant that, between 1991 and
1994, employment relative to the population of working age fell from 78
per cent to 66 per cent. After 1994, sustained growth in the economy
helped reduce unemployment gradually, but in 1997 it was still over 10 per
cent. As Poland is easily the best performer of all the transition countries
in growth of GDP and industrial production, it is scarcely surprising that
total employment fell little in 1990-92 and recovered strongly thereafter.
However, the employment level in 1997 was below that of 1990, so the
overall picture was one of "jobless growth".

In Romania, relative employment stability in 1990-94 was bought at the
cost of a 36 per cent fall in consumption wages. When employment levels
subsequently began to fall, real wages rebounded by about one-third. But
this large increase contributed to the need for a policy reversal in 1997, and
another major fall in real wages took place. In Bulgaria, the fall in real
wages reached 28 per cent by 1997, although the rate of decline was slow-
ing by the end of the period.
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In short, there have been considerable differences in the transition expe-
riences of these countries. The Russian Federation has allowed open
unemployment to emerge on a far larger scale than has Ukraine. Hungary
experienced a far greater fall in employment than did Poland. By 1998,
both Slovakia and the Czech Republic had both more or less returned to
their 1990 GDP levels, although unemployment levels in Slovakia were
double those of the Czech Republic.

Asia'

Before the 1995 World Summit for Social Development and until the onset
of the Asian financial crisis in 1997, some Asian countries and territories,
mainly those in East and South-East Asia, were making steady progress
towards full employment, while others were barely managing to maintain
the status quo. In the Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Singapore and Hong
Kong (China), employment growth consistently outpaced labour force
growth, and unemployment declined to very low levels. Labour shortages
arose and many countries hosted large numbers of migrant workers (up to
20 per cent of the labour force in Malaysia; higher in Singapore). The inci-
dence of poverty fell to insignificant levels in the course of a decade. In
Indonesia and the Philippines, however, employment growth failed to keep
pace with labour force growth, and unemployment tended to rise. Both
countries became major exporters of workers by 1998 an estimated six
million Filipinos were working outside the Philippines (of whom probably
more than half were women) and over two million Indonesians were work-
ing abroad. Compared with the Philippines, incomes in Indonesia had been
growing faster since the 1980s and its migrant workers are usually less
skilled than Filipino migrant workers.

The generally positive employment trends in Asia have recently
become tarnished. After many years of healthy growth, Japan continues in
recession; its economy contracted by 2.5 per cent in 1998 and appears to
have stagnated in 1999; its unemployment rate rose from 3.4 per cent in
1997 to 4.7 per cent in 1999.

But the largest and most serious reversal of positive employment trends
was caused by the Asian crisis of late 1997, the effects of which are, in
some countries, still apparent. In Indonesia, for example, GDP fell by 15
per cent in 1998 and stagnated in 1999; the ILO has estimated that between
3.8 million and 5.4 million workers were made redundant. Moreover,
Indonesian migrant workers returned home in large numbers, especially
from Malaysia. However, neither of these groups would necessarily have
been reflected in increased unemployment levels, which nonetheless
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reached 5.5 per cent in 1998 (compared with 4.0 per cent in 1996). The rea-
son for this is that most of these workers would have been forced to find a
few hours' work a week on farms or with small businesses, which, as has
been discussed in Chapter 1, would lead them to being classified as
employed in labour force surveys. The incidence of poverty is thought to
have more than doubled from the 11 per cent recorded in 1997, and the
poor simply do not have the savings needed to tide them over bad patches.
In Thailand, GDP declined by nearly 10 per cent in 1998. The effects on
employment were already evident by early 1998 and suggested a fall in
total labour inputs (a rise in unemployment, a fall in hours worked) by 7 to
8 per cent. The rate of open unemployment increased from 2.2 per cent to
4.8 per cent (February 1997February 1998).8 Real wages fell by some 10
per cent from late 1997 to early 1998, and self-employment earnings may
have fallen further. In both Indonesia and Thailand women and men appear
to have been affected to a similar degree.

In the Republic of Korea, real wages of regular employees fell by 12 per
cent from the end of 1997 to early 1999, when they began to rise again. In
the same period, the unemployment rate for women rose from 2.3 per cent
to 5.8 per cent and that for men from 2.8 per cent to 8.1 per cent. Overall
employment declined by around 5 per cent for both sexes, but the decline
in the number of regular employees was greater for women (nearly 15 per
cent) than for men (9 per cent). There is evidence that the informal sector
is growing and that more workers, especially women, are cramming into
the already overstaffed retail sector. In the Philippines, employment condi-
tions have shown signs of a sharp deterioration and open unemployment
may have reached 9.6 per cent in 1998, compared with 7.4 per cent in 1996.
The average real wage declined by 3 per cent during 1998.

By mid-1999 the employment situation in the region was becoming
slightly clearer. In the Republic of Korea, unemployment was down some
2 per cent over the previous year to 6.5 per cent (and fell to 4 per cent by
mid-2000). However, unemployment rates rose in Hong Kong (China)
from 2.2 per cent in 1997 to 5.7 per cent in early 2000, and in otherwise
scarcely affected Malaysia (up to 4.5 per cent in early 1999 from 2.5 per
cent in 1997; they fell to 3 per cent at the end of 1999). Quite possibly a
"ratchet" effect has taken place, with unemployment rates higher than
before, despite a revival of economic growth.

Largely because of controls on foreign borrowing, the countries of
South Asia were not so affected by the Asian financial crisis and, since
1995, employment growth has largely kept pace with labour force growth.
This has, of course, meant more self-employment and casual labour in
absolute terms. Regular wage employment in the modern sector is,
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however, currently declining, and there have been some signs of redun-
dancy. The share of agriculture in total employment has declined only
slowly. Open unemployment has been low, except in Sri Lanka (where it is
slowly declining, falling from 14 per cent in 1993 to 9 per cent in 1999).
The incidence of poverty in South Asia, though falling, remains high. The
migration of workers for employment overseas has emerged as an impor-
tant feature in Bangladesh, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

The main factor behind the steady progress towards full employment of
much of East and South-East Asia before the crisis had been the region's
rapid economic growth. But even this had not always been sufficient to
create jobs on the scale needed. China's growth rate was higher than that
of Thailand, and Indonesia's growth rate only slightly below it; yet only
Thailand achieved substantial progress towards full employment, probably
because it had less underemployment than the other countries.

Meanwhile, taken from a global perspective, the growth rates of the
South Asian countries have by no means been negligible. There is much
anecdotal evidence that their employment situation has improved in certain
dimensions, including through higher wages in rural areas, but, because of
irregular data collection and long delays in data processing, hard facts are
lacking.

The most likely explanation for the different employment experiences
in Asia before the financial crisis may be the variety of labour policies the
different countries pursued. In the transition economies of Asia and in
South Asia (and, indeed, in West Asia), labour policies appear to have gen-
erated significant rigidities in the organized labour market, with
bureaucratic methods of labour allocation and the responsibility of enter-
prises for providing social services to their workers severely restricting
labour mobility. In East and South-East Asia, however, labour regulations
did not obstruct labour reallocation and, by the 1980s, wages were rising in
step with productivity. (Furthermore, in the mid-1990s, both Indonesia and
Thailand instigated significant rises in the minimum wage.) Nevertheless,
major gaps in the governance of the labour market existed, in particular
those concerning freedom of association, a state of affairs that is often
linked to the absence of government accountability in some parts of South-
East Asia.

Historically, the situation in China bears some resemblance to what was
going on in Central and Eastern Europe. Before 1978, all jobseekers were
assigned either to local communes in rural areas, or to urban work units.
The matching was bureaucratic and mandatory, and usually permanent.
Even when this system ended, public authorities at all levels continued to
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exert pressure on enterprises to absorb workers, and only in the mid-1990s
did managers acquire the power to dismiss surplus workers.9

The overall employment picture in China is summarized in table 2.4,
which shows that between 1990-98 the labour force rose by 60.5 million.
However, rural farm activities accounted for a much smaller number of the
total at the end of the period, which implies that some 83 million workers
were absorbed elsewhere. In the whole 1990-98 period, township and vil-
lage enterprises (TVEs) absorbed about 40 per cent of these workers,
private enterprise took 31 per cent and rising unemployment about 12 per
cent. However, after 1997 employment levels in TVEs apparently failed to
expand and the private sector became the largest incremental employer.
Employment in state and collective enterprises fell substantially in 1998,
and if workers continue to be "furloughed" (that is, given leave of absence)
from state enterprises, the private sector will have to expand quickly to pre-
vent unemployment from rising and to absorb rural workers.'° On the basis
of table 2.4 it would appear that this is hardly possible and that the category
of people employed in "other rural activities" began to expand in number
again in 1998 after a period of decline. By the mid-1990s, the share of
superfluous workers had become very large, believed to be up to 30 per
cent in state enterprises, 20 per cent in state and urban collective enter-
prises and the same share in TVEs. In urban areas, surplus workers have
for some years been shunted into subsidiary companies, but more recently
enterprises have been permitted to send workers on leave on more or less
half wages. Usually these workers are older, female and the poorer edu-
cated. Official unemployment figures, which refer only to legal urban
residents and exclude all rural residents and migrants (who are not allowed
to register as unemployed), are apparently around 3 per cent (as shown in
table 2.1) to which the share of "furloughed" workers who are genuinely
available for work should be added. (Table 2.1 assumes this could bring the
unemployment rate in urban areas up to between 6 and 6.5 per cent in the
late 1990s.) Given these estimates of worker redundancy, it would seem
that the fall in employment in 1998 in state and collective enterprises and
TVEs was just a beginning. It can also be questioned whether the apparent
dichotomy between "formal urban" and the implicitly "informal rural"
accords with the facts.

Since 1995 and in line with earlier trends of fast economic growth, real
wages in China appear to have risen substantially, although wage differen-
tials have increased. Poverty has continued to fall, although in recent years
the rate of decline has been far faster in urban than in rural areas, reflect-
ing an urban bias in investment and in economic policy in general." Indeed,
from 1985-95 the annual rate of reduction in the number of the poor in
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Table 2.4 China: Labour force, 1980-98 (in millions)

Labour force by activity 1980 1990 1997 1998

Urban areas
Employed in state enterprises' 80.2 103.5 110.4 90.6
Employed in collectives2 24.2 35.5 28.8 19.6
Employed in other enterprises' 0.0 1.6 11.1 16.7
Employed in private enterprises 0.8 6.7 26.7 32.3
Total urban employment 105.2 166.24 202.14 206.8"
Urban unemployed 5.2 4.2 14.1 14.1

Urban labour force 110.4 170.4 216.2 220.9

Rural areas
Employed in TVEs 30.0 92.6 130.5 125.4
Employed in other rural activities 283.2 376.1 349.3 353.3
Total rural labour force 313.2 468.7 479.8 478.7
Total labour force 423.6 639.1 696.0 699.6

TVEs = township and village enterprises (xiangzhen giye).
Notes: 'State sector: firms "owned by all the people" (quanmin suoyouzhi) and responsible to the central

government. Many state firms operate under the direction of provincial or city governments. 2Collective
firms (jiti suoyouzhi), like state firms, are part of the public sector. They report to local authorities rather
than to the central government. The collective sector includes urban enterprises and rural firms, known as
TVEs, that operate under the supervision of local governments in rural areas. 'Firms outside the state and
collective sectors are often combined into the heterogeneous category of "Other" ownership (qita
suoyouzhi). This table breaks this category into two components, namely "other", which are generally
foreign-owned or foreign joint ventures or establishments with state participation, and "private", which
refers to domestically owned, private enterprises. "Total exceeds sum of components (source provides no
explanation for this discrepancy).

Sources: China Statistical Yearbook: People's Republic of China (various years).

rural areas was under 1 per cent, compared with 6 per cent in urban areas
despite a general rise in food prices relative to the overall cost of living

which should have been to the relative benefit of rural areas. The
rural /urban exodus has continued, despite official discouragement, and
many rural migrants are employed as casual workers in urban enterprises
on relatively unfavourable terms. As noted, the focus of new employment
creation has shifted from TVEs to the incipient private sector, and pres-
sures arising from market liberalization have resulted in a gradual
commercialization of the demand for labour, even within the state sector,
with obviously both positive elements (reversing inflexibility in labour
use) and negative elements (growing insecurity for the workforce). Women
have been negatively affected by the smaller number of services being pro-
vided collectively by enterprises. There is now more mobility, turnover and
flexibility in wages and terms of employment and largely greater scope for
private business. But this goes hand in hand with far greater continuing
official support for urban rather than rural workers.

In West Asia, open unemployment has apparently been increasing in
recent years.'2 Certainly, it appears that labour migration within the region
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(mainly male), which acted as a major safety value in the 1980s, had lev-
elled off even before the 1990-91 Gulf crisis. Unemployment rates have
been variously estimated for the mid- to late 1990s as 6 per cent in the
Syrian Arab Republic, 12 per cent in Yemen, 17 per cent in Jordan, 33 per
cent in Iraq and from 18 to 51 per cent in the West Bank and Gaza. In the
Islamic Republic of Iran the unemployment rate in the early 1990s fell to
11 per cent (down from 15 per cent in the mid-1980s), although the figures
were three times as high for women as for men. (Generally, some two-
thirds of the unemployed are aged between 15 and 24.)

In most of these countries the labour force situation of women differs
markedly from that of men, although some of the differences that show up
in the statistics may reflect prejudice in reporting rather than fact. In coun-
try after country in the Middle East, data show that the share of women
aged 25-54 who are "economically inactive" (that is, reported as neither
employed nor unemployed, but, even if this is correct, are no doubt work-
ing hard in other ways) is in the 65-80 per cent range, compared with rates
for men that never exceed 5 per cent." This is all the more surprising since
there has been a marked rise in adult female literacy rates, which has been
leading to converging male and female literacy rates. (However, surveys
that probe more deeply into family labour market behaviour often find that
many more women are in fact working outside the home than are usually
reported.) As a consequence, the vast majority of men work in male-
dominated occupations.

Many countries in the region are statist if not militarist and the authori-
ties are unwilling to diversify, delegate and decentralize. They are, by and
large, ill-prepared for an era of market liberalization. And many of them
are in a state of readiness for armed conflict, which, of course, entails
severe welfare costs and contributes to the usually large size of the gov-
ernment sector (and hence employment in that sector). Most countries have
had a tradition of some government-provided support for the population at
large, especially in the form of food subsidies. The oil-rich Gulf
Cooperation Council countries until recently guaranteed well-paid, public-
sector employment to their nationals, although recent fiscal difficulties
have ended that. Employment in public enterprises, however, has usually
been protected, often effectively putting a brake on private-sector develop-
ment.

Africa

Compared with West Asia, the countries of North Africa have been active-
ly restructuring their economies, diversifying and preparing for greater
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trade liberalization as well as allowing greater scope for private business
activity. In Morocco, this appears to have led to some growth in real wages.
Little, however, is known about changes in poverty levels. In Egypt, in the
first half of the 1990s, it is estimated that real per capita expenditure fell in
the cities by 3 per cent and in the countryside by 10 per cent. Average
income per income receiver apparently fell considerably more than this,
suggesting that more household members had to work, at a lower average
wage, in order to sustain per capita consumption. Nonetheless, the distri-
bution of income has apparently not worsened (the same applies to
Morocco). ILO data bear out a fall in real wages in manufacturing in Egypt
in recent years.

In Egypt the open unemployment rate has been steadily rising since the
late 1970s and was estimated at 11 per cent in 1995 (with the rate for
women double that of men).'4 Elsewhere, rates are reported as 18 per cent
in Morocco (23 per cent for women, 16 per cent for men), 15 per cent in
Tunisia, 16 per cent in North Sudan; 26 per cent in Algeria (similar for men
and women). In Mauritania, urban unemployment is estimated at 25-30 per
cent. This is a particularly serious problem, since Mauritania's population,
which used to be largely nomadic, is now almost 50 per cent urban.

As in West Asia, the labour force situation of women differs from that
of men. In Morocco, for example, female labour force participation rates
are some 33 per cent of the rate for men in urban areas, but only 18 per cent
of the male rate in rural areas. Highly educated women, however, do figure
strongly in the labour force and nearly one-third of urban scientific and
professional workers are women. It is the less educated women who have
fewer opportunities.

The features of the Maghreb countries just described are not typical of
Africa as a whole. Of course, the African continent demonstrates consider-
able heterogeneity, so generalizations concerning developments in a large
number of individual countries would be unwise. The general picture has
been one of fluctuating economic growth rates from a low base and of a rel-
atively high rate of population growth, from which high levels of poverty
are likely to follow. Thus, for example, for 17 sub-Saharan African coun-
tries for which the ILO has recent data on the share of the population living
on less than one US dollar per day (at constant 1985 prices), the median
figure is about 45 per cent. For North Africa, the score is about 2 to 4 per
cent.15 What wage data there are show generally falling wage levels, and
stagnation in South Africa, where paid employment has also been falling.
Such indicators of poverty imply a particularly difficult time for women,
who often have to supplement the family income in poor-quality jobs, not
least in order to earn the money to pay for their children's education, for
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which the State no longer properly provides. Women's labour force partici-
pation has risen, for example, by 7 percentage points in urban Kenya over
10 years. Of course, the continent has its bright spots Botswana and
Uganda are often cited, not to mention Mauritius and there has been
growth in francophone West Africa following the CFA franc devaluation of
1994. Indeed, out of 48 sub-Saharan African countries, 37 recorded posi-
tive economic growth for the period 1994-97.16 But experience suggests
that growth is rarely sustained and it is certainly insufficient to shift the
economic structure towards greater industrialization and job stability. Most
countries show a very high share of the labour force in agriculture in the
70-80 per cent range; some even show a fall in the share of the labour force
in industry. However, urbanization is far advanced in a number of coun-
tries, including Kenya, South Africa and Zimbabwe.

Since the mid-1990s the informal sector in urban Africa has continued
to grow, with women predominating in the lowest productivity activities,
just as they do in most of peasant agriculture. But the dichotomy between
formal and informal activities is increasingly unable to do justice to the
heterogeneity of employment relationships. Regular wage employment in
large enterprises has fallen, a process that began in the late 1980s. Public-
enterprise employment has fallen, often with privatization, but public
administration has sometimes been slow to cut its numbers. Unemploy-
ment is often very high but remains an urban phenomenon. Urban
unemployment is reportedly as high as 33 per cent in Mauritania (de Luca,
op. cit.), but occasional household surveys report that the rate is generally
in the 10-25 per cent range, including 17 per cent in Lagos in 1995 and
some 25 per cent in South Africa (ILO, KILM):7 In a few countries, open
unemployment has been falling in recent years, either because jobseekers
are going directly into the informal sector (where at least two-thirds will,
anyway, find work) or because of spasmodic upturns in economic activity.

As in many other regions that have been following a path of deregula-
tion over the past few years, the use of temporary work contracts in larger
enterprises, earlier very rare, appears to be spreading quickly:8 In
Mauritania and Mali, the ratio of temporary to permanent workers is 2:3,
in Senegal 1:4 and in Benin 1:2. Temporary workers are paid much less
and, of course, are in a far more precarious position as regards job securi-
ty than other workers in the enterprise. The growing use of temporary
workers has led to lower urban incomes and to the narrowing of the
ruralurban income gap. Meanwhile, the informal sector, largely defined as
enterprises employing five people or fewer, which has been providing an
increasing share of urban incomes, has become more service-oriented, with
greater female participation rates. The share of small-scale enterprises
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employing wage earners is small and often falling (from 18 per cent of
small-scale sector employment to, respectively, 13 per cent in Burkina Faso
and 10 per cent in Mali in the years before 1995). Thus the fall in wage
employment in Africa is not confined to the larger enterprises. The infor-
mal sector is obviously playing a necessary role in absorbing workers, but
its capacity to improve working conditions, let alone to invest and expand,
is very weak.

A basic employment problem in many African countries is low produc-
tivity in agriculture, which persists despite the efforts of structural
adjustment programmes to make imported food relatively expensive and
the expanded cultivation of domestic substitutes more profitable. No doubt
this has occurred to some extent, but the capacity of local producers to take
advantage of price incentives is limited for a number of reasons, including:
low land fertility, as population growth pushes cultivation on to lower-
quality soils; poor transport and roads, as the budget for road maintenance
is negligible; expensive inputs; and lack of extension services. Many
African cultivators are women, which can be an additional obstacle to their
receiving help to upgrade their farming methods.

Latin America and the Caribbean"

At the end of the twentieth century, Latin America and the Caribbean were
overwhelmingly urban; very few of the countries in the region had a major-
ity of their population in rural areas and, for the region as a whole, close to
80 per cent of the workforce was urban. In addition, most workers in a
majority of the countries were employees, not self-employed. Earlier
trends in the sectoral composition of employment extended into the 1990s,
and goods-producing sectors continued to lose their employment share,
especially in agriculture and manufacturing. By 1997, average labour pro-
ductivity in agriculture in the region was almost equal to that of services,
the former rising, the latter falling; meanwhile, labour productivity in
industry grew very rapidly, widening the gap between it and the average for
the economy.

Probably since 1995, unemployment has risen in most countries of the
region, 1999 being a particularly bad year, bringing a large rise in unem-
ployment in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Uruguay and Venezuela, as table
2.5 shows. Mexico, however, is an outstanding exception. The data all refer
to urban areas only and have been collected using the same methodology.

Female participation rates have continued to rise significantly; between
1980 and 1995 the rate (defined as the labour force of all ages divided by
the population aged 15-64) rose from 35 per cent to 44.5 per cent as the
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Table 2.5 Latin America and the Caribbean: Urban unemployment rate, 1970-99
(as a percentage)

Country 1970 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999'

Argentina 4.9 17.5 17.3 14.9 12.9 15.52
Brazil 3.7 4.6 5.4 5.7 7.6 7.7
Chile 3.9 6.6 5.4 5.3 6.4 9.82
Colombia 10.0 8.8 11.2 12.4 15.2 19.8
Costa Rica 3.5 5.7 6.6 5.9 5.4 n.a.
El Salvador n.a. 7.0 5.8 7.5 7.6 8.0
Honduras n.a. 6.6 6.6 5.2 5.8 5.4
Mexico 7.2 6.2 5.5 3.7 3.2 2.6
Panama 10.3 16.4 16.9 15.4 15.5 13.0
Peru 8.3 7.9 7.9 8.4 8.2 9.8
Uruguay 7.5 10.8 12.3 11.6 10.2 12.1
Venezuela 7.8 10.3 11.8 11.4 11.3 15.3

n.a. = figures not available.
Notes: 'Second quarter figures. 2Figures for 1999.
Sources: ILO: Yearbook of Labour Statistics (Geneva, various years); Informa: Panorama laboral (Lima, various

years).

share of women in the total labour force rose from 27 per cent to 33 per
cent. (The corresponding male participation rate moved down very slight-
ly.) Female rates tend to be positively associated with education, with
single status (especially if household head) and, for those who are married,
with a small family. Participation has tended to increase over time for
women in each family status and educational category. Rates for married
women appear to have been rising particularly sharply, all apparently
reflecting a process of generally improving social change.

A recent phenomenon in the region is that, as unemployment rates have
risen, its incidence has tended to be highest in the lowest income quintile
of urban families; except for Mexico with its very low overall rates, the fig-
ure ranges from 17 per cent in Brazil to over 40 per cent in Venezuela,
dropping usually to 1-3 per cent in the top quintile.2° In the 1970s, unem-
ployment rates were often lower and more similar for all groups. This
corroborates the increasing concern over the unemployment of less edu-
cated workers. In addition, older workers are increasingly subject to open
unemployment in periods of recession.

As elsewhere, there is a growing trend towards temporary and part-time
work, although the precise magnitude of the phenomenon is not clear. It is
widely believed that the earlier rapid growth of temporary work was part-
ly a response to rigid job security legislation, which made it hard to dismiss
permanent workers. Legislative changes of the early 1990s presumably
facilitated some of this increase but much had already occurred de facto. In
practice, there has been a widespread tendency for labour legislation to be
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ignored or bypassed, which has resulted in an increasing proportion of peo-
ple working in the region with no formal contract or legislated protection.
This is particularly noticeable in Argentina and Brazil.

For decades, Latin America has suffered a rise in income inequality that
has often been most acute during recessions and economic reforms. Where
reform coincided with recession, recovery typically did not bring the
inequality back to its pre-recession level. The main approach to explaining
inequality has emphasized the wide gap between the wages of skilled and
less skilled (or educated) workers. But while real wages have, since 1995,
tended to creep up from their 1991 low, this has come with a substantial
increase in the gap between white- and blue-collar workers, most notably
in Peru (by more than 30 per cent), Colombia and Mexico. Often, this also
coincides with an increasing gender wage gap.

The size of the informal sector in Latin America is often taken as a
measure of the failure of the region's economy to generate reasonably
remunerative jobs, although as its share rises the sector is no doubt becom-
ing more heterogeneous. ILO figures show the informal sector's share of
employment rising from 52 per cent in 1990 to 57 per cent in 1996, imply-
ing that it has accounted for the majority of net new jobs. In almost all the
region's countries, paid employment grew fastest in small and very small
enterprises, which, by the definition adopted by the region, are part of the
informal sector and no doubt where labour conditions in general are most
in need of upgrading and protection. The economic crisis of the 1980s
tended to expand the size of the informal sector rather than raise unem-
ployment rates. This trade-off may now have disappeared, since both
unemployment and the informal sector have been rising in Argentina,
Brazil, Peru and Venezuela. And, as previously noted, unemployment rates
are generally highest for the poor, that is, those people who usually draw
their incomes from the informal sector. This again adds to the unequal dis-
tribution of income found throughout the region.

The Caribbean countries present a diverse picture, although unemploy-
ment is usually in double digits (despite a tendency for it to fall in recent
years). Emphasis in these countries has been placed far less on, for exam-
ple, the behaviour of the informal sector and more on choosing the most
appropriate macroeconomic policy framework to suit their very open eco-
nomic structure. Some countries, such as Jamaica and Haiti, are facing
considerable inflation and are attempting to tackle it partly by setting a
fixed nominal exchange rate. But this has been associated with an appreci-
ated real exchange rate and negligible employment and output growth. By
contrast, the Dominican Republic has had strong export and output growth
and a falling real exchange rate, combined with low rates of price inflation.
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The country's strong export growth has, however, been linked with poor
labour conditions. The macroeconomic situation in Trinidad and Tobago is
fairly similar. In Barbados, output growth has been falling and consumer
prices are near stable, helped by an exchange rate anchor and a negotiated
approach to wage and price determination. A fall in unemployment in a
context of low output growth, as seems to have occurred in Jamaica, usu-
ally indicates a shift to a greater share of informal activities and lower
wages.

Western Europe, North America and Australasia

A major feature of the labour market in Western Europe at the end of the
1990s was the failure of a number of countries to create any new jobs, at a
time of high unemployment (see table 2.6). This applied particularly to the
larger continental European countries; there was significant employment
growth in many of the smaller countries. Indeed, the rise was particularly
large in Ireland, the Netherlands and Norway. Although some of these rises
were more the result of a rebound after a period of job losses, others, such
as in Ireland and the Netherlands, were not. The poor results in France and
Italy since 1995 are a continuation of past trends.2' Country behaviour is
thus increasingly divergent, casting doubt on the existence of any single
"European model" to set against a "United States model".

Table 2.6 shows employment growth and labour demand for the fol-
lowing groups of countries: the United States and Canada (North
America); Australia and New Zealand; four of the larger European conti-
nental countries (France, Germany, Italy and Spain); the United Kingdom
(shown separately as representing an alternative approach to labour market
regulation); and the rest of the EU. The second line for each group or coun-
try (ii) shows employment growth deflated by population growth on the
argument that a part of employment growth is not necessarily policy relat-
ed but reflects a rising population. There is some justification for this
argument and, compared with North America, it presents the experience of
the smaller EU countries favourably. However, as it can be said that good
job-creation policies pull in more migrants, the series for population
growth should, arguably, refer only to natural population growth and
exclude migration. A complication here is that, although migration into
North America has been higher than into Europe, the effect of migration on
the population growth of Europe has been greater. Consequently, the dif-
ferences in employment growth and population deflated employment
growth between North America and the small EU countries would be little
affected by migration. The final line in the table for each group or country
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Table 2.6 Industrialized countries: Employment growth and labour demand,
1993-99 (1992=100)

Country 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

North America
(i) Employment growth 101.0 103.6 105.0 106.6 108.7 110.5 112.3

(ii) Deflated by population growth 100.0 101.6 102.0 102.4 103.4 103.9 104.4
(iii) x index of hours worked 101.0 102.9 103.0 102.4 104.4 103.3 n.a.

Australia/New Zealand
(i) Employment growth 101.0 103.8 108.0 109.5 110.4 112.4 114.5

(ii) Deflated by population growth 99.6 101.8 104.0 104.0 103.5 104.1 104.8

(Australia only)
(iii) x index of hours worked 101.0 103.5 106.0 104.9 104.2 103.8 n.a.

France, Germany, Italy and Spain
(i) Employment growth 97.7 97.0 97.4 97.8 97.8 98.6 100.1

(ii) Deflated by population growth 97.6 96.5 96.7 96.8 96.6 97.2 98.3
(iii) x index of hours worked 97.5 96.3 95.9 95.6 95.5 97.5 n.a.

United Kingdom
(i) Employment growth 98.8 99.6 101.0 101.6 103.3 104.2 105.2
(ii) Deflated by population growth 98.1 99.1 99.7 102.2 102.4 102.9 103.5

(iii) x index of hours worked 99.3 100.2 102.0 101.6 103.2 102.6 n.a.

EU-15 (minus the five listed above)
(i) Employment growth 98.8 99.5 101.0 101.9 103.2 105.6 107.9
(ii) Deflated by population growth 98.1 98.6 99.7 100.4 101.5 103.6 105.6
(iii) x index of hours worked 97.0 100.1 100.0 103.0 102.0 n.a. n.a.

n.a. = not available.
Notes: (i) Employment growth equals numbers of civilian employment; (ii) deflated by population growth equals

the growth of civilian employment divided by the growth of population (also 1992 = 100); (iii) the final line
is population-deflated employment growth multiplied by an index of hours worked, taken from national
sources.

Sources: OECD: Employment Outlook (Paris, various years); Eurostat: Labour Force Survey results (Luxembourg,
various years).

(iii) includes an index of hours worked, which generally appears to move
procyclically.

These data on employment growth hide some massive shifts in the
workforce. The share of employed men aged 25-54 fell over the longer
period 1985-97 by 12 percentage points in Spain and Sweden and by 5-7
percentage points in Austria, France, Germany and Italy. (And it should be
noted that the employment rate for low-skilled men is usually only about
85 per cent of the average.) Employment rates for men in the 55-64 age
bracket fell in many countries by a good 10 percentage points. For women
aged 25-54, rates rose by 4-7 percentage points in Germany, France and
Italy, and by a massive 23 percentage points in Ireland, 18 in the
Netherlands, 13 in Spain and ten in the United Kingdom.
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Since 1995, unemployment rates have remained extremely high in
Spain (although they fell from 24 per cent in 1994 to 16 per cent in 1999)
and are bunched around 11 per cent in Belgium, Finland, France and Italy.
Elsewhere, figures have converged to about 5-7 per cent, although
Germany, at around 9 per cent, sits between the two groups. But high rates
in a number of large countries are keeping the European average up. That
men have become less likely to be employed does not mean that they
became unemployed; many are no longer in the labour force. Nor is the fact
that the greater number of women seeking jobs is responsible for high rates
of unemployment. As the ILO's World Employment Report 1998-99 points
out, in the European countries where unemployment increased, the activi-
ty rate (employed plus unemployed as a share of total population) hardly
rose over a long period.

The large number of people who stay unemployed for long periods of
time is a matter of such growing concern that the European Commission
has made the issue the subject of one of its employment guidelines (that is,
retraining for those out of work for 12 months or more). The rate of long-
term (12 months plus) unemployment to the total labour force ranged, in
1997, from over 11 per cent in Spain to below 1 per cent in Norway.
Generally, it was in the 2.5-5 per cent range. Only in the countries with rel-
atively fast employment growth have rates of long-term employment
fallen, and rates have risen in countries with sluggish employment growth.
The level of long-term unemployment and its behaviour partly reflect the
different country use of labour market programmes, which have the effect
of substituting short periods of unemployment (perhaps for more people)
for longer periods.

In contrast to Europe, both the United States and Canada (and
Australia), despite many differences in labour market policy, have seen
rates of employment growth rise faster than that of the labour force,
although unemployment remains somewhat higher in Canada (and in
Australia) than in the United States, where unemployment in 1999 was
down from a high of 6.9 per cent in 1993 to 4.2 per cent. Furthermore, the
US employment rate for men is higher than that of any EU country except
Denmark and for women higher than any except Denmark and Sweden. All
this is a priori evidence that the United States is closer to full employment
than many European countries, although the pick-up in labour demand in
several of the latter has recently been very strong.22 The World Employment
Report 1998-99 explains how the US economy has been creating both rel-
atively well-paid and relatively low-paid jobs (and few jobs in the
middle-income category), which implies that the distribution of wages
must, by some measure, have become more unequal. The country's wage
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inequality, however, is largely related to relative education and training lev-
els and not to any growing division by gender or ethnic group. Indeed,
these divisions have narrowed. The real average wage for production work-
ers, which is around the median for all workers, was nonetheless stagnant
for a long time (and only in 1997 regained its 1989 level). And, because of
the high level of employment growth, combined with sustained but not
always spectacular output growth, labour productivity growth was low
until a number of parameters apparently began to change after 1998. The
so-called "new economy" of the United States is discussed in Chapter 3.

Table 2.7 sheds more light on wage behaviour in the United States and
contrasts it with that in France for the two periods 1986-90 and 1990-97.
The first row gives the figure for average wages in the economy (compen-
sation of employees per wage earner). "Ordinary" workers' wages (second
row) grew faster than the average in France and slower than the average in
the United States. (In the United States they grew by 2.4 per cent in 1998,
compared with only 0.4 per cent annually over a seven-year period.) The
last three rows show output growth subdivided into employment growth
and labour productivity (GDP per worker). It can be noted that workers'
wages in France, while rising faster than the average, nonetheless rose
below the rate of productivity growth. Average wages in France rose sub-
stantially less than productivity growth. In the United States, as average
wages grew between the two periods their distance from productivity
growth narrowed substantially.

Much of the increase in employment in Europe in recent years has been
in part-time work; in 1997 nearly 18 per cent of all EU employees were
working part time of which nearly one-quarter of them would have pre-
ferred full-time work. Over 80 per cent of part-time workers are women,
(Temporary, whether full- or part-time, work accounted for about 12 per
cent of employment, of which some 40 per cent was involuntary.) In many
countries, in both North America and Western Europe, when total employ-
ment grew, average hours also grew, and vice versa, reinforcing the cyclical
nature of employment growth (see table 2.6). But this finding is too crude
to determine whether there is a trade-off between hours and jobs and thus
scope to reduce hours by legislation and thereby raise employment. In the
post-1995 period, some countries, such as Denmark, attempted to limit
hours worked either by discouraging overtime or by moving to a shorter
working week (as France is currently doing). In Norway, hours worked
have also fallen sharply. However, it is a fallacy to think that work can sim-
ply be divided up among a variable number of workers. Naturally, there is
likely to be a general preference in society for a shorter working week, pro-
vided that it can be achieved without weakening employment and output
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Table 2.7 France and the United States: Annual wage growth in real terms,
1986-90 and 1990-97

France United States

1986-90 1990-97 1986-90 1990-97 (1997-98)

Compensation of employees per
wage earner (average wage) 0.2 0.5 0.1 1.0

Workers' wage' 1.0 0.7 -1.3 0.4 (2.4)
Output growth 3.2 1.3 2.7 2.6
Employment growth 1.8 0.2 2.1 1.3

GDP per worker 1.4 1.1 0.6 1.3

Note: 'In France, hourly earnings of non-agricultural workers (ouvriers); in the United States, production workers
in the private sector.

Sources: OECD: Main Economic Indicators (Paris, various years); Annuaire Statistique de la France (Paris, various
years); US Department of Labor, Employment and Earnings (various years).

growth. Nonetheless, some involuntary part-time work is probably
inevitable. To the extent that faster growth removes this involuntary part of
part-time work, the resulting increase in hours worked should also be wel-
comed.

If those countries in Western Europe that have been unable to create
new jobs are to absorb the unemployed, they will have to deal with two par-
ticular problems reasonably promptly: they will need to secure a faster and
sustained rate of overall output growth on the one hand, and come to terms
with, very probably, a lower rate of labour productivity growth, on the
other. In principle, employment, output and labour productivity are deter-
mined simultaneously, but in fact there is some scope for policies to trade
off productivity against employment. In some major continental countries,
if a high rate of labour productivity growth (say 3 per cent annually) con-
tinues, then absorbing the unemployed over a period of ten years (and
making an allowance for those who would subsequently wish to join or
rejoin the labour force) could give a necessary GDP growth rate of around
5 per cent or more. Conversely, an output growth rate of a more likely 2.5
per cent annually would suggest that productivity growth over, say, a ten-
year period, in which full employment was achieved could hardly exceed
1 per cent, which is even lower than the figure for the United States before
its recent upturn in productivity.

The simplest way to achieve lower productivity growth (which the
Netherlands has done) is to expand the share of low-productivity activities
in the total by deregulating labour markets and encouraging part-time
work. But without countervailing and consensual policies, this is likely to
lead to increased wage dispersion. One way of sidestepping this problem,
which has been taken to great lengths in France, is by subsidizing employ-
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ment. In France, this now accounts for 10 per cent of total employment
(and up to 25 per cent for the 16-24 age group). However, this is costly and
can in the long term be demoralizing, not least because it presents no
opportunities for individual advancement. In the medium to long run the
answer no doubt lies in upgrading skills so that the low-educated sections
of the labour force virtually disappear. But the solution of expanding serv-
ices by, for example, deregulating hours of work and opening times (which
is often favoured by the European Commission) is not practical, particu-
larly if it increases wage inequality and segmentation in the labour market
to a socially unacceptable degree.

The United States has a different set of problems to cope with. Until
recently, wage stagnation among production workers was the norm, even at
fairly high levels of output growth. This drew more workers into the labour
force, often those with relatively low skills, in order to sustain household
incomes; the challenge for training policy is thus immense. Higher levels
of productivity are being achieved on average but higher productivity for
all workers would be desirable, which requires both more training and
investment.

2.3 Broad issues of employment quality

Introduction

As has already been mentioned, certain aspects of employment quality are
virtually impossible to measure; only anecdotal evidence of their suitabili-
ty and degree of change is available, which is unacceptable for analysis.
Information on the extent of respect for health and safety provisions and
the level of protection they give unfortunately falls into this category. So,
to a large extent, does the coverage and development of training, where
only changes in some correlates can be observed.23

Change in income security is another aspect of employment quality that
cannot easily be measured. Income security for most workers comprises
three elements: stable business conditions, security of job tenure and mech-
anisms for income compensation. Many farmers and self-employed people,
especially those in the informal sector, have no security of tenure, only
different conditions governing their use of and control over income-
generating assets. And their only means of compensation for lost income is
to draw on their own savings or to try to diversify the sources of family
income.

In many countries there is now greater scope for a more sophisticated
approach to systems of income compensation. Many developing countries
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have long had systems of compulsory savings for workers, albeit usually
not for those in very small enterprises. However, the intention of schemes
of the provident-fund type is to provide people with an alternative to a
retirement pension, rather than income support in the event of unemploy-
ment. If they are drawn on prematurely, they are no longer effective as a
source of retirement income. Introducing unemployment insurance only
becomes feasible when the likelihood of unemployment is, in normal
times, quite low. That was precisely the situation in many East Asian coun-
tries before the late 1997 Asian financial crisis; long-term worker
commitment to the enterprise was strong and unemployment low. The
corollary, of course, is that, for these very same reasons, many workers saw
little need to contribute to such schemes, since they believed the likelihood
of their becoming unemployed was extremely low.

The Asian crisis came after a decade or two in which the sources of
income in many East Asian workers' households had become less diversi-
fied, and this greater specialization had gone hand in hand with higher
incomes. To that extent, the need for income compensation systems had
been gradually increasing, although it had gone largely unnoticed. Asian
workers were, however, considered fortunate to have had that opportunity.
Many workers throughout the world are finding themselves in an increas-
ingly loose relationship with a final employing enterprise (see the regional
sections of this chapter). Some are effectively subcontracted as a means of
spreading the enterprise workload or avoiding contractual obligations.
Others, even in wealthier countries, have a relationship no different from
casual labourers looking for a day's work.

Developments in two other aspects of employment quality are discussed
next: freedom of association; and the promotion of women in the labour
force, discrimination and equality of opportunity."

Freedom of association

In some countries extreme situations still exist where independent workers'
organizations are totally prohibited, under a penalty of imprisonment or, for
migrants, expulsion." However, more often, labour legislation draws dis-
tinctions between, and excludes from its scope, specific groups of workers;
for those workers who are subsequently not able to establish organizations
within the purview of the law, this situation is tantamount to a ban. Such
exclusion is all the more disturbing where it relates to workers coming
from the poorest and most underprivileged segments of the population.
Limitations on the establishment of organizations may also stem from
conditions relating to nationality, sex, opinion or political affiliation.
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Restrictions based on nationality can seriously limit migrant workers from
playing an active role in the defence of their interests, especially in sectors
where they are the main source of labour.

In other countries, the right to organize is not contested but restrictions
prevent workers and employers from establishing organizations of their
own choosing. These restrictions can range from containment, where
organizations operate only within a limited environment and cannot freely
organize further, to the prohibition of legitimate means by which organiza-
tions exert pressure to further their members' interests, such as the right to
strike.

A number of countries impose rules on the establishment of workers'
organizations that are related, among other things, to the formalities to be
observed when an organization is created or to issues of membership,
recognition or the representativeness of the organizations. Although the
right to establish organizations does not imply absolute freedom, require-
ments are sometimes so stringent or complex that they amount to
forbidding workers or employers from organizing freely or to giving the
authorities discretionary power to refuse the establishment of such organi-
zations." Related to this are requirements that only one trade union can be
established for a given category of workers. Union monopoly is still expli-
citly provided for in a number of countries, including in some parts of
North Africa and the Middle East, but progress has been achieved else-
where, most notably in Central and Eastern Europe and in Africa, where
many countries had earlier banned trade union pluralism.

Except in extremely rare cases, relating, for instance, to public or essen-
tial services, international labour Conventions stipulate that the right to
strike is a legitimate means of action for workers' organizations to further
the interests of their members. However, there are countries in all regions
that put restrictions on strikes in general; some of these refer essentially to
the maintenance of essential services, although in some instances such
services are widely interpreted to include, for example, metropolitan trans-
port, postal services or even department stores and pleasure parks. Many
countries also reserve a right to compulsory arbitration before or during a
strike, after which any strike is considered illegal.

Finally, the exercise of freedom of association implies that all individu-
als involved in trade union activities shall enjoy adequate protection
against acts of anti-union discrimination. However, the extent to which the
authorities provide protection against these acts varies widely; acts of vic-
timization against those attempting to organize workers are reported by
countries at all income levels.
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The promotion of women in the labour force, discrimination and equality
of opportunity

The share of women in the global labour force is rising and, by generally
acceptable estimates, is currently some 35-40 per cent of total employ-
ment. Women's education levels are generally lower than those of men but
are catching up. Their activity rates have often risen sharply over the past
decade, while those of men have usually been falling slightly. As workers,
women and men have a wide range of identical concerns, but their circum-
stances and often their position in the labour force can differ widely; many
labour market policies need to include an explicit recognition of this gen-
der dimension. Firstly, occupational segregation by sex is found worldwide
and takes two forms: horizontal segregation, that is, the distribution of men
and women across occupations (for example, women working as maids,
men as truck drivers); and vertical segregation, where men and women
work in the same occupation but one sex is more likely to be at a higher
grade (for example, women as production workers, men as production
supervisors). Approximately one-half of both male and female workers are
in "gender-dominated" occupations, where at least 80 per cent of the
workers are of the same sex. However, male-dominated, non-agricultural
occupations are over seven times as numerous as female-dominated occu-
pations. Among professional and technical occupations, women often work
as nurses and teachers; they also dominate in clerical and secretarial jobs
and in many service occupations. "Female" occupations tend to be consid-
ered less valuable, with generally lower pay, lower status and feWer
advancement possibilities." Women workers are much more likely than
men to face competition at work from the other sex. They are also more
likely to be employed in smaller rather than large enterprises and, by exten-
sion, in the informal sector.

The levels of occupational segregation by sex differ greatly across
regions. Asia has the lowest average level and the Middle East and North
Africa the highest. The level of sex segregation is relatively high in other
developing regions, while OECD member countries and Central and
Eastern Europe display average levels. In Asia, the gender dimension
seems to have a somewhat different character, and vertical segregation
within occupations is more significant than elsewhere. But women in Asia,
and in other developing countries that have followed export-oriented
industrial paths, are more likely to be production workers than women in
developing countries in general. To that extent, occupational segregation
worldwide is not related to socio-economic development, and differences
between countries are largely region specific. This strongly implies that
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social, cultural and historical factors are of paramount importance in deter-
mining the extent to which occupations are segmented in relation to the sex
of the worker.

In the past two decades occupational segregation by sex has fallen
slightly, owing more to the increased integration of men and women within
occupations than to any shift in the occupational structure of employment.
Frequently, the rate of expansion of established female-dominated occupa-
tions has been insufficient to absorb all new female labour force partici-
pants, and so many women have entered less traditional occupations."
However, this has not occurred in the larger East Asian countries and in
most Middle Eastern and North African countries. Occupational segrega-
tion by sex has increased in China and remained unchanged in Japan.

Within the past few years there has been a marked increase in the adop-
tion of national laws and legal practices requiring the payment of equal
remuneration between men and women for work of equal value (in con-
formity with the ILO's Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 100)).
The concept of work of equal value as the point of comparison between
jobs is intended to reach the partly concealed discrimination that may arise
from the existence of different occupational categories for men and
women.

Despite government efforts to eliminate discrimination and promote
equal opportunity and treatment, practices resulting in the social exclusion,
marginalization and even persecution of particular groups of people, both
women and men, continue to be widespread. Most countries have adopted
legal provisions to protect against discrimination on at least some of the
grounds listed in Chapter 1. Many have gone further, adopting guarantees
of equal opportunity and treatment and establishing enforcement mech-
anisms, particularly for workers with a clear employment relationship in
enterprises above a certain size. Given the insidious nature of some forms
of discrimination and the difficulty in detecting and remedying discrimina-
tion, let alone the problem of equating the value of work in sex-segregated
occupations, the use of corrective mechanisms is seen as a positive indica-
tor of progress in combating discrimination. Correspondingly, the lack of
knowledge of the issue and the absence of complaints or corrective mech-
anisms are probably signs that discrimination in a country is going
unchecked. Discrimination in employment makes little theoretical sense in
that it may well prevent the best equipped people from doing a job.
However, K. J. Arrow points out that explanations of discrimination based
on the logic of profit and loss cannot account for the role it seems to play
in everyday behaviour.29
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Women suffer from multiple forms of discrimination if they are a part
of a racial, ethnic or religious minority or an indigenous community. The
ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and
Recommendations has remarked that discrimination linked to religion is
the most sensitive aspect of discrimination practised against women. In
addition, difficulties deriving from disability, marital status or age are often
compounded by gender-based discrimination.

In recent years, concerns over discrimination on the grounds of politi-
cal opinion have waned with the general dissolution of communist-
controlled regimes and the move towards democracy in many countries.
But other forms of discrimination based on race, national extraction or
ethnic origin appear to be on the rise. Discrimination can also take the form
of preventing or severely discouraging internal, domestic labour mobility
and thus preventing, for example, villagers from applying for jobs in
towns. While not all minority groups suffer from discriminatory treatment,
some are singled out and even become targets. These forms of discrimina-
tion are often so culturally driven and intractable that if left unresolved they
can lead to war. The growing concern over continuing acts of racial intol-
erance and hatred can be seen by the large number of new laws being estab-
lished to punish them. However, there are usually no clear lines as to what
constitutes discrimination on grounds of race, national extraction, belong-
ing to a minority group or colour, and these concepts often merge. They
may be based on how the people concerned consider their differences and
the attitudes that then result. Discrimination based on racial and national
extraction may also include distinctions based on clan, tribe, or any groups
of peoples, or populations defined by similar distinct characteristics such
as language or cultural tradition. The Roma in Central and Eastern
European countries are an example of a group that is often subject to dis-
crimination in all aspects of their social and economic life. Discrimination
against indigenous and tribal peoples has been of such an extreme and dis-
tinct nature that the ILO has adopted a specific Convention the
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169) with the aim
of recognizing and protecting their self-determination and identity. Forms
of discrimination based on the caste system, especially where low-caste
status and poor-quality occupation go together, are essentially similar.

New forms of discrimination have recently emerged. In industrialized
countries, where ageing populations are confronting slow growing levels of
employment, not only may employers show a preference for younger
workers and ease older workers out of jobs, they may also be encouraged
by government policy to do so. And in some developing countries, people
affected with HIV/AIDS are also facing discrimination on a daily basis.
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As noted earlier, migrant workers can face discrimination in employ-
ment and jobseeking. The ILO has estimated that, in 1995, between 80 and
97 million people were residing, legally or illegally, in a country other than
their own. Since this figure includes both migrant workers and their fami-
lies, this means that probably between 2 and 3 per cent of the world's
labour force are migrants.3° Where migrant workers are accepted for per-
manent settlement, their locally born children may or may not be or
become citizens of their country of residence. Even where they are citizens,
they can face discrimination. In many Western European countries, rough-
ly one in three job applicants of migrant origin has been found to be
excluded from application procedures on discriminatory grounds.

A great deal of international migration is illegal (perhaps one-third of
the total, or maybe nearly 1 per cent of the world's labour force). In good
times, some countries with a perceived labour shortage in some market
segments turn a blind eye to illegal migration, but reverse their attitude
later. In many countries, legislation provides for sanctions against employ-
ers who hire undocumented workers, but enforcement varies greatly.
Attempts have also been made to establish some control through amnesties,
but these have often proved difficult to implement. Many undocumented
migrants in fact entered the host country legally but overstayed their visa
or violated its terms usually by working. Furthermore, jobs given to il-
legal migrants offer almost certainly poor conditions so far as pay, health
and safety, the remittance of earnings and most aspects of working rela-
tions are concerned. Clandestine jobseekers still feel that work under such
conditions is acceptable, though, and some employers find it profitable to
employ them.

The 1990s saw no relaxation in the rising demand for unskilled female
migrant workers to take up housekeeping tasks, work as low-wage work-
ers in labour-intensive industries, or in socially undesirable jobs, including
the sex industry. Migration by young women workers has been increasing
in recent years, most notably from South-East Asia to Central and Eastern
Europe, where they are employed in occupations and sectors vulnerable to
abuse and exploitation.

Much migration, to the industrialized countries in particular, is of the
highly educated, many of whom are migrating from a number of poorer
countries. Migration now adds 0.3-0.4 per cent annually to the US popula-
tioe (providing, it is believed, about one-quarter of the bosses of Silicon
Valley companies) and about 0.2 per cent annually to the population of
the EU.32 It is possible that labour market deregulation encouraging long
hours of work and a lack of reliance on certified vocational training in
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recruitment are features of labour markets that are attracting more educat-
ed migrants.

2.4 Concluding remarks

Chapters 1 and 2 have argued that little significance can be attached to gen-
eral statements about the world employment situation, largely because of
the tremendous economic disparities between countries at different levels
of development. What is growing income or job insecurity in one region
may be commonplace in another. Nevertheless, there are instances when
the reversal of social and economic gains is evident, as in the wake of the
Asian financial crisis, when it could be said that the employment situation
clearly worsened. Often, however, different indicators will point in differ-
ent directions. Thus, Latin America has higher unemployment rates and
greater income inequality than 10 years ago but is, nevertheless, displaying
some real wage growth.

Economic disparities between countries are an important aspect in the
assessment of the relative employment situation, but only up to a point.
Economic growth alone does not dictate the pattern of employment devel-
opment. Two further elements must be added: firstly, the notion of
democratic processes, particularly freedom of association, the acceptance
of the outcomes of collective bargaining, the absence of discrimination and
greater equality of opportunity; and secondly, that of the distribution of
wages and working conditions within a country. Thus, wealthier countries
are not necessarily those with the best employment conditions, and fast
economic growth need not entail an equally fast improvement in employ-
ment conditions. On the notion of democratic processes, specifically in
relation to freedom of association, there is the difficulty of distinguishing
between the adoption of legislation and its proper implementation. As
already noted, workers who encourage trade union membership on the
shop floor can face many practical obstacles, even when legislation is
clearly supportive. And discrimination in employment remains wide-
spread, although it is unlikely to be worsening. The relative employment
position of women and certainly women's relative education level are
improving. To that extent, equality of opportunity may be becoming a real-
ity.

The introduction of a notion of income distribution or wage dispersion
can be complex. At one level this can be seen as a formalinformal sector
dichotomy, as noted in Chapter 1, but the definitions of those two sectors
are far from being watertight. As the informal sector apparently grows,
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which it is doing in much of Latin America and Africa, so it is likely that
it will become increasingly differentiated, particularly since (one of the few
global trends that is reasonably definite) the education level of the labour
force is generally rising. The dispersion of working conditions may, of
course, follow the size distribution of enterprises and be better in the
larger firms, but the distribution of earnings is likely to be determined by
household-related and individual variables.

In looking at wage distribution, a further concern arises: the treatment
of the unemployed. Are they to be seen as zero earners and as therefore fur-
ther weighting the distribution of earnings towards inequality, irrespective
of their consumption levels? Can unemployment be equated to low-income
earning, and in whose eyes? As will be seen in Chapter 3 in a discussion of
the experience of the "older" OECD member countries, some observers
explicitly take this view and equally explicitly rate any employment, how-
ever low paid, as more desirable in welfare terms than unemployment
status. This is, of course, an oversimplified approach and, as the chapter
suggests, much depends on background factors. What is, however, gener-
ally accepted is that it is not because potential workers prefer to be
unemployed that they are unemployed. Current levels of unemployment
benefit do not discourage job acceptance (although job-search intensity is
affected by the duration of unemployment benefit), but if they are linked to
the loss of other benefits, they may do so. Clearly, both unemployment and
low-paid employment should be viewed as negative features of employ-
ment and labour markets.

Are there then any general features of labour market development that
can be seen as positive or negative in employment terms? Obviously, there
are some black spots: many labour market developments in Central and
Eastern Europe can be described as negative, despite the moves made
towards democracy; and in sub-Saharan Africa, matters are scarcely
improving. Many of these negative elements arise because of the way the
market liberalization process is being managed and other programmes and
policies neglected. The liberalization process itself is likely to generate
additional job and income insecurity and to make certain industries unprof-
itable. In addition, it may promote traditionally low-skilled and low-paying
industries. Thus, some countries in North Africa, for example, may be
about to face a period of negative employment developments as they open
up more to world markets. But this is not the end of the story, for govern-
ments retain the autonomy to follow anti-poverty and skills upgrading
policies.

The employment effects of market liberalization (and thus of globaliza-
tion) should certainly not be taken to be totally negative. For one thing,
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there have been widespread and beneficial political changes in many coun-
tries, not least because of increased international scrutiny. For another, the
ability of industrialized countries to sustain fast growth over a long period,
if assured, is a potent force for helping the rest of the world. The next chap-
ter suggests how some regions can help themselves enjoy such benefits.
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THE EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS OF
CURRENT POLICIES

3.1 Introduction

3

Trade and financial liberalization, participation in world markets, intensi-
fied competition at the micro level and enterprise restructuring, together
with the acquisition of appropriate skills by the labour force, are often spo-
ken of as the economic policy foundations of satisfactory employment
growth; the ILO's concerns of non-discrimination and freedom of associa-
tion are far less frequently mentioned. The former are often alleged to be
features of the East and South-East Asian model (although the reality prior
to 1997 was very different), which, in the 1980s and most of the 1990s,
delivered high levels of employment and output growth in conditions of
often low levels of income inequality or indeed of equalizing income dis-
tribution. Together with certain accompanying macroeconomic conditions
designed to ensure financial stability (such as avoiding overindebtedness)
and low levels of price inflation (thereby achieving real interest rate stabil-
ity), these characteristics have become a common part of economic policy
advice. Usually they are combined with injunctions to deregulate labour
markets, essentially by substituting bilateral worker-to-employer negotia-
tions (that is, individual contracts) for collective or legislated action.
Fortunately, however, full attention has rarely been paid to all these injunc-
tions, which overlook much of what government intervention can
contribute to development; certainly, during their early years of success the
East and South-East Asian "miracle" countries paid little heed to them.
Most countries are still not convinced that full liberalization is the way for-
ward, as applies so obviously in the case of policies on food production,
where imports are rarely freed, and is shown in the support for infant indus-
tries. Historically, individualistic action in labour market functioning is
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also generally seen as something to move away from, because of the clear
improvements in welfare associated with social legislation.

But this is not, of course, to spurn the features described by the liberal-
ization model. The world is moving towards global free trade, and
enterprises must be prepared for competition. But governments nonetheless
retain the responsibility and ability to assist this process by, for example,
encouraging research and development, and product and process innova-
tion, even if protection through tariff barriers is removed. Macroeconomic
stability is important; low levels of inflation are being reached in the indus-
trialized countries, so that developing and transition country exporters must
either emulate them through higher productivity or accept a pattern of
recurrent devaluation (and the risk of this going out of control) in order to
remain competitive. Raising skills levels and improving labour market
institutions (particularly those parts of the public administration with cor-
responding responsibilities) are obviously important if high standards of
living are to be achieved. Other basic government responsibilities, such as
anti-poverty programmes, judicious investment in infrastructure and ensur-
ing equality of opportunity, although less frequently mentioned, also need
attention.

This chapter examines a number of issues related to employment poli-
cy in a context of market liberalization. Firstly, it looks at the experience of
East and South-East Asia because, whether or not it has been correctly
interpreted and the lessons drawn are correct, its stylized depiction in terms
of such liberalization has had an enormous intellectual impact on employ-
ment policy thinking. The chapter also examines recent developments in
Latin America that belie the simple optimism of the liberalization model
and suggest that quite different lessons should be drawn from what hap-
pened in East and South-East Asia.' Section 3.3 reviews the experience of
the "older" OECD member countries and in particular looks at the interac-
tion of a deregulated labour market model (mainly championed in North
America) with a model of low budget deficits and reduced levels of gov-
ernment debt (corresponding to the Maastricht criteria of the EU). It
concludes with a discussion of the so-called "new economy" of the United
States. Section 3.4 looks at the main experience of market liberalization in
the 1990s the regime change in Central and Eastern Europe. Some
aspects of this are, of course, unique, but what makes the region's experi-
ence so interesting is that these countries could not pick and choose their
policies. They could not just go ahead and privatize enterprises; they have
had to make firms sufficiently competitive so as to create a new economy
with fiscal and balance-of-payments equilibrium. In addition, they have
had the difficult task of juggling with low wages, extended and expensive
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social programmes and a poor tax base. In some of these countries, the
results have been disastrous.

3.2 Developing countries: Recent experience

East and South-East Asia: What went right?2

A starting point in the discussion of employment policies in East and
South-East Asia is to point to the bogeyman of import substitution (IS)
policies. For better or worse, in the Asian context the latter is usually iden-
tified with South Asia, thus obscuring other differences between the
regions in terms of resources and their distribution or enterprise behaviour.
South Asia, by and large, chose IS, while East and SouthlEast Asian coun-
tries, after a short, initial phase of IS, switched to export expansion. In
doing so, they used more of their surplus factor, labour and, to an extent
that can be easily exaggerated, set the price of capital faced by entrepre-
neurs more realistically, although they rejected financial liberalization.'
The limitations of the "South Asian" paradigm are now well known. The
most fundamental point is that the domestic market for manufactured
goods in low-income economies is small, and the proportion of employ-
ment in large-scale manufacturing, which IS targets, is too low to provide
a base for a large expansion of effective demand, based on the home mar-
ket. Therefore, the opportunity for the expansion of manufacturing
production is soon exhausted after imports of consumer goods have been
replaced by domestic production, in the absence of sufficiently large
increases in per capita income in other sectors. Furthermore, the closed
economy, which IS leads to, develops inefficiencies at the enterprise level
and in public administration, which can prove particularly difficult to
remove. The absence of competition with the world market not only leads
to managerial inefficiency but, more importantly, drastically slows down
the transfer of technology from the dynamic parts of world manufacturing.
In addition, a non-competitive environment is the breeding ground of
groups with a vested interest in the augmentation and sharing of "rents"
created. All these factors make an IS country uncompetitive in world mar-
kets and make a regime reversal extremely difficult and initially extremely
harmful to employment and output.

Set against this experience is the record of East and South-East Asian
countries moving into an export-oriented policy of industrialization. For
two or three decades, this type of development seemed to do wonders for
some of these countries. The GDP growth rate of this group was higher
than that of any other region in the world. Equally relevant, the degree of
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income inequality accompanying this growth process was quite low. Some
of the countries and territories that first participated in this process, such as
Taiwan (China) and the Republic of Korea, achieved virtually full employ-
ment and recorded real wage growth at a rate unprecedented in economic
history. Other countries coming to this growth process somewhat later,
such as Indonesia and Thailand, also experienced substantial growth in
labour earnings and a reduction in poverty levels. However, large pockets
of low incomes persisted in particular sectors or regions and, certainly in
Thailand, income inequality rose in some periods.

The export-oriented strategy has held its predominance in discussions
on Asian development strategy for the past three decades. Other South-East
Asian countries sought to emulate the success of the initial "Asian tigers",
and even the South Asian countries have started moving towards this strat-
egy (in so far as the baggage carried from the IS era allows).

Nevertheless, a problem that many of the export-oriented countries
faced, particularly in the 1990s, was their heavy dependence on foreign
capital inflows, which financed their high investment ratio over and above
the domestic savings available. Such dependence was deliberately avoided
during earlier phases of growth in East and South-East Asia. Recent years
of East and South-East Asian growth were also marked by an over-reliance
on export promotion in the face of overvalued currencies (particularly in
Indonesia and Thailand), which the foreign capital inflow helped sustain,
and a heavy dependence, on the part of private borrowers in particular, on
short-term dollar-denominated foreign debt. The Asian financial crisis
emerged as the rate of export growth was being forced to slow down as
costs increased and other countries with less overvalued exchange rates
became more competitive in dollar prices. With the onset of financial dif-
ficulties, short-term capital was free to leave relatively promptly. The
downward pressure on exchange rates caused by the deteriorating external
current and capital accounts was magnified by the change in investors'
expectations. As the exchange rate spiralled downwards, the domestic
financial cost of the repatriation of capital continued to rise, which had
enormous multiplier effects on the national capital market. Thus the shocks
emanating from the external finance sector added enormously to the real
problems of adjustment to the economic structure, and a huge crisis
emerged.

In this regard, aspects of domestic policy' in the region that can be crit-
icized relate both to the build-up to the crisis (in broad terms owing to
over-optimism in the belief that any level of current account deficit in the
balance of payments could be sustained as well as to under-regulation of
the finance and banking sectors) and to the handling of the crisis (broadly
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because policy-makers were not equipped to analyse and develop appro-
priate responses).This was partly because the institutions needed to analyse
policy critically and to encourage the democratic representation of differ-
ent social interests had not been established. The East and South-East
Asian model had also neglected to construct meaningful safety nets, which
could have helped sustain consumer demand and prevent social tension. To
the extent that "flexibility" in the pre-1997 period meant a "hands-off'
approach by government to social issues, it is clear that this was taken too
far and involved the neglect of the civil institutions required for good gov-
ernance. As seen in Chapter 2, some countries have experienced a
remarkable rebound, particularly the Republic of Korea, which has mostly
come about thanks to large currency devaluations and often quite consid-
erable falls in the price of manufactured exports. Some steps towards
greater transparency in government and respect for participatory institu-
tions were, fortunately, taken during the crisis years.

Espousing export orientation as an industrialization strategy is one
thing; deciding on the appropriate degree of trade, let alone financial and
labour market liberalization, is another. In 1973, the ILO comprehensive
employment strategy mission to the Philippines stressed the "vital impor-
tance of overall import liberalization and tariff reductions. [...] Without it
the general cost structure on which new labour-intensive export industries
depend cannot be expected to be sufficiently competitive internationally."5
Yet countries have been reluctant to accept this advice. Trade liberalization
has frequently been avoided by the setting-up of tax -free enclaves and
export processing zones (EPZs) as a means to secure export growth. Of the
Republic of Korea, T. Michell wrote, in the early 1980s, that "the conven-
tional view is that the Republic of Korea changed from import substitution
to export promotion in the early 1960s", but then goes on to show that there
was still scope for trade liberalization in the late 1970s and that the pace of
trade liberalization was, by and large, determined by the need to avoid a
worsening balance of payments.6 Of course, as more developing countries
began to export manufactured goods, the need for their relative prices to be
aligned with world relative prices became more obvious and commitment
to overall trade liberalization more common.

Financial liberalization and opening up across the board to foreign
investment came only later and half-heartedly, particularly in the Republic
of Korea. In China, a major exporter, bank lending goes overwhelmingly
and on favourable terms to the state sector. (As discussed in Chapter 2, it
is the private sector that is now creating most employment in China and a
reversal of this financial policy is needed.) In many ways, full product and
financial market liberalization has traditionally been seen as just one option
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in the strategy of export orientation. It is quite wrong to identify such lib-
eralization with the experience of East and South-East Asia, which has
basically had the common strand of encouraging export orientation backed
up by very different approaches to encouraging new industries and skills
development. However, the trend in the governance of world trade is
towards global free trade, aided to some extent by regional trading agree-
ments. To that extent, competition on all domestic markets is inevitable and
there is little support for the protection of infant industries. Competition in
financial markets is also expanding rapidly. Since it is rarely possible to
turn back the clock, liberalization needs to be accompanied by sensitive
anti-poverty, anti-discrimination and skills development policies in order to
give workers as much support as possible in meeting its consequences.

On the question of labour market institutions, export orientation was
commonly associated with a denial of freedom of association and the
repression of independent trade unions, an approach that dies hard. In the
Republic of Korea of the 1970s compulsory arbitration in labour disputes
in export industries was the rule, although the dismissal of workers was
highly regulated. Trade union repression, however, has not necessarily
implied wage repression and, as noted in Chapter 2, Indonesia and
Thailand made powerful use of minimum wage legislation in the mid-
1990s.

In all this, it has been the enterprise that has responded to market sig-
nals. One important link in the chain between export growth and income
distribution concerns the size distribution of firms. A point that cannot be
stressed enough is the importance of having a balance between enterprises
of different sizes. Market forces alone do not necessarily bring about a sat-
isfactory balance, because special efforts may be needed to stimulate the
growth of smaller enterprises. But experience suggests that intervention
policies can easily lead to the excess growth of large enterprises. Given the
distribution of employment by firm size, the larger the productivity (and
hence usually wage) differential between the different sizes, the more
unequal the distribution of wage earnings is likely to be. And, for a given
productivity differential, the worst-case scenario for an unequal distribu-
tion of earnings is the concentration of employment in only small and very
large firms. At one extreme of the Asian pattern lie Taiwan (China) and
Hong Kong (China). In these two territories, the distribution of employ-
ment is fairly evenly spread across all size groups ranging from the small
(<50), through the middle to the large (>200). In addition, the difference in
labour productivity (and hence wages) between the small and large firms is
kept to a minimum of the order of 2:1. This is the type of manufacturing
development that is most "optimal" from the point of view of both
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efficiency and capital use and equity. Not surprisingly, it is also associated
with exporting and the production of high-quality goods by a range of size
groups, not just the largest.

At the other extreme is India, where the difference in labour productiv-
ity between large and small enterprises is of the order of 8:1. India has an
exceptionally large proportion of employment in the lowest size group of
six to nine workers and an exceptionally low, relative value-added per
worker in this group. Certain policies that reserved the production of some
goods to small-scale units, together with measures in the financial and
labour markets that implicitly discouraged their growth and expansion, led
to the creation of a mass of low-productivity small enterprises at the bot-
tom of the industrial structure. These coexist with a fairly large proportion
of very large units employing more than 500 workers, of which a number
benefit from protection and licensing policies. This has resulted in the phe-
nomenon of what is known as the "missing middle" a strikingly small
proportion of employment in medium-scale firms, employing between 50
and 500 workers. Labour productivity in the middle-sized enterprises that
do exist is not so much lower than in the large units in India; it is almost of
the same order of magnitude as in Japan and the Republic of Korea.
However, the big difference lies in their relative scarcity.

The Republic of Korea began its years of fast industrialization in the
1970s by encouraging the growth of large firms and conglomerates. This
was achieved by a combination of subsidized interest rates, allowing priv-
ileged access to foreign borrowing and export incentives. This may have
been very beneficial in developing new products and processes and in
securing export market shares but, as a policy, it began to be reversed in the
1980s. The bias towards smaller enterprises in government policies was not
driven by the desire to promote employment or increase the employment
elasticity of output growth in manufacturing. Rather, the motivation seems
to have been that a shortage of labour and rising wages were having a neg-
ative effect on the profitability of large firms. This experience has been
mirrored elsewhere; an over-emphasis on achieving growth through large
firms runs into problems of high labour and management costs, which ulti-
mately erode competitiveness. Smaller enterprises have to be brought into
the picture, either as direct exporters or as close subcontractors. And, of
course, there are the distributional implications of the size distribution of
manufacturing firms to consider. The degree of income inequality in the
Republic of Korea peaked in the late 1970s, when the share of large enter-
prises in manufacturing reached its highest point. Since then, the inequality
index has fallen significantly, along with the downward shift of the size
distribution of employment and value-added to smaller establishments.
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To summarize, the best policy for industrialization in terms of support
for enterprises may change over time. Secondly, export orientation alone
can be an ambiguous and insufficiently specified development objective
and, finally, although it may not always be wise to be neutral on the size
distribution of enterprises, the possible consequences of any intervention
leading to a bias towards larger enterprises, perhaps through the choice of
trade and industrial policy, need to be carefully considered.

And in Latin America?'

During the 1980s and 1990s much of the policy advice given to Latin
America implicitly had a simplified version of the experience of East and
South-East Asia in mind. It was claimed that what was necessary was to
shake off the burden of IS and to do this by liberalizing markets. However,
the region was urged to this far faster than the East and South-East Asian
countries, and, furthermore, in a very different policy and institutional con-
text. In fact, policy advice to Latin America neglected many of the lessons
that East and South-East Asian experience had to offer in terms of the ben-
efits of institution building and of public- and private-sector cooperation.

Recent developments in Latin American labour markets must first of all
be seen against the background of the economic downturns precipitated by
the debt crisis of the 1980s. The cost of the adjustment undertaken
(between 1980 and 1990 the region's trade deficit of 4 per cent of GDP
changed to a surplus of comparable size) was high, since most countries
applied the orthodox medicine of real devaluation and fiscal deficit reduc-
tion. All suffered recessions; trade surpluses were produced via depressed
domestic demand. The typical pattern involved export growth and real
devaluation, with a radical cut in imports. Furthermore, by the early 1990s
most countries had undertaken (but not necessarily completed) major
reform packages, which included the dismantling of past restrictions on
trade and capital flows, financial-sector reform, privatization and other
attempts to diminish the size and activities of the public sector, and some
changes in labour legislation. The latter changes were generally the intro-
duction of measures to reduce a worker's claim to job protection within the
enterprise. However, freedom of association and trade union rights in most
cases received stronger legislative support than before. Per capita growth
in the region overall averaged 2.6 per cent over 1992-99, still well below
that of the decades under the policy packages of the 1960s and 1970s but
better than the 1980s. Growth has, however, remained fitful, both for the
region on average and for most of its countries, owing to a variety of prob-
lems, including the instability of short-term capital flows.
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The positive expectations of the (neoclassical) reformers were based on
the belief that the previous policies had cheapened capital and raised the
price of labour, and had suffered from an anti-export bias as well as pro-
urban and anti-agriculture biases. Accordingly, it was presumed that policy
reform would eliminate those biases and raise exports and the rate of
growth. Agricultural exports (which it was hoped would be especially
intensive in low-income labour) were expected to be strongly stimulated,
and the removal of the biases in favour of capital intensity would raise the
demand for labour at the same time that it increased efficiency. Poverty was
therefore expected to fall rapidly through the combined positive effects of
faster growth and a better distribution of income following an increased
demand for low-skilled workers. The share of tradables in GDP was
expected to rise, necessitating a complementary shift of resources, which
goes some way to explaining the proposed changes to labour codes, such
as the weakening of rules against worker dismissal, the cutting of payroll
taxes, etc. The general intention was to increase labour mobility and to
diminish the bias against employment of the previous system.

Some of the more general and less cautious statements of the pro-
reformers had skipped rather lightly over the possible costs of these policy
changes. However, more recent assessments from international financial
institutions (IFIs) have addressed this aspect and generally accepted that in
the short run the labour market effects would tend to be negative, that is,
that the costs would come first and weigh especially heavily on those work-
ers in the market-losing sectors who had little or no mobility to other
activities, while the good, new jobs would come along later.' It was thus
recognized that the informal sector would have to fill in the employment
gap in the interim.' The earlier, more optimistic, assessments are now
untenable in the light of events; the more cautious ones, of a delayed but
finally favourable outcome, still based mainly on theory rather than on
empirical evidence, are not very different in many of their short-term pre-
dictions from those of more pessimistic and negative observers.

Overall export growth (in volume, terms) was faster than that of GDP
over 1992-99 (9.9 per cent per year against 4.2 per cent per year) but that
of imports was faster still (at 10.7 per cent).1° This combination gives few
hints as to whether or not the production of tradables has risen faster than
GDP; the fact that both agriculture and manufacturing grew more slowly
than GDP suggests the latter. At a more disaggregated level, there are many
sectoral differences in growth outcomes, which have frequently been
described as an increasing polarization between more modern, often
export-oriented, activities and the rest. The heterogeneity of technologies
in use has increased, suggesting that the same holds with respect to relative
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labour productivity. Major questions include the duration of this trend and
whether it will ever be self-reversing.

As would be expected, most (perhaps all) of the usual labour market
indicators moved negatively during the periods of macroeconomic crises
(of which their timing varied somewhat from country to country) and pos-
itively, or at least less negatively, when the economies were growing. The
more important issue is how well they behaved in absolute terms during
fairly successful growth periods. Since the early 1980s, Latin America has,
by common consent, suffered the greatest increase in income inequality
since reasonably adequate data became available in the 1960s; current dis-
cussion and analysis focus mainly on trying to explain the pattern. Why
was East and South-East Asia's usually favourable experience in this
respect not duplicated here? The timing of the increase in inequality has
often coincided with the recessions of the period and with the implementa-
tion of economic reforms;" S. Morley'' has concluded that the recessions
were substantially to blame for higher inequality, with the implication that,
with economic recovery, the high levels of inequality would recede. This
factor may have been significant in a number of countries, but it is now
clear that an important non-transitory increase in inequality also took place.
Where reform coincided temporally with recession, recovery typically did
not bring inequality back to its pre-recession level, and in a number of
cases where the two did not coincide the reforms were accompanied by
jumps in inequality (for example, in Colombia and Ecuador). Much atten-
tion has been focused on Chile's record in the 1990s, partly because of the
country's shift to a civilian government and partly because it was felt that
if the increases in inequality were really transitory, Chile would be the first
test case for this hypothesis, since its reforms had been in place the longest.
So far, there has been no sign of a significant reduction in inequality in the
country.°

Various theories have been advanced to explain these increases in
inequality. However, given the strong tendency for the main possible con-
tributing factors to have emerged at roughly the same time (trade reforms,
other market-friendly reforms, bursts of technological change), it has been
impossible to sort out the causal process convincingly:4 And, of course,
compared with most of Asia, income inequality was already relatively
high, even in the 1970s. This can generally be traced back to a more con-
centrated land ownership pattern in Latin America, which may have
imposed more segmentation and discrimination and allowed less equal
opportunity for its population and labour force. However, the characteris-
tics of labour demand need to be considered simultaneously with those of
labour supply.
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The main approach to date has emphasized the widening gap between
the wages of the skilled and the wages of the less skilled (or educated)
workers. A general downward trend in this gap had been occurring prior to
the late 1980s, with Latin American countries converging fastest towards
the developed country pattern of fairly low earnings differentials, accord-
ing to E. Lora and G. Marquez.' Since then, there has been a reversal,
again most marked in Latin America (which also has the widest gaps), with
the "Asian tigers" forming an exception as their differentials have continued
to fall vis-a-vis those of the developed countries. Thus, while real wages in
Latin America have tended to creep up from their 1991 low, this slow
recovery has come with a substantial increase in the gap between white-
and blue-collar workers, most notably in Peru (by more than 30 per cent),
Colombia and Mexico. Lora and Marquez account for this large and widen-
ing difference as the result of the low level and slow increase in education
in Latin America, of which the labour force currently has two years' less
education than the average for its level of development, and four years' less
than similar East Asian countries. Years of education in the workforce
apparently increased at only 0.9 per cent per year in the 1980s as against
1.6 per cent in the 1960s. The education gap became particularly conspic-
uous in the 1990s because of the growing demand for skilled labour caused
by the upturn in investment. However, as Berry and Mendez comment, it
does not appear credible that such a gradually acting force could be prima-
rily responsible for the observed distributional shifts, which have tended to
be quite abrupt, often occurring in the course of just two to four years. In
any case, D. Robbins's' careful attempts to sort out demand and supply
effects have tended to conclude that it is demand shifts that most directly
underlie the changing patterns of wages and wage differentials. However,
it remains to be determined which mechanisms explain the changes in the
pattern of labour demand, and how they have interacted with shifts on the
supply side and with any changes in the way labour markets have been
working.

Reforms in the areas of international trade and investment have been
constant elements of the packages instituted in those Latin American coun-
tries where distribution has significantly worsened, although reforms have
also been present in some cases where it has not (such as Costa Rica).
Among the alternative theories put forward to explain an observed associ-
ation between the removal of trade restrictions and increasing inequality,
several" assume that the workers involved in producing exports in Latin
America are relatively more skilled than workers in East and South-East
Asia, with the result that, compared with those countries, intensification of
trade widens earnings differentials by level of education. Other theories
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involve "skills-enhancing trade", that is, the increased capital goods
imports associated with trade liberalization increase the returns to skilled
labour, which is complementary to capital goods.' It has also been widely
noted that globalization tends to favour the "large-scale sector" of the
economy large firms, large cities, the more developed regions within the
economy, etc. The dominance of large firms in the production of manufac-
tured exports implies less employment creation than would otherwise be
expected'9 and is in contrast with the experience of East and South-East
Asia presented above.20 Past IS policies would have accentuated the polar-
ization of the size distribution of firms. Since earnings differences associ-
ated with firm size (including those across the formal/informal sector
divide) and with regions are often large, an accentuation of this tendency
constitutes a real risk of worsening income inequality.

It has been argued that the opening up of trade should raise the relative
incomes of agricultural workers, since the IS regimes discriminated against
agriculture and especially against agricultural exports. The evidence on this
point is still very partial (since household surveys often fail to cover rural
areas adequately or at all). There are clear examples of recent labour-
intensive agricultural exports,' but there are many other examples in which
employment creation is limited by the fact that the activities are organized
by large farms or corporations." In a number of countries (including
Mexico) it appears that a significant part of the agricultural sector cannot
easily compete with an onslaught of imports and that the sector's labour
resources are not easily mobile to other sectors. The overall story of the
impact of the reforms on agriculture and the way this affects labour market
outcomes has yet to be told in Latin America. And, at this point, there are
few grounds for optimism that the story will be strongly positive.

Confusing the analysis of the effects of the reform packages is the fre-
quency with which large capital flows either inward or outward have
impinged on the tradables sectors and the economies as a whole. On aver-
age for the region, capital inflows in the late 1990s were substantial at
US$50-80 billion per year. These flows would have caused the real
exchange rate to appreciate, which may have overwhelmed the potentially
positive effects of freer trade." Only when this factor is duly taken into
account will a fairer assessment of the other elements of the reform pack-
ages be possible. The one component of the packages of which the effects
are most definitely questionable so far is precisely this opening up of
domestic capital markets. The late 1997 debacle in East Asia only under-
lines the already obvious problems the unpredictability of these flows have
caused individual countries in Latin America.
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Latin American experience differs from that of East and South-East
Asia in many ways. The area did not have the same diligent build-up of
human capital and for long had had a far more concentrated distribution of
assets. Government policy on industrialization, while often highly success-
ful in terms of creating new industries in the 1960s and 1970s, was for too
long focused on meeting only domestic demand. Agriculture, or at least
peasant agriculture, was relatively neglected, partly because of the sector's
limited political role (even more so than in East and South-East Asia).
Economic policy-making was often unsure, with volatile effects on the
macroeconomy. Liberalization came abruptly, more so than in East and
South-East Asia, and has failed to generate equilibrium in the balance of
payments.

3.3 The "older" OECD member countries: The 1990s24

The so-called "older" OECD member countries (that is, excluding Turkey,
Mexico, the Republic of Korea and the member countries of Central
Europe) have become a battleground for the interplay of different models
of labour market regulation and other forms of public intervention. Many
observers place the blame for continued high levels of unemployment in a
number of European countries (see Chapter 2) on a combination of factors,
including: unduly high wage settlements, exceeding the rate of change of
productivity growth; high non-wage labour costs, which render a number
of activities unprofitable, especially for low-skilled workers; various forms
of legislation on employment protection, which make employers reluctant
to hire workers up to the point where their marginal productivity and wage
coincide; and levels of unemployment benefits and other programmes that
tempt would-be workers into refraining from active job search.25 To some
extent, this list of points (the "deregulatory model") simply reflects aspects
of labour market functioning in the United States, which were, at least in
the 1970s and 1980s, very different from those of most European countries.
The rate of replacement of lost incomes by unemployment benefit and the
duration of benefits, the apparent provision in legislation for workers' job
security and the level of payroll taxation for financing social security sys-
tems all seemed far lower or weaker in the United States than in Europe.
Wage behaviour was apparently more moderate in the United States (and
in Japan) in the 1970s and 1980s, but, as will become evident, the situation
has changed considerably since then.

Two important characteristics of differing models of labour market
functioning are the degree of employment protection (basically the ease or
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difficulty with which an employer can adjust the number of workers, so-
called "numerical flexibility") and the extent of wage determination by
collective bargaining." However, the degree of coverage by collective bar-
gaining is a measure not of union membership (which is often less than
coverage) but of union influence on wage setting. The United States, plus
Canada, New Zealand and the United Kingdom, score low on both counts,
that is, they all have poor levels of protection and weak union influence.
Austria, France and Germany score highly on both (see table 3.1). In
between, however, there is little agreement and the rank correlation coeffi-
cient for the two variables is 0.56. For some countries, employment
protection legislation is strong and may be seen as a kind of substitute for
relatively weak unions. In the Nordic countries generally the contrary
appears to apply, because in Sweden and Denmark, for example, other
institutions and practices exist to help displaced workers, so that legislat-
ing for employment protection within the enterprise is redundant.
However, overall there is some United States/France and Germany
dichotomy, which fuels the IMF's analysis of labour markets, whether or
not it makes the IMF's conclusions legitimate.

The United States stands out from the bulk of European countries in two
other areas. The first is in its lack of generous unemployment benefit in
contrast to the relative generosity of unemployment benefit in most
European countries. Features of unemployment benefit include their level,
duration and eligibility as well as the extent of retraining or counselling
offered and arrangements for income support payments that apply when the
unemployment benefit can no longer be drawn. Assessing the whole sys-
tem in any country is difficult and the measure given in table 3.1 cannot be
definitive. Furthermore, benefit systems interact with employment protec-
tion systems. Italy, for example, is strong on the latter but not generous on
the former. Japan also expects companies to solve their own problems of
labour mismatch without resorting to dismissals and has little provision for
unemployment benefit."

The other contrast lies in the differing taxation systems of the two areas.
It follows from the general share of government expenditure in the econo-
my that the "tax wedge" (see table 3.1) is likely to be relatively low in, for
example, Japan or the United States, and high in, for example, the
Scandinavian countries. However, the relative importance of taxes levied
particularly on the worker, rather than on all consumers, that is, payroll
taxes rather than value-added taxes, is likely to change the ranking of the
tax wedge by country relative to that of overall government revenue per
worker. That the tax wedge is apparently extremely low in Japan and on the
high side in the Netherlands suggests that is not an obvious factor in
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Table 3.1 Selected older OECD member countries: Employment protection and
collective bargaining coverage, by country rankings, 1990s

Country
Tax
wedge'

Collective
bargaining'

Employment
protection'

Unemployment
benefit generosity'

Australia 1 10 4 4

Austria 12 18 16 8

Belgium 10 14 17 15

Canada 6 4 3 5

Denmark 8 6 5 17

Finland 17 16 = 10 13

France 16 16 = 14 11

Germany 11 15 15 5

Ireland n.a. n.a. 12 n.a.

Italy 15 12 20 ., 6

Japan 3 2 8 1

Netherlands 14 11 9 16

New Zealand 2 3 2 7

Norway 9 8 11 12

Portugal 4 7 18 10

Spain 13 9 19 9

Sweden 18 13 6 14

United Kingdom 5 5 7 3

United States 7 1 1 2

n.a. = figures not available; tax wedge = the difference between the value of a worker's output in terms of its
purchasing power over consumer goods and the worker's level of consumption.

Note: 'Lowest (tax wedge and level of unemployment benefit generosity) or least (coverage by collective
bargaining and employment protection).

Sources: For columns 1 and 2, R. Jackman: Labour market policies in OECD countries: A typology, Paper prepared
for the ILO, Geneva, unpublished, 1998; for column 3, see S. Cazes, T. Boeri and G. Bertola: Employment
protection and labour market adjustments in OECD countries: Evolving institutions and variable enforce-
ment, Employment and Training Paper, No. 48 (Geneva, ILO, 1999); and for column 4, M. Buti, L. R. Pench
and P. Sestito: European unemployment: Contending theories and institutional complexities, Document
11/81/98, European Commission, DGII and Forward Studies Unit (Brussels, 1998).

employment growth. Additionally, the size of the tax wedge is another
yardstick by which to rank countries (see table 3.1). In fact, it is fairly inde-
pendent of both the ranking by employment protection (rank correlation
0.33) and the coverage of collective bargaining (correlation 0.63).
Nonetheless, the average score of the United States in the three lists is
three, compared with 15 for Austria and France.28

Features of labour market functioning, such as differentiated payroll
taxation or easily available and generous unemployment benefit, can make
labour more expensive to the employer, either directly or indirectly, by
making would-be workers reluctant to accept work at the rates offered. But
there are very many features of labour market operation that can raise the
productivity of workers at any given wage level and hence the profitability
of employing them. Training (especially in solely enterprise-specific skills)
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is one such feature, worker-management cooperation in improving work
organization is another. Features such as these should offset some of the
alleged benefits of the "deregulatory" model. Of course, the bottom line is
that the benefits of training, etc., by definition, cannot survive wages rising
faster than productivity growth. Training and worker management cooper-
ation are likely to benefit from an environment that favours job security.
Therefore, at least this element of the deregulatory model (easy hiring and
firing) will cut both ways and a priori could harm as much as benefit
employment levels." Training and worker management cooperation play
an important role in all labour market contexts, but they are best known as
elements of some continental European practice.

It has become an article of faith that, in conditions where the deregula-
tory model does not apply, the expansion of nominal demand (lower
short-term interest rates, faster growth of money supply) will lead only to
inflation, and that nothing is to be gained by very low administered inter-
est rates, high fiscal deficits, etc. Structural changes in labour markets must
come first. The IMF, however, has accepted that structural reforms are like-
ly to be easier to implement if an economy is run at a high level of demand.
But the IMF's World Economic Outlook reveals a profound suspicion of so-
called "insideroutsider" problems in Europe between employed and
unemployed workers and of an alleged inability of European countries to
align real wage and productivity growth. Faster output growth, then, only
stimulates wage growth and not employment.

This is the link between the deregulatory model and the "generating
business investment by low inflation" model. Wage moderation contributes
to price stability and in principle aids the accumulation of resources for
investment. It is on the basis of an absence of wage moderation that the
IMF accounts for the experience, over the past 25 years or more, of higher
unemployment levels in Europe at each high point of the business cycle.
Upward movements in output are never sufficiently sustained for unem-
ployment to be significantly reduced, because structural rigidities come
into play at an early stage (which would cause inflation if interest rates
were not raised to discourage output). The type of long-term upswing that
the United States experienced after 1991 (which showed signs of slowing
down at the end of 2000) has not had a chance to appear in the larger
European continental countries. However, this would not appear to be
because nominal wage growth has been too high; indeed, falling unit
labour costs have been a common feature of European economies in recent
years and it is investment performance that has often been very weak. Less
dogmatic explanations are also important, including country-specific fea-
tures such as the strains of German reunification and the particular
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problems other continental countries faced in meeting the Maastricht con-
vergence criteria for economic and monetary union.3°

Can clues on the relative behaviour of unemployment rates be gleaned
by reviewing data that are more macroeconomic in nature? In recent years,
the high unemployment economies have been those with the least success-
ful record of per capita income growth, with, on average, often a positive
and quite substantial trade balance, which generally reflects success in
industrial exports. Does this suggest that for much of the 1990s domestic
demand was unnecessarily depressed?'' The hypothesis implicitly behind
the choice of variables presented in table 3.2 is that countries will expand
nominal demand until fears of either inflation or a negative current account
balance take over." Of course, problems of timing make this demand man-
agement very complicated in practice. The manifestation of official support
for nominal demand used here is a combination of varying short-term real
interest rates (relative to all other countries in the sample), the change in
government debt and the excess of money supply growth over real output
growth. Under the Maastricht criteria, government debt levels became a
target variable in their own right, thus constraining a government's ability
to reflate demand by running a budget deficit and increasing indebtedness.
In fact, it appears that: (a) some slow-growing countries, such as Belgium
and Italy, were up against a constraint on debt expansion (in both these
countries money supply growth was also low); and (b) some high-inflation
countries kept real interest rates relatively high compared with all the other
countries, presumably in order to dampen inflationary expectations. Thus,
some self-denial, at least in the short to medium term, was occurring. Italy
is a prime example of a country apparently facing all these constraints.
Sweden's position was similar to Italy's, although probably more for cycli-
cal than structural reasons; both countries had large real devaluations.
Austria, Germany" and Japan had the most relaxed monetary policy over
the period.

However, this did not make them the fastest growing countries, which
can be explained by a number of factors. Both Japan and Germany saw
their real exchange rates appreciate, which might well have slowed growth.
Germany was also running into a current account deficit, even at a low
growth rate; its price inflation was also above average. Further demand
expansion may have been unwise, but very probably the severe structural
problems inherent in German reunification set a limit to what even
extremely favourable demand conditions could achieve. Japan's problems
must have been different in nature, since neither inflation nor the current
account was in any way a constraint.
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Countries with the least favourable demand conditions include Italy and
Sweden, as already mentioned, as well as Denmark and the United States.
In the last two, tight monetary policies and a relatively high short-term real
interest rate were associated with exchange rate appreciation. Yet it must
be assumed that their supply-side situation was very strong, and in part
both countries could offset their currency appreciation against low nominal
wage growth for production workers.

Countries where demand conditions can be considered "very favour-
able" include the United Kingdom and Austria, with overall outcomes
more satisfactory in the former, where a slight real devaluation interacted
very favourably with demand expansion.

Countries with only "favourable" demand conditions include Australia,
France, the Netherlands and Spain. Australia was running into a severe cur-
rent account deficit; Spain had a slight current account deficit and
above-average inflation. On the supply side, Spain's real exchange rate fell.
Presumably neither Australia nor Spain wished to expand demand further
and Australia was doing well with demand conditions as they were. The
Netherlands was clearly benefiting very strongly from foreign demand,
with an immense current account surplus. Its real interest rate was in fact
quite low and the country had no call to expand money supply. France was
running a very austere policy as regards money supply; presumably the
country had an inflation target in mind.

Finally, demand conditions were "scarcely favourable" in Belgium,
Canada, Ireland and Portugal. Ireland nevertheless had a very satisfactory
output performance and Canada nearly so. Belgium had a very favourable
current account balance but had a debt reduction target and a rigid mone-
tary policy. Portugal presumably had a structural inflation problem and
fairly high interest rates.

One or two distinctions should be made at this point. Where the con-
straint of a balance-of-payments current deficit or a high rate of price
inflation occurs, this may signal that demand conditions were as favourable
as they could safely be, without changing the structure of the economy
through, for example, real devaluation. Where demand conditions were
"very favourable" or "extremely favourable" and no obvious balance of
payments or inflation constraints emerged but performance was still poor,
then one of two possibilities could arise. The first is that demand conditions
could have been made even more favourable without running into con-
straints; the second is that supply is not as responsive (at least in the short
term) to favourable demand conditions as it is elsewhere. This is possibly
because opportunities for expanding labour-intensive activities are dis-
couraged or, alternatively, because the real exchange rate is unnecessarily
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high. In this sample, countries such as Austria and France are those where
demand conditions might have been expected to lead to more favourable
outcomes. And, as noted, Ireland (and to a lesser extent Denmark and the
United States) presumably enjoyed such favourable supply conditions that
(domestic) demand was almost irrelevant.

It may be recalled (see Chapter 2, table 2.6) that the group of four larg-
er European countries with high unemployment levels (France, Germany,
Italy and Spain) have indeed all been relatively poor performers. Demand
conditions in the four countries have, though, been very different. Probably
in at least three of the four inflation fears repressed nominal demand
growth. It is also worth pointing out that the group "EU-15" (minus the
United Kingdom and the four countries named above) includes countries
with obviously very strong and very weak supply responses to demand.
Finally, Canada and the United States have had by no means the same level
of demand conditions. It is only because of more favourable conditions that
Canada was able to perform as well as the United States (a significant real
devaluation in Canada, combined with low inflation, possibly reflected
greater wage moderation in Canada than in the United States).

A major objective of the anti-inflationary policy implicit in the adoption
of the Maastricht criteria was to encourage business investment, which it
was reckoned would come about because real interest rates would be lower
and fewer resources would be taken, or bid up, by governments to finance
their deficits. An inflation-free or low-inflation horizon should also
strengthen confidence on the part of investors. Of course, business invest-
ment responds to expectations of (consumer) demand as much as to supply-
side factors. Very unfavourable -demand conditions are unlikely to be
associated with strong investment. It is also intuitively quite possible that
very favourable demand conditions would not help business investment if
expectations were negative. The investment variable used in table 3.3 is
investment in machinery and equipment, which has often been found to be
the investment category most clearly linked to economic growth.

In table 3.3 "investment conditions" are a combination of two sets of
ranked variables. The first set is real administered interest rates (of which
the lowest are considered the most favourable, as in Germany and one or
two of its neighbours; low rates are thus favourable to both demand and
supply). The other set is the relative degree of expansion of government
debt. (A contraction of government debt is viewed as a positive influence
on investment, just as it is viewed as a negative influence on nominal
demand. This ambiguity is clearly a dilemma of monetary policy.) One fur-
ther element should probably be the movement of the real exchange rate,
since a stronger, appreciated rate could have negative effects on investment
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Table 3.3 Selected older OECD member countries: Investment in machinery and
equipment, 1992-97

Countries ranked by Investment conditions 1997 level 1997 level (deflated by
per capita income growth (1992/93=100) growth of hours worked)

Ireland Favourable 124.3' 117.5'

Australia Favourable 184.0 168.3

United Kingdom Scarcely favourable 123.4 115.2

Denmark Scarcely favourable 138.6 132.1

United States Favourable 148.6 135.6

Netherlands Very favourable 130.0 116.8

Canada Scarcely favourable 134.9 120.5

Japan Favourable 112.3 112.3

Sweden Unfavourable 159.8 156.4

Austria Very favourable n.a. n.a.

Portugal Scarcely favourable 121.3 123.1

Belgium Very favourable n.a. n.a.

Spain Unfavourable 122.4 118.0

France Unfavourable 113.0 114.5

Germany Favourable 98.3 101.8

Italy Unfavourable 112.4

n.a. --- figures not available.

116.6

Note: '1996.
Sources: OECD: National Accounts, main aggregates (Paris, various years).

(and vice versa). The table shows that countries performing poorly in terms
of growth often had unfavourable investment conditions, while better per-
forming ones often had favourable conditions. To that extent, there is some
logic in the model that predicts that higher interest rates and an expansion
of government debt are negative influences on growth in general.
Furthermore, it could be that favourable investment conditions better pre-
dict growth performance than favourable demand conditions do. But there
are too many exceptions to this statement for it to be very useful. This table
and table 3.2 do suggest that Italy had an unfavourable policy environment
in every way, and thus the response capacity or flexibility of its labour mar-
ket was hardly put to the test in this period. Germany, on the other hand,
must have been held back by real supply-side factors, which possibly
included the operation of the labour market.

In trying to explain the differences in the behaviour of labour demand,
the next variable to consider is labour productivity, that is, real GDP
growth over the corresponding change in total hours worked. Table 3.4
shows this for individual countries.

A few countries had decidedly low labour productivity growth, for
example, Canada, the Netherlands, the United States (and perhaps Austria),
and a few had decidedly high figures, for example, Ireland, followed by
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Table 3.4 Selected older OECD member countries: Real
productivity per hour, 1992-97 (cumulative change)

Country Average of values End years

Ireland 1.215 1.122
Italy 1.094 1.128
Sweden 1.080 1.113
Portugal 1.071 1.147
Denmark 1.067 1.110
France 1.052 1.122
Belgium 1.034 1.158
United Kingdom 1.060 1.077
Germany 1.056 1.100
Australia 1.054 1.104
Spain 1.058 1.073
United States 1.028 1.045
Austria 1.018 1.052
Netherlands 1.022 1.006
Canada 1.017 1.013

Notes: Rank correlation between the rankings in the two columns = 0.69. Countries are
shown in the table by their average rank. The table computes growth both in
terms of changes between end years and as an average of each year's change from
the initial year. The second seems as helpful a way of calculating growth as
simply taking end years and tells more about the stock of work hours and GDP
output produced over the period, especially when the series is not at all smooth.
However, the ranking of countries is not that different.

Sources: OECD: Main Economic Indicators (Paris, various years).

Italy and Sweden and perhaps Portugal. Most countries, however, had
intermediate and relatively similar levels, including some with fast
employment growth, such as Australia, and others with a fall in employ-
ment (total hours), such as France and Germany. It could, therefore, be
claimed that the level of growth affects employment growth, since labour
productivity normally comes out at very similar levels. Only through
raising output levels will employment grow. But clearly the Netherlands
and, for example, Canada have effectively rushed workers into low-
productivity jobs, either because wages and associated labour costs were
held down to the extent that the activities associated with such jobs became
profitable, or because, through market deregulation, new job areas were
opened up, largely in low-productivity services sectors. (That the United
States economy has been creating both low- and high-productivity jobs is
well known and was stressed in the ILO's World Employment Report
1998-99: Employability in the global economy: How training matters.) In
Italy and Sweden, it seems likely that low-productivity jobs were being
phased out.

The deregulatory model of labour markets sees a trade-off between
wage levels and employment, and the IMF considers that rising labour
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demand [sic] served to raise wage levels in Germany and employment in
the United States. On this argument, Germany chose unemployment
implicitly because of the strength of "insider" workers, which led to high
wage levels. Such claims can never be totally disproved it can surely be
argued that if workers accept lower wages at constant levels of nominal
demand, then that must raise employment, perhaps through lowering
labour productivity (changing the employment-generating composition of
growth) or through raising profits and thus output (that is, principally
through exploiting foreign demand by selling at lower prices than com-
petitors). The links between productivity and wage growth are usually
close, though, whatever the direction of causality (Germany's productivity
growth has not been obviously high), and can be investigated a bit further
by looking at the ratio of compensation of employees to national income as
the "price of labour". This is an aggregate unit labour cost and can be
expected to reflect the strength of labour demand adjusted for labour sup-
ply. The latter variable was identified in Chapter 2 and changes in it are
presented, together with changes in the ratio of compensation of employ-
ees to national income, in figure 3.1.

The resulting diagram gives scarcely unequivocal results (for the whole
sample the regression is poor and not significant). However, it can be inter-
preted as showing a general correlation, marked by the diagonal, with a
large number of outliers, mostly countries that have experienced lower than
expected wage pressure. The low levels of wage pressure may be the result
of either negotiation or of a move towards increased flexibility in the
labour market (that is, a weaker bargaining position for workers). It is
tempting to interpret the upward slope of the regression line as suggesting
that, for a given level of productivity growth, the relation of compensation
of employees to labour demand is very little different in, for example, the
United States than in Germany. This would suggest that there is nothing
very special about German workers' bargaining power; given the growth of
labour productivity and labour demand it is no greater than that of
American workers. Indeed, because of higher labour demand, wage pres-
sure in the United States (despite growing inequality) and Australia is, on
average, high and wage moderation is, in fact, virtually absent.

Perhaps something can be learned from the outliers. Clearly, the
Netherlands experienced far less wage pressure than might have been
expected from its level of labour demand (and France, and, especially
Japan, somewhat more). In the Netherlands, Denmark and Norway, some
deliberate, consensual action was taken to keep nominal wage growth to
very moderate levels. For the United Kingdom, the data probably reflect
increasing wage differentials by skills leve1.34 Ireland is a country where
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Figure 3.1 Relative labour demand and wage pressure in
selected OECD member countries, 1992-97
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some, but in this account relatively modest, wage moderation appears to
have been linked to employment growth, not by reducing labour produc-
tivity but by raising profits and probably encouraging investment. The
most striking outlier on the other side of the regression line is Japan. There,
wage pressure is more or less what would be expected from a level of
employment growth that took no notice of the fall in hours worked.
Furthermore, the absence of any price rise in this period in Japan may have
intensified post hoc wage pressure.

Labour demand can occasionally be so high that the ratio of changes in
compensation of employees to changes in GDP exceeds unity over a period
(that is, falls in the top right-hand segment of the figure). This would gen-
erally lead to over-consumption and to a balance of trade deficit (which has
become very apparent in the United States since 1998). The converse also
applies, and both processes could be reversed, partly by exchange rate
movements (devaluation cutting consumption in one example, revaluation
raising it in the other).

If employment is to grow faster than output, productivity has to fall. In
this context, the experience of the Netherlands has to be given attention.
The rate of growth of labour productivity in that country more than halved
between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s, for very similar levels of output
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growth. Over the same period: (a) the increase in employment occurred
almost entirely in the services sector; (b) the employment rate of women
aged 25-54 rose by some 19 percentage points between 1985 and 1997, the
second largest increase in the EU (Ireland was the first); and (c) the share
of part-time workers in the total rose to over 40 per cent, again the highest
in the EU. This can be seen as a fortuitous coincidence of more women
wanting to work (and in the Netherlands their employment rate was ini-
tially low compared with France or the United Kingdom), of their
willingness to accept part-time work and of conditions being favourable for
expanding service-sector employment. The European Commission sees
scope for increased employment in all branches of the services sector,"
believes that female employment rates could be higher and that, with more
female employment, a snowballing effect should emerge in the form of
demand for childcare."

However, it is very unlikely that the conditions associated with a
reduced rate of growth of labour productivity in the Netherlands will occur
again to anything approaching the same extent. Certainly, there is great
potential in many countries for female employment to rise, above all in
southern Europe. But a hallmark of the current southern European employ-
ment model, although no doubt one that might change, is that very few
women work part time. And, even in northern Europe, the incidence of
part-time work is below that of the Netherlands, which implies that part-
time work may, in the future, fall in that country.

Wage moderation, as already suggested, can no doubt effectively help
exporters." (And it must be easier for foreign demand to compensate for
the ensuing lower domestic demand in a small country pursuing wage
moderation than in a large one, to say nothing of the negative effects on
world prices being far greater for a corresponding rise in exports from a
larger country or of the share of exports in GDP being larger for small
countries.) However, the same effect can be achieved if not through de-
valuation (which is ineffective if exchange rates with trading partners are
fixed, or if any supply constraints operate), then through increased price
stability in relation to trading partners. But any form of excessive modera-
tion in comparison either to market-based outcomes or to developments in
trading partners when exchange rates are fixed, whether of wages or prices,
will probably lower domestic demand relative to foreign demand. The lat-
ter, however, is usually going to be less employment-generating, because
services are often both more labour-intensive and less tradable than manu-
factured goods. This phenomenon may have played a role in France, where
a positive trade balance was built up without devaluation by relying on
price and monetary constraint. This policy may have been chosen because
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the consensual tripartite institutions were not at hand to produce wage
restraint (as figure 3.1 implies).

An obvious problem with advocating strategies of employment promo-
tion that involve the engineering of lower rates of labour productivity
growth is that various institutions, practices and expectations are basically
incompatible with such a change in strategy. For these reasons, any intend-
ed changes in employment strategy should be discussed thoroughly,
particularly with workers' and employers' organizations, explicitly to bring
out all the implications. Firstly, to reduce the rate of productivity growth
means not reducing the rate of productivity growth in existing sectors but
introducing more lower-productivity jobs (as is implied in the deregulatory
model). Wage-setting behaviour would then need to take productivity
growth into account. A fully decentralized wage determination system in
an environment of competitive product markets would necessarily achieve
this. However, sectoral or national collective bargaining systems would
have to take into account a growing variety of productivity levels among
enterprises. Such systems would need either to allow more local flexibility
(therefore also leading to more unequal outcomes), or be "solidaristic", that
is, try to even out increases in wage costs across various activities.
However, the latter approach would not help enterprises the operations of
which consist predominantly of low-productivity activities; indeed, "soli-
darity bargaining" in, for example, Sweden in some periods, was aimed
precisely at phasing out low-productivity jobs.

Some of the suggestions for deregulatory labour market change cannot
be accommodated within an existing negotiating framework because they
aim to change essential parts of the framework itself. The resulting hypoth-
esis is that the framework is yielding outcomes that are an obstacle to the
growth of low-productivity enterprises and activities. Legislation is then
advocated to change, for example, the range of contractual status for work-
ers available, or the conditions under which a contractual status can be
altered. Particular attention is likely to be paid to measures encouraging the
employment of young workers and unskilled workers (by making it more
profitable to employ these two groups). Certain enterprises can be exempt-
ed from nationally or sectorally set wages and other determinants of labour
costs. Obviously, all this poses some very sensitive issues. The objective is
to encourage certain income-generating activities that would otherwise not
exist, not to bring about a further change in the distribution of income
between labour and capital.

The deregulatory model was set up to explain how employment growth
has, to some extent, been higher in countries with the lowest levels of
employment protection, least generous unemployment benefit and least
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trade union influence in wage bargaining. An accompanying model links
business investment to growth, and low interest rates and reduced levels of
government debt, via inflation levels, to investment. The latter model was
taken on board by the EU, in the form of the Maastricht criteria, and is
probably turning out to be effective. The former model is not so widely
accepted. The link between the two models is through wage moderation,
that is, wages rising more slowly than productivity and the primary distri-
bution of income thus shifting in favour of capital. The paradox is that
wage moderation has become widespread in Western Europe but is disap-
pearing in, for example, the United States and Australia. Demand for
labour would appear to be a major factor at play.

In many countries, the general policy environment of much of the 1990s
was clearly unsatisfactory both for raising demand and encouraging invest-
ment. Some countries tried to meet inflation targets by keeping a tight
control on monetary growth and administering interest rates at high levels.
However, indicators of a monetary policy stance are not necessarily an
effective guide to outcomes, since, for example, faster-growing countries
could afford to repay government debt and frequently did not need to force
down interest rates." However, sometimes an apparently very favourable
policy environment failed to promote growth, pointing to supply-side dif-
ficulties in labour and other markets. Exchange rate over-valuation could
also have a negative effect on output growth in such circumstances.

The strategy of achieving faster employment growth by deliberately
encouraging the growth of low-wage, labour-intensive activities as an
alternative to unemployment and by making low-productivity activities
more profitable, possibly by reducing social security charges, seems likely
to be effective only in rare circumstances. Indeed, many institutions and
practices militate against it. Some notable successes in expanding employ-
ment have been based on lowering rates of productivity growth, but this
has by no means been universally the case.

The late 1990s saw the emergence of the so-called "new economy" of
the United States, which describes the continuation and, indeed, accelera-
tion of growth of that decade into 2000, with no significant increase in
inflation. Benign effects of sustained growth and low unemployment
apparently extend to reversing the substantial trend towards greater earn-
ings inequality." Over the years 1997-2000 (the last measured using
projected values), employment growth in the United States continued to be
fairly strong, although marginally below that of Australia and France and
much below Canada and Spain (see table 3.5), to take only some of the
larger OECD member countries as examples. United States employment
growth remained higher than population growth, but not by very much.
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Table 3.5 Growth of employment and productivity in selected OECD member
countries, 1997-2000 (three-year totals)

Country Employment Employment
divided by
population

Productivity' Investment' Current
account'

Australia 5.7 (1.9) 7.9 17.9 -5.30
Canada 8.1 (4.7) 1.6 18.5 -0.20
France 5.5 (4.2) 4.4 15.6 4
Germany 1.2 (0.8) 5.4 15.5 4
Italy 3.8 (3.2) 2.0 15.7 4
Spain 11.5 (10.0) 0.8 17.0 4
United Kingdom 3.1 (2.0) 4.1 18.4 -1.50
United States 5.2 (2.2) 8.4 18.5 -3.95

= category not applicable.
Notes: 'GDP growth divided by employment growth. 'Private non-construction investment. The calculation shows

the cumulative addition to the stock of capital (1995-98), assuming the latter was 20 times the investment
made in 1995. 3Percentage of GDP, average 1999-2000. 4The current account position of the Eurozone area
with the rest of the world was a surplus of 0.75 of the area's combined GDP.

Source: OECD: Main Economic Indicators (Paris, 2000).

Other countries are also slowly reducing their non-employment rates.
However, labour productivity was very high in the United States, so that
the past pattern of fast employment growth but low productivity growth
appears to have been set aside. In this the United States is matched almost
exactly by Australia. Other countries, however, demonstrate a continuation
of the old trade-off; Germany has least employment growth and high
labour productivity growth, while Spain is at the other end of the scale.

Another parallel between Australia and the United States is the size of
the current account deficit in the balance of payments around 5.3 per cent
of GDP (average 1999-2000) in the former and 4.0 per cent in the latter.
Both countries have also seen household savings rates fall to next to noth-
ing. Of course, high rates of productivity growth not surprisingly require
some evidence of high levels of business investment. This has indeed been
high in the United States and Australia and low in Italy and Spain, espe-
cially in relation to the increase in employment. However, this difference
is unlikely to be sufficient to explain the high levels of productivity growth.
Indeed, for the United States more detailed investigation suggests that only
around 40 per cent of the increase in labour productivity can be explained
by the greater availability of capital per worker and about 10 per cent by
higher labour quality.40 This leaves about 45 per cent unaccounted for, that
is, contributed by total factor productivity (TFP), meaning the better uti-
lization of labour and capital. Put another way, if the period 1974-90 is
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compared with 1996-99, the contribution of TFP to total growth rose from
11 per cent to 24 per cent of a much larger total.

At this point two, not entirely exclusive, explanations arise. One is that
the TFP increase is genuine and represents a major breakthrough in the
efficient use of labour and capital. The obvious candidate is the increased
use of information technology (IT). The argument is that not only does IT
raise output as an additional capital good in the same way as any other item
of investment, but that it also adds to labour productivity growth signifi-
cantly in other ways. Purely as a capital good, IT equipment contributed
0.42 of a percentage point to United States growth in 1990-96 (more than
double the amount in Germany and France),4' and S. Oliver and D. Sichel
believe the amount reached one percentage point by 1999. It must, how-
ever, be noted that IT diffusion is itself likely to contribute to increasing
earnings inequality. Indeed, J. Cole and C. Towe find that "the increase in
the share of business investment since 1976 [and until 1992] devoted to IT
explains just over 60 per cent of the overall increase in the Gini ratio".42
However, the interaction of computer use, the availability of computer-
related skills and changing pay structure is unlikely to be straightforward.
Thus, while studies find a wage premium for computer use, they also find
one for using pencils.43

The other explanation is that the fast growth experienced at the end of
the 1990s was unsustainable and was associated with high levels of con-
sumer expenditure, that is, the "wealth effect" of the stock-market boom,
large capital inflows and the effects of at least subjective uncertainty about
job prospects on moderating wage claims. There was a growth bonus
(which is unlikely to be repeated because of the high level of capital
inflows), which was obtained at the cost of putting up with the conse-
quences of labour market flexibility for many previous years.

According to R. Gordon,' the bonus added at least half a percentage
point to growth annually at the end of the 1990s. This still leaves a major
increase in labour productivity compared with other countries and with the
1974-90 period (the same applies to Australia where, however, the unsus-
tainable bonus may be larger). Around 40 per cent of the increase in labour
productivity in the United States still has to be laid at the door of higher
TFP growth. If this is caused by the diffusion of IT use, then other coun-
tries can also expect a gain in labour productivity in time, once their overall
investment and IT investment pick up. Gordon, however, considers that, in
services and manufacturing in general, output growth in the United States
can be explained simply by increases in labour and capital inputs, with
nothing left to be explained by TFP growth. Investment in IT to that extent
had exactly the same effect on output as any other investment, which it
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complemented. The increase in TFP recorded for the whole economy actu-
ally reflected only developments in the IT industry itself. It is, however,
still too early to be certain on this point.

The new economy of the United States therefore contains some ele-
ments of the old economy, for example, higher investment and higher
consumption levels. There is clearly scope for "Euro land" to follow suit and
move to a more expansionary policy stance, allowing the current account
surplus to be run down in order to raise employment and output growth.

3.4 Structural adjustment in Central and Eastern Europe"

The regime change in Central and Eastern Europe was certainly not aimed
at raising employment levels. On the contrary, from an employment policy
point of view it was undertaken in order to make jobs more satisfactory and
indeed to reduce the high levels of labour force participation. Fewer but
better jobs was the objective." To achieve this would obviously require
changes in work organization brought about by competitive pressures oper-
ating on enterprises. Open unemployment might or might not emerge,
since, in principle, surplus labour could be kept on for some time within the
enterprise. If it emerged, provision would be made for positive and active
labour market programmes on a socially acceptable level (based on the
Swedish experience). Private enterprise would embody new creative forces
and be the main impetus to economic growth. Government welfare pro-
grammes and generally a high rate of expenditure to GDP would carry on
as before. This could possibly describe what happened in the Czech
Republic during much of the 1990s, but it does not relate to any of the other
relatively large countries in the region. The hope for fewer but better jobs
rapidly became a pipe dream. With falling output and incomes, moves
away from the labour force (by pensioners), or delays in joining (by stu-
dents) were rarely completely voluntary. Unemployment emerged, so that
the economy's job-creating capacity, even at much reduced participation
rates, became an important issue.

The process of transition following the regime change in Central and
Eastern Europe began with a severe fall in output everywhere, broadly
from 1989/90 to 1990/91. This was inevitable, given that shifting to a mar-
ket economy required large changes in relative prices (thus making a
number of activities unprofitable) as well as a withdrawal of much of the
state support and direction inherent in central planning. In addition, the
breakdown of many trading relations created uncertainties about suppliers
and markets and, furthermore, some countries were already in trouble with
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their balance of payments. Nonetheless, by and large sustained political
changes and the influence of Western governments and international finan-
cial agencies have prevented the emergence of serious attempts to return to
a command economy. And the very existence of the EU and the likelihood
of accession have provided important encouragement and impetus to polit-
ical reform in many of these countries."

The transition process has proved to be extremely painful for many
workers, and for the poorer and less advantaged generally. Restructuring
inevitably entailed the destruction of a great many jobs that existed under
communism but simply lacked viability in a market economy. Further-
more, many ordinary working people have suffered from a squeeze on
welfare benefits, which has partly reflected governments' desperate need to
bring ballooning government budget deficits under control, and partly the
belief that high levels of social spending (and the high tax rates conse-
quently needed) lower the incentive for individuals to work and save.

Table 3.6, on changes in net material product (NMP) and GDP and trade
with 1985 as a base," shows that, between 1985 and 1990, the year fol-
lowing the fall of the Berlin Wall, when Comecon was breaking up, growth
was generally positive, albeit slight, even though few liberalization and
reform policies had been Undertaken domestically. In Poland and especial-
ly Romania, growth in the second half of the 1980s was negative, and it
was little better in Bulgaria and Hungary (where adjustment measures were
already in place to counteract problems in the balance of payments).
Conversely, Ukraine's fair expansion in the late 1980s was subsequently
totally wiped out. The data for 1993 show how much ground was lost and
subsequently made up in Slovakia and how Poland had around a decade of
stagnation before enjoying its more recent years of fast growth. Between
1993 and 1998, Ukraine clearly performed the least well. The table also
shows exports and imports per capita. Imports appear to have universally
grown, which partly reflects increasing capital movements, and shows the
degree of foreign competition faced by domestic industry. This has appar-
ently changed little in Bulgaria and Romania. Similarly, a failure of exports
per capita to rise significantly can probably be taken as an indicator of min-
imal restructuring.

In making the transition, these countries have encountered three major
sets of problems. The first involves the macroeconomic problems of run-
ning their economies and avoiding excessive disequilibria in budget
deficits and balance of payments. The second concerns micro-level reforms
at the enterprise level for which the principal channel has been privatiza-
tion. The third concerns the effects of government taxation and expenditure
at the household level.
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Data on government deficits and government expenditure as a share of
GDP are given in table 3.7. These have to be seen in the light of the coun-
tries' overall growth performance. Thus, for example, deficits at the level
of those recorded for Poland of around 2 per cent of GDP were no obsta-
cle to growth. Hungary, on this showing, has had trouble controlling its
deficit as, on occasions, has the Russian Federation. Bulgaria is the
extreme example. Deficits, of course, reflect the behaviour of revenue and
expenditure, and the latter is more under government control. Thus, when
Bulgaria's deficit was cut substantially in 1997, clearly expenditure bore
the brunt. The same applies to Hungary in 1996 and in the Russian
Federation in 1997-99. Usually when expenditure creeps up, so does the
deficit, suggesting that resource mobilization is extremely difficult and that
expenditure control is vital. However, where very severe falls in expendi-
ture have occurred, as in Ukraine, they can only imply cuts in transfer
programmes and wage payments, and their short-term welfare conse-
quences are then necessarily negative.

Deficits on the current account of the balance of payments, unlike budg-
et deficits, always require hard financing, and are thus limited by the
willingness of foreign lenders to acquire domestic assets. Some countries,
such as Romania, have run current account deficits for substantial periods
(see table 3.8), while Ukraine has not had that possibility. There is some
positive relationship between current account deficits and (changes in)
government expenditure. Thus the contraction in government spending in
Bulgaria in 1997 was associated with a current account surplus. The same
reaction, if a bit delayed, was evident in Hungary. Generally, there has been
wide variation in current account deficits, with a need for domestic
restraint when they grew high. One way of reducing current account
deficits is by changing the real effective exchange rate downwards. In fact,
periods of effective exchange rate devaluation have been rare, although it
had become more common by 1999. The picture is mainly one of revalua-
tion, that is, a failure of nominal exchange rates to adjust to faster growth
in domestic than in foreign prices, mainly because of a wish to limit
domestic price inflation. When devaluation did occur, it was sometimes
effective in reducing or reversing current account deficits (for example, in
Bulgaria, in the periods 1993-94 and 1995-96; in Hungary, 1993-95; and
in the Russian Federation, 1997-99) and sometimes not (in Slovakia,
1997-98; and in Romania, 1994-96). Conversely, the large revaluation in
Ukraine did not apparently worsen the current account deficit. How
responsive economic structures are to changes in border prices and to the
real exchange rate largely depends on their microeconomic underpinnings
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Table 3.7 Government deficits and government expenditure in the transition
countries of Central and Eastern Europe, 1993-99 (as a percentage of
GDP)

Deficit' 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Bulgaria -12.1 -4.7 -5.3 -19.0 -2.1 -2.8 n.a.
Czech Republic 0.1 0.9 0.5 -0.1 -1.6 -1.6 n.a.
Hungary -5.7 -7.1 -6.3 -3.1 -4.5 -6.2 n.a.
Poland n.a. -2.1 -1.9 -2.0 -1.3 n.a n.a.
Romania -0.5 -2.5 -3.0 -4.0 -3.9 n.a. n.a.
Russian Federation n.a. n.a. -4.5 -6.9 -6.1 -4.7 -1.2
Slovakia n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -4.9 n.a.

Expenditure

Bulgaria 44.8 44.8 40.9 48.1 33.5 33.5 n.a.
Czech Republic 41.9 43.3 42.8 41.8 41.6 41.6' 43.22

Hungary 60.6 60.9 53.9 48.3 52.9 57.8' n.a.
Poland 50.5 48.9 47.9 47.5 48.1 n.a. n.a.
Romania 31.5 32.0 31.8 31.4 31.8 n.a. n.a.
Russian Federation 40.7 45.9 37.0 40.1 40.7 33.7 31.1

Slovakia 51.0 48.0 47.0 49.0 51.0 n.a. n.a.
Ukraine 54.5 45.8 37.4 31.6 34.8 n.a. n.a.

n.a. = figures not available.
Notes: 'No data are available for Ukraine. 2Assuming the same change for total government expenditure as for total

expenditure.
Sources: IMF: International Financial Statistics (Washington, DC, various years).

and the speed of enterprise response to the emergence of profitable new
opportunities.

Along with this frequently unstable macroeconomic performance in so
many of the transition countries, there were many attempts at enterprise
restructuring. In principle, the antithesis of state control over productive
enterprises is their privatization, and this has been an obvious and prior ele-
ment of restructuring. In the Russian Federation, a voucher scheme of
privatization was pushed through in 1993-94. More than 20,000 enter-
prises were privatized and, by 1997, privatized enterprises accounted for 70
per cent of GDP. But a heavy price was paid for the speed with which this
was taken. Firstly, in most cases it merely resulted in the transfer of owner-
ship to workers and managers ("closed privatization"), so that no stimulus
to greater efficiency from outside owners ensued. Secondly, in some cases
a few individuals acquired control of gigantic firms for next to nothing.
The error the Russian Federation made was to push forward with privati-
zation without ensuring the separation of enterprise owners and employees
(the "governance" issue) and without simultaneously having taken steps to
introduce competition.
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Table 3.8 Real effective exchange rate and current account balance in the
transition economies of Central and Eastern Europe, 1993-99
(as a percentage of GDP)

Real effective
exchange rate

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Bulgaria 97.8 89.1 100 86.1 102.6 116.3 118.0
Czech Republic 92.0 96.7 100 100.6 107.5 116.3 114.8
Hungary 106.4 104.2 100 102.8 108.1 107.4 109.5
Poland 91.6 92.4 100 108.8 11.4 117.7 112.3

Romania 95.1 102.3 100 90.3 105.4 136.9 116.6

Russian Federation n.a. 91.1 100 122.1 128.9 114.2 80.9
Slovakia 96.3 97.5 100 99.7 104.6 102.3 99.3
Ukraine 58.9 83.6 100 117.9 133.6 130.4 126.6

Current account
balance

Bulgaria -10.1 -0.3 -0.2 +0.2 +4.2 -0.5 n.a.

Czech Republic +1.4 -2.1 -2.6 -7.4 -6.2 -2.5 n.a.

Hungary -11.0 -9.8 -5.7 -3.8 -2.2 -4.9 n.a.

Poland -6.7 +1.0 +0.7 -2.3 -4.0 n.a. n.a.

Romania -4.7 -1.5 -5.0 -7.3 -6.1 -3.8 n.a.

Russian Federation n.a. +3.2 +2.4 +3.0 +0.8 +0.4 +13.5
Slovakia -4.8 +4.9 +2.2 -11.1 -10.1 -10.4 n.a.

Ukraine n.a. -3.2 -3.1 -2.6 -2.7 n.a. n.a.

Sources: IMF: International Financial Statistics (Washington, DC, various years).

Privatization in Ukraine has been even less successful in that respect,
since around one-quarter of state enterprises were leased to their employ-
ees, on terms that gave workers the exclusive right, for three years, to buy
the enterprise at its (very low) book value. This was followed in 1994 by a
voucher-based mass privatization programme. By 1998 the share of the
private sector in GDP had reached 50 per cent, but of the 200 largest enter-
prises that were offered for sale by tender, only 40 had been sold by
mid-1998.49 The dominant role of "insiders" (workers and managers) in
newly privatized firms, together with persistent weaknesses in financial
discipline and in the enforcement of bankruptcy law, has contributed to the
slow pace of industrial restructuring. In Ukraine, as in the Russian
Federation, there are several indicators of continued soft-budget constraints
on enterprises: by mid-1998 inter-enterprise arrears amounted to over 80
per cent of GDP and barter trade constituted some 42 per cent of industri-
al sales. An estimated 50 per cent of all enterprises reported losses in the
first few months of 1998.

The voucher method of privatization was pioneered in what used to be
Czechoslovakia, beginning in May 1992. Following its separation from
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Slovakia in January 1993, the Czech Republic carried through a second
phase of privatization, using a voucher scheme that also allowed citizens to
hold shares indirectly via investment and privatization funds (IPFs). The
theory was that the IPFs would effectively monitor (and enforce restruc-
turing) upon the privatized firms that they owned, thereby exercising the
function of "outside" owners." In practice, this did not initially occur, most
importantly .because many of the IPFs were owned by banks, which led to
a conflict of interest.5' Privatization in Slovakia began before the dissolu-
tion of the federation. Subsequent privatization, though, was by direct
sales. Prices were set very low, often below book value. The buyer needed
only to put down an initial 20 per cent of the purchase price, and was per-
mitted to offset subsequent investment in the enterprise against the balance
outstanding. On these terms, privatization proceeded very rapidly, and by
the end of 1995 both the Czech Republic and Slovakia had far outstripped
other Central and Eastern European countries in the proportion of large
enterprises privatized. However, as late as 1996, the gross losses of Slovak
firms stood at 8.8 per cent of GDP, high relative both to previous years and
to other Central and Eastern European countries.'

In Poland, privatization began with the purchase or lease by employees
of small and medium sized enterprises. After much political wrangling, a
voucher-based privatization programme was implemented in 1995.
However, the 500 or so companies involved in the mass privatization pro-
gramme accounted for only 5 per cent of GDP. Progress in restructuring the
banking and -financial sector has also been slow. Hungary made a slow start
on privatization and did not adopt a voucher scheme. By 1994, the relevant
agency, the State Property Agency (SPA), had successfully sold about
1,500 small and medium-sized enterprises to other firms, either domestic
or foreign, leaving only a rump of small and unprofitable entities.
However, a parallel agency, the State Holding Company, had sold only 13
of the 172 large enterprises in its portfolio and in no instances had 100 per
cent of the enterprises been sold. Principally, there was a lack of political
will to privatize and, with a change of government by 1997, 75 per cent of
GDP was estimated to be produced in the private sector. Given both a deci-
sion against mass privatization and a desire to privatize quickly, foreign
buyers have inevitably been prominent. By the end of 1996 it was estimat-
ed that foreign-majority-owned enterprises accounted for 16 per cent of
total value-added. This appears to have galvanized the economy. Smaller
companies on the other hand, where domestic ownership predominates,
have had a tougher time, facing, in particular, problems of access to bank
credit.
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Privatization in the region cannot, therefore, generally be said to have
been successful. The State commonly and sometimes quickly divested
itself of most enterprises (although often keeping control of a number,
including those in defence industries). But privatization has often proved to
be a sham in terms of change of management and instituting incentives
towards seeking profitability and new markets. Rarely has there been a risk
of bankruptcy or takeover that would otherwise have spurred performance.
Foreign ownership can also provide new management but, not surprising-
ly, foreign purchases in, for example, the Russian Federation and Ukraine,
have been rare.

Because of the prevalence of "closed" privatizations, most firms, in at
least the Russian Federation and Ukraine, have put a high premium on
maintaining employment and meeting the wage bill. Subsidies (including
tax concessions and tax arrears) and inter-enterprise credit have allowed
enterprises to retain large numbers of superfluous workers on their pay-
rolls." There was no question of producing "fewer but better" jobs. As in
the Czech Republic, employment scarcely fell at all, and unemployment
remained for long almost negligible. Given that relatively little industry
restructuring has occurred owing to weaknesses in corporate governance, it
is tempting to surmise that stagnating labour productivity has helped hold
open unemployment levels down. In fact, up to 1997 it was the growth of
GDP, plus constant levels of labour productivity, rather than stagnating pro-
ductivity alone that was the key factor in avoiding high unemployment.
Other Central European countries saw substantial initial job losses.

What has emerged in many of these countries is a large unregulated sec-
tor of activity and employment. This is believed to account for over 25 per
cent of GDP in Hungary and 40-60 per cent in Ukraine. Generally, it is
high tax rates that drive the growth of this so-called "black" economy, but,
as with the accumulation of tax arrears elsewhere, the result of higher taxes
is fewer resources flowing through central government. As the black econ-
omy grows, the tax base shrinks, tax levels are raised and, completing a
vicious circle, more activities go underground. The World Bank had esti-
mated that in Hungary in 1995 if 100,000 workers then believed to be
active in the black economy had become fully legal, the Government's
budgetary position would have improved by 0.5 per cent of GDP.'

Given such a fragile tax base, it seems inevitable that countries should
aim at an orderly reduction of the share of government expenditure and trans-
fers in GDP. Firstly, as already noted, the trouble they have had in raising
revenue has led to budget deficits that are unsustainable because of difficul-
ties in tapping either domestic or foreign savings. Secondly, a public
expenditure share of more than 50 per cent, as has occurred in some years in
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Slovakia and Hungary, is almost certainly too high. At this level the benefits
at the margin of publicly provided goods, services and transfers are likely to
be low, while the distortions resulting from the various tax wedges needed to
finance expenditure are likely to be large. For these very practical reasons it
seems that transition countries in general should aim to reduce the share of
public expenditure in GDP to a percentage in the low 40s.

It may be tempting for governments to clamp down hard on unofficial
economic activity, but this should be approached cautiously, as much (but
by no means all) unofficial economic activity contributes quite signifi-
cantly to the overall health of the economy, as well as providing a valuable
source of income to many people. The aim, therefore, should be not to
destroy the unofficial economy but to promote its integration over time into
the official economy. This is best done by keeping tax rates as low as is rea-
sonably possible and also by minimizing the burden of regulation on small
firms.

One particular issue is payroll taxation. The unweighted average payroll
tax rate in 12 transition economies in 1996 was 44 per cent, compared with
an average of 20 per cent in 12 Western European countries in 1992.
Payroll taxes (which are typically hypothecated for financing various
social benefits) are often singled out as a source of distortion in particu-
lar, they are seen as reducing employment. The traditional neoclassical
model of the labour market argues that, if the tax were abolished, the forces
of supply and demand would lead to a new and lower equilibrium wage
rate at which firms would hire more workers.

However, this is not the only possible outcome, for the payroll tax can
be effectively paid by workers. In this case, if the payroll tax were abol-
ished, the wage would rise but employment remain unchanged.
(Consumption of the higher wage is, however, at the same level, because a
new form of taxation will have been introduced.) Some empirical support
for the belief that payroll taxes affect principally wages is that the share of
wages in value-added is much smaller in transition countries than in
Western Europe." The dramatic fall in real wages in the Russian
Federation, coupled with a relatively small fall in employment, also sup-
ports this view.

Given some rigidity in wage setting, however, the introduction, exten-
sion or raising of payroll taxes may have a negative effect on employment
through substitution in production and consumption. The payroll tax would
then give producers an incentive to switch to more capital-intensive meth-
ods, reducing the demand for labour associated with any given level of
output. At the same time, production costs and therefore prices of products
that are relatively labour intensive rise relative to more capital-intensive
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goods and services, giving consumers an incentive to switch from the for-
mer to the latter. But probably the most robust effect of payroll taxation is
the incentive it gives, for both workers and employers, to move into the
unofficial economy.

It is, therefore, not unreasonable to claim that the payroll tax wedges of
as high as 30-35 per cent that are falling on employers do distort the struc-
ture of incentives and probably have some adverse effects on employment,
which suggests that they should be reduced. One straightforward solution
would be to switch the financing of health care to broader based income
and value-added taxes, provided such taxes can be collected reasonably
effectively.

To summarize, the experience of these transition countries is that the
first stages of structural reform, consisting of privatization and liberaliza-
tion, were comparatively easy to achieve; they often had little effect on
employment and working relations. A second phase involves building
institutions and promoting behavioural norms, including the elimination of
a culture of crime and corruption. Other necessary steps include establish-
ing strong corporate governance by "outside" owners, together with
effective competition policies and financial-sector reform, including trans-
parency, legal and accounting standards, and effective prudential
supervision.

In a recent article, Havrylyshyn and Odling-Smee discuss the various
ways in which these changes might come about in the CIS." They raise the
possibility that a change of heart by those with powerful vested interests,
perhaps in line with a new perception of where their financial interests lay,
might occur. Pressure for change might also come from abroad or from the
need for more transparent government in order to attract foreign invest-
ment. Alternatively, it could come from a strong leader or from the "large
underground economy of small entrepreneurs in the Russian Federation
and Ukraine, just waiting to stride on to a larger stage".

More than any shortcomings in stabilization, labour market or social
security policies, the failure to achieve these goals will result in a failure to
achieve a better employment situation. However, faster structural change
along these lines would inevitably increase unemployment, and previously
hidden unemployment would be converted into open unemployment. To
forestall real hardship and any political backlash, the growth of new
employment must be maximized. In Poland, new private firms have been
the principal source of new jobs, while in Hungary former state enterpris-
es have been revitalized by having been sold to strategic investors.

The economies of the Russian Federation and Ukraine may, however,
be already so weak that the poor cannot withstand the pressure of acceler-
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ated structural adjustment. Ukraine, especially, is a large transition econo-
my where GDP fell continuously throughout the 1990s." Poverty levels are
also very high. Conditions in the Russian Federation are not very different.
In these circumstances, then, adjustment requires assistance from the inter-
national community, specifically aimed at strengthening social safety nets
and maintaining the living standards of the poorest.
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4.1 Introduction

4

As a guide to economic policy, market liberalization has been adopted
more or less consistently throughout the world, and it is fair to question
whether it will also help secure employment goals. Certainly, some coun-
tries still preserve a large state sector, particularly the Asian transition
economies, where prices are not set by the market and companies need not
compete for finance and prove their profitability. In the same way, some
areas of activity are protected against foreign competition in many coun-
tries; agriculture is a common example. In addition, mercantilism is alive
and well: many wealthy countries go to great lengths to encourage their
exports and to support leading, flagship companies.' Nonetheless, the
notion of free trade as a benchmark to which other policies should accom-
modate themselves is generally accepted, and this acceptance also often
frees up capital flows. Opposition to market liberalization is often
expressed on the grounds of its apparent negative effects on national and
global income distribution; these issues receive separate discussion in
Section 4.2. Section 4.3 then discusses whether current policies are broadly
helping to create full, productive and freely chosen employment in a
context of decent work. The final section reviews ways in which the ILO
is promoting full employment.

4.2 Poverty, income distribution and economic growth

National employment strategies do not operate in a global vacuum.
Poverty, in particular, is becoming more geographically concentrated and
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the income gap between rich and poor countries is widening. The Special
Session of the United Nations General Assembly on Follow-up to the
World Summit on Social Development, in June 2000 (Geneva), was an
opportunity to take stock of world poverty. (Subsequently, the poverty
reduction targets that had been set in Copenhagen in 1995 were endorsed
by the leaders of the Group of Eight leading industrial countries in
Okinawa, Japan, in July 2000.)2 Taking the rough but, in principle, inter-
nationally consistent poverty line of one US dollar per day, both the share
and number of poor people in the world fell between 1990 and 1998.
Indeed, the share fell in each region but by least in sub-Saharan Africa,
where the share of poverty fell by 0.3 per cent annually, which made little
dent in absolute poverty given that there was a much faster rise in total
population. As a result, the recorded fall in the absolute number of poor
people in the world was caused solely by high rates of output growth in
East and South-East Asia. Given this picture, it is inevitable that the gap in
average incomes between the world's richest and the world's poorest
nations has been widening.

How global income distribution develops is a different issue. Measures
of income distribution do not just relate to the two ends of the scale but to
the cumulative amount of income accruing to shares of the population. As
average incomes in, for example, China, continue to rise, world income
distribution could improve in a statistical sense. However, income distri-
bution within as well as between countries needs to be considered, which
makes the exercise of measuring overall inequality more complicated sta-
tistically. The most recent credible data are for 1993 and show a Gini
coefficient of 0.66, far higher than is usual for any single nation; from 1988
there had apparently been a slight worsening. However, although a com-
mon measure of income distribution, the Gini coefficient is ambiguous; the
same coefficient can describe quite different distribution patterns.

It follows then that, in current circumstances, a convergence of world
incomes, which would imply the average incomes of poor countries grow-
ing faster than those of rich countries, can scarcely be expected. However,
it has been noted that income convergence did take place both among sub-
regions of large advanced countries and frequently among advanced
countries themselves.3 Income convergence among advanced industrialized
countries has been found to be strongly linked to trade liberalization.'
"Convergence" here is used in the sense of "unconditional" convergence.
"Conditional" convergence was noted by Barro (1991), who wrote in rela-
tion to data for 98 countries: "Although the simple correlation between per
capita growth [1960-85] and the initial [1960] level of per capita GDP is
close to zero, the correlation becomes substantially negative' if measures of
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human capital [represented by school enrolment rates] are held constant
[...] Thus poor countries tend to catch up with rich countries if the poor
countries have high human capital per person [in relation to their level of
per capita GDP] but not otherwise."6 From this and similar findings it fol-
lows that social policy is important and can, if correctly designed, help
secure faster growth.

Faster growth and poverty alleviation are obviously mediated by
income distribution; if the latter is constant, then incomes of the poor rise
or fall at the average rate. Initial income distribution is also often thought
to affect subsequent growth. It is fairly widely believed that, during the
1990s, national income distribution widened more often than not. This has
been already noted for many countries of Latin America and countries in
transition. In the latter, an increase in at least inequality of incomes before
taxes and transfers was inevitable as wages began to be set by market
forces and not by government decree. In China, the Gini coefficient for
household income distribution apparently rose from 0.26 to 0.38 between
the mid-1980s and early 1990s. In Viet Nam, over a five-year period in the
mid-1990s, it rose much less sharply from 0.33 to 0.35. But in both
episodes growth was substantial and poverty fell sharply. It is hard to doubt
that the introduction of market incentive systems was not the main force
behind both growth and a worsening income distribution.

In advanced countries there is, of course, both pre- and post-tax and
transfer distribution of income to consider. In Central and Eastern Europe,
the redistributive role of taxes and transfers is less effective than before the
1990s, largely because of difficulties encountered in mobilizing resources
through central government. Transfers are apparently also poorly targeted.
In the older OECD countries, experience has been quite diverse. Firstly,
there has been a very wide variation between countries in the behaviour of
the distribution of earnings. In the United States, for example, the disper-
sion of earnings rose considerably in the 1970s and 1980s but appears to
have gone into reverse after 1994.' There was also a rise in dispersion in
the United Kingdom, but little change in many European continental coun-
tries. Indeed, an IMF Working Paper of 2000 has the title, "The unbearable
stability of the German wage structure: Evidence and interpretation".8
Although the distribution of earnings is certainly a major force shaping the
distribution of household income, it is hardly the only one; there are other
sources of income to consider and families can group together earners from
different parts of the earnings distribution. The increase in single-parent
households has also worsened income distribution. As a result, overall
American household income distribution has not apparently become more
equal since the mid-1990s. Faster growth in the United States may have
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made workers' earnings somewhat more equal, but not households'
incomes, and their level of inequality remains among the highest of all
OECD member countries.

A. B. Atkinson has pointed out that countries have often been willing to
operate tax and transfer systems in ways that offset greater inequality in
pre-tax income.9 This was true of, for example, the United Kingdom in the
period 1977-84 and of Finland up until 1994. Atkinson also notes the pos-
sibility of a change in social norms during the 1990s affecting both wage
policy, which has moved closer to productivity-related pay, and fiscal pol-
icy, causing governments to be less willing to finance transfers.

A recent World Bank paper" has been widely interpreted as declaring
that only growth matters in the struggle for poverty alleviation. It sets out
to counter a large number of claims that growth in average incomes is fre-
quently associated with increases in poverty. D. Dollar and A. Kraay's
results are that incomes of the poor usually rise in step with average
incomes, suggesting a strong inertia in income distribution. Not surpris-
ingly, their paper has generated considerable publicity and it is useful to
clarify its claims. Firstly, it compares the average income of households in
the bottom quintile with that of the average overall. Clearly, this is only
comparing two points on the Lorenz curve and stability in this relationship
is quite compatible with many forms of overall distribution. However, it is
unlikely that a further concentration of income in the highest quintile, that
is, a worsening in the distribution, for example, would be absorbed only by
the intervening quintiles, without the lowest being affected as well.
Secondly, the paper makes clear that "in terms of growth rates, just under
half of the growth of incomes of the poor is explained by growth in mean
income". Thus a lot remains to be explained, which, the paper stresses, is
country specific and not systematically a matter of national wealth or
poverty, faster or slower growth, or more or less recent experience. The
adoption of good or bad policies can affect the average income of the poor,
particularly, in the exercise conducted by the authors, the reduction of
inflation and government consumption. But the authors make it clear that
the data do not show that factors such as increased openness to trade or
slow growth systematically reduce the ratios of average incomes in the
poorest quintile to average incomes overall; sometimes there may be such
an association, sometimes not.

One country where information on headcount poverty levels has been
generated for many years by household surveys is India. This makes it pos-
sible to explain the change in the poverty share in terms of the behaviour
of other variables acting within the same time period. In a paper commis-
sioned by the ILO, A. Sen" noted that the behaviour of the headcount
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poverty indicator in India had usually been explained by two variables: the
growth of agricultural output per head of rural population (with positive
effects on poverty alleviation); and the rate of price increase (which gener-
ally had negative effects on poverty levels). However, Sen pointed out that
rural wages had risen in rural India, even where agriculture had been stag-
nant, and he attributed this in part to higher government spending.'2 Sen
regresses headcount poverty in rural areas on: agricultural incomes, a
measure of commercialization (which turns out, as he expected, to be
linked to increased poverty), a public expenditure variable (government
expenditure excluding interest payments, defence and administration) and
a relative price variable (the price of cereals deflated by the wholesale price
index). Adding a real wage variable did not help explain the behaviour of
poverty, since real wages responded to relative prices and government
expenditures. Sen also noted that, in (an Indian) state-wise examination of
poverty, Datt and Ravaillion" found that state development expenditure
reduced poverty, both by increasing incomes and improving distribution.
Higher agricultural output only worked through the former channel, that is,
it could not improve income distribution. Earlier, H. Binswanger and
J. Quizon'' had also concluded that, on the basis of Indian data and experi-
ence, agricultural development was unlikely to raise agricultural labour
incomes substantially, because the use of improved food cropping tech-
nologies reduced both relative food prices and the demand for labour.

The positive effect of low relative food prices on poverty is simply that
food is the largest item of expenditure among the poor. Of course, where
the poor both produce and sell food, their money income is reduced by
lower prices unless their food crop output has risen equivalently (and at no
extra cost). However, poverty worldwide is increasingly urban-based, and,
especially in India, many of the rural poor are not food producers at all.

Government expenditure fulfils many roles. It has always been easy to
show that much government expenditure in a wide spectrum of developing
countries serves to support existing privileges by being biased towards
urban dwellers, middle-income households and people with higher educa-
tion, and not obviously poverty alleviating. Nonetheless, much government
expenditure goes to employ low-wage workers and, past a certain point,
any additions to government expenditure may do so disproportionately, if,
once other obligations have been met, spending on infrastructure increas-
es. Expenditure cuts could thus have a disproportionate effect in the other
direction. And some expenditure will raise the productivity of activities in
rural areas.

Where data on the rate of poverty reduction are available separately for
urban and rural areas, it does generally appear that poverty decreased faster
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in the former, suggesting an income shift from villages to larger towns.
This was a marked feature in China between 1985 and 1994 and in Viet
Nam in the 1990s. It has been increasingly true of Indonesia since the late
1980s, although experience in the Philippines and Pakistan has been more
varied. It appears also to be increasingly the case in India. By and large
there has also been a trend for government expenditure to fall as a share of
GDP, considerably in China and Viet Nam and increasingly in India and
Indonesia. Reduced government expenditure has possibly meant that more
money is being concentrated on urban areas. As far as the relation of food
prices to prices in general is concerned, it is difficult to see any clear trend
during episodes of poverty reduction. An exception is possibly Indonesia,
where food prices in the 1990s generally rose more slowly than prices in
general, thus reinforcing the urban bias in poverty reduction. However, rel-
ative food prices have generally drifted upwards in China. Countries
frequently let domestic food prices rise higher than might be justified by
international prices. (Indonesia was an exception in the mid-1990s.) Of
course, many developing countries import very little food and see no rea-
son for domestic prices to be guided by world prices. Nonetheless, cereal
imports into many developing countries in the 1990s increased and this
may have exerted some downward pressure on domestic prices to the ben-
efit of the urban poor.' In poorer countries, however, where most of the
poor are in rural areas and are subsistence producers (especially in Africa),
it is production rather than prices that is important for welfare.

How much poverty reduction a specific increase in per capita GDP will
bring about depends partly on the direction of its income distribution
effects, if any, and partly on the distribution of the poor, that is, whether the
majority exist just below the poverty line or whether they are spread out
more evenly in a downward direction. In Indonesia in the 1980s, per capi-
ta GDP growth of around 3 per cent annually was able to reduce the
poverty share by up to 6 per cent annually. More recently, the relationship
has been less favourable. In Viet Nam, an 8 per cent annual rate of per capi-
ta GDP growth reduced the poverty share by around 7 per cent annually.
The ratio in India has often been similar.

It is therefore quite legitimate to ask which policies in general terms are
favourable for growth. Besides the accumulation of human capital already
mentioned, many other micro and macro features have been found to affect
growth statistically: levels of business investment (rather than investment
in general); government infrastructure investment;16 trade; openness; the
absence of a black-market premium on foreign exchange; size of govern-
ment; and size of government deficits and their funding." Evidence on
these points can be disputed and the direction of causality is not clear. After
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all, growth can stimulate investment (thus making it very difficult to revive
investment after a period of stagnation). And, as Barro has said, if govern-
ment investment were everywhere at its optimum level, there would be no
identifiable relation, and so no statistical investigations could be carried out
(and there would be no way of knowing that it was optimal)." Growth is
also certainly a matter of confidence in property rights, the rule of law and
the reinforcement of contracts, let alone of transparent policy-making.

There is some confidence that these last features, which can collective-
ly be called "good governance", have positive distributional effects. In a
paper prepared for the ILO,'9 S. Knack noted that institutions which broad-
en participation and encourage political organization (including freedom of
association), as represented empirically by the civil liberties index (see
Chapter 1), can be expected to extend to poor people the kind of political
influence and access that the rich tend to have. However, the distributional
implications of secure property rights and effective contract enforcement
are sometimes viewed as benefiting primarily the rich, since the poor have
little property to protect. Similarly, contractual agreements may be per-
ceived as the product of unequal bargaining power, with rich lenders and
landowners enforcing contract provisions against poor borrowers and ten-
ants. But institutions for promoting secure property rights and the
enforcement of contracts can have powerful egalitarian effects, enabling
individuals with little property and no political connections to invest in
human capital and to build up informal-sector undertakings into small
enterprises. The institutions that best ensure property rights and contract
enforceability may be the very same institutions that best improve the wel-
fare of the poor' and working classes.

It can, of course, be argued that since property and contract rights are
usually found to be significantly related to growth,2' and sufficient growth
is usually associated with reductions in poverty rates, such rights will help
the poor. However, while most episodes of growth are accompanied by
reductions in poverty, the exceptions could be those in which, for example,
growth is generated precisely by secure and stable property and contract
rights rather than by more common factors such as public investment in
primary or secondary education, health or infrastructure. To test this possi-
bility, S. Knack used an international country risk guide (ICRG) index of
property rights." He related this to data on income shares by quintile
(obtained from the Deininger and Squire's 1996 time-series compilation on
income inequality, using the most reliable country data). Average annual
growth in per capita income was computed for each of the five income
quintiles using the purchasing power-adjusted income data from
R. Summers and A. Heston." The results are given in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Property rights index and income growth by quintile, 1970-90

Standard Income growth overall' Income growth by quintile'

1970-90 1980-90

QI Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

Intercept -6.790
(2.368)

Log (income/ -2.429
US income), 1970 (0.789)

Mean years of 0.052
education, 1970 (0.149)

Trade intensity ratio, 0.010
1970-90 mean (0.005)

ICRG index of 0.145 0.266 0.133 0.166 0.167 0.146
property rights (0.031) (0.114) (0.050) (0.047) (0.040) (0.045)

Adjusted R2 0.510

Notes: White-corrected standard errors are in parentheses. 'Sample size is 31. 'Sample size is 35.
Source: Knack, 1999, op. cit.

The first column in table 4.1 reports a standard growth regression for
the sample of countries with data on quintile shares. The dependent vari-
able is average annual income growth, over the 1970-90 period or as near
to it as permitted by the available data. Independent variables are: (the log
of) initial-year per capita income as a share of average income in the
United States (for the same year); mean years of completed education; the
trade intensity ratio averaged over the period (exports plus imports as a
share of GDP); and the index of property rights. Most results for this 31-
nation inequality sample are consistent with those generated from larger
samples; incomes converge conditional on other variables included in the
model, and trade intensity and property rights are associated with higher
growth rates. The human capital indicator ("mean years of education com-
pleted") is not, however, significant here. The coefficient in the property
rights index implies that, controlling for the other independent variables,
each ten-point increase in the 50-point scale is associated with a growth
increase of nearly 1.5 percentage points per year.

The table also summarizes results from a similar set of regressions for
growth over the shorter (roughly) 1980-90 period for each income quintile.
These results report only the coefficients and standard errors for the ICRG
index from regressions identical to those in the first column (with other
independent variables appropriately adjusted to 1980). The coefficient on
the property rights index here is at its maximum (0.266) for the poorest
quintile, double its magnitude for the second-poorest quintile (0.133) and
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nearly double that for the richest quintile (0.146). The null hypothesis that
the quintile 5 coefficient is 0.266 can be rejected at the 0.05 level of signifi-
cance. Evidence from the 1980-90 period thus suggests that, if anything,
good governance aids the poorest group more than higher-income groups.

In the early 1990s a new twist was given to the distribution, poverty
alleviation and growth debate by the finding, from certain data sets, that
initial income distribution was apparently linked to subsequent income
growth negatively, that is, less inequality resulted in more growth." This
was an important suggestion, because income inequality had long been
given a positive role in capital accumulation on the basis that a (function-
al) distribution between capital and labour incomes in favour of capital
would help savings. On the other hand, a link between egalitarian land dis-
tribution, or redistribution, in East Asia and faster growth had long been
posited on efficiency grounds. It also appears difficult to disprove the
proposition that income inequality is positively related to savings, although
it is usually found to be negatively related to investment." The corollary is
then that savings do not drive investment (which is unsurprising, since
much investment is financed by business from retained profits) and that the
indirect effects of income equality on savings, operating through invest-
ment and the generation of higher incomes, are significant. It is also
disputed whether income inequality is directly related to investment, or
indirectly through its effects on political stability, which has an effect on
the investment climate.

Explaining the apparent link between income equality and growth has
taken a number of forms. One hypothesis was that, in a democracy with
unequal income distribution, the middle income group would gain from
voting to tax the rich and redistribute consumption. This would allegedly
have a negative effect on growth by a combination of higher taxes (which
would distort incentives and overall resource allocation) and reduced sav-
ings by the rich." This explanation appealed to proponents of "smaller"
government. In dictatorships, inequality could simply be a sign of the
choice of bad policies and of a considerable temptation to the leadership to
benefit from immediate gains and to redistribute to certain favoured
groups. More generally, income inequality is likely to be associated, as
cause and effect, with lobbying for government support and protection by
special interest groups (as has been apparent in some countries' tariff struc-
tures) and by significant difficulties encountered by the poor in getting a
good education, thus leading to an overall national education deficit.
Ethnic and other forms of discrimination could also be important in this
respect. Using more precise income distribution data, however, other
researchers have failed to find that income inequality is harmful to
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growth." A World Bank study finds that asset distribution rather than
income distribution is crucial." Inequality in asset distribution also has
negative effects on human capital accumulation. It seems, however, unlike-
ly that a distinction between asset and income distribution can really be
sustained, although the former would encompass the non-distributed earn-
ings of enterprises, which do not appear in household incomes. The
distribution of assets will, therefore, usually be more concentrated than that
of incomes and consequently bring out the effects of inequality more
starkly.

The policy conclusion to be reached from this discussion would be that
redistribution, which does in fact strengthen the future earnings position of
the poor, is likely to be worthwhile if it strengthens both the relative posi-
tion of the poor and the prospects for future growth. Education for the
children of the poor is an obvious response" but nutritional and health pro-
grammes can also raise earnings potential. Providing work during
off -seasons can prevent a deterioration in health and nutrition uptake. A
further argument for redistribution towards the poor is that high income
inequality is associated with weak guarantees of the security of property
rights and thus higher risks" of expropriation, a channel linking income
equality to growth.

The two problems with all such proposals for pro-poor programmes are,
of course, those of targeting and financing. Targeting raises the issue of
restricting the benefits of schemes to those for whom they are designed.
Frequently, this is effectively achieved by making the benefits of such low
quality that they are unattractive to other groups, which has, however, the
consequence of limiting their effectiveness in helping the poor. Financing
is an even more difficult issue and usually severely restricts the scope for
redistribution, since in the last resort some levels and forms of taxation, let
alone inflationary financing methods, can have negative effects on growth.

4.3 Are full employment policies broadly on the right track?

The simplest way to discuss whether current policies are going in the right
direction, that is, working towards full, productive and freely chosen
employment, is to examine some of the .major criticisms directed at them.
In that way, some solutions may become apparent. They can be listed as
follows:

(a) Even if current policies do lead to higher levels of employment, there
is often a tendency for national income distribution, particularly wage
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distribution, to worsen. Also, it is feared that deregulated labour mar-
kets will lead to a polarization of jobs and incomes. Furthermore, in
many Western European countries the return to full employment is
proving to be exceedingly slow.

(b) Radical regime changes towards liberalization are difficult and
painful, and countries undertaking them risk ending up in an econom-
ic limbo.

(c) Market liberalization largely implies, countries losing control over the
location of economic activities. "Their jobs" may go elsewhere.
Wrongly applied, this can lower working conditions in the original
country and, in poorer countries, the arrival of foreign investment is
not an unmitigated blessing. In addition, many forms of capital flows
into developing countries can pose policy problems.

(d) Market liberalization is not able to prevent high levels of global
income inequality, which, at the very least, is a temptation to many
workers in poor countries to risk illegal migration and, more generally,
is an affront to human dignity.

As far as point (a) is concerned, it is certainly true that wage dispersion has
widened in a number of industrialized countries, while overall income distribu-
tion has worsened in recent years, in Latin America if not elsewhere. The main
reasons (not all of which apply to every situation) include:

a weakening of the labour market institutions that serve to bring a
degree of fairness to wage distribution, including the operation of trade
unions, and centralized collective bargaining and minimum wage leg-
islation;3'

inflexibility in, and a political reluctance to expand, high-quality edu-
cation and training systems, leading to a shortage of potentially highly
educated and skilled workers in relation to demand; and, on the supply
side, obstacles to occupational and social mobility, stemming from
gender and other forms of discrimination;

an inability of small and medium-sized enterprises to upgrade their
products to international standards; or a reluctance of larger enter-
prises to subcontract to small and medium-sized enterprises in ways
that raise their productivity levels;
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0 government pursuit of goals other than full employment, for example,
very low inflation or the achievement of a trade surplus, to an exag-
gerated degree. This has contributed to the inability over the past
20-30 years on the part of some industrialized countries to achieve the
decade-long sustained growth which would contribute substantially to
employment generation, bearing in mind that low levels of unemploy-
ment in the United States appear finally to have reduced inequality in
the distribution of earnings;

the ineffectiveness, or sometimes abandonment, of government efforts
to address poverty directly through income transfers, provide high-
quality education and similar services to the poor, and encourage
worker retraining.

Only the third of these reasons can be remotely described as a "technical
issue", although this inability to upgrade products or increase productivity
is also partly the outcome of policy choices favouring larger enterprises, as
discussed in Chapter 3.32 However, in deciding on the sequencing and
choice of trade-offs between the different objectives of macroeconomic
policy (for example, full employment, price stability, running a trade sur-
plus), there is a degree of judgement involved that can be aided by
technical expertise gained in economic modelling. Honest mistakes
nonetheless can still be made. The other reasons cited seem to be general-
ly a matter of political choice, for example, a lack of commitment to
poverty-alleviating programmes, something perhaps not debated or exer-
cised in a fully democratic way. But if attention is given to these issues of
helping the low paid, encouraging unionization, and so forth, then the
market-liberalization model can have more socially acceptable results and
be all the more effective in meeting all the dimensions of employment
goals. The point on sustained growth is a difficult one, precisely because
some observers suggest that labour market flexibility (and deregulation)
and thus probably greater wage inequality are a precondition for sustained
growth. But this view is overly dogmatic (see Chapter 3). Economic
growth is compatible with many different institutional features of labour
and other markets, and has been held back for a number of country-specific
reasons.

As far as point (b) is concerned, it is evident that it is difficult to bring
about a radical regime change in a socially acceptable way. There is always
the view that the counterfactual situation would have been far worse in the
absence of change and always the criticism that reforms should be pushed
through more strongly. But the difficulties are real. In China, high growth
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of real output is reducing rural poverty very slowly and, according to the
official data reported in Chapter 2 on employment by type of employer, the
rural sector has recently ceased shedding labour. In Chapter 3, the costs and
likely benefits of market reforms in Latin America were assessed, and the
more optimistic approach to their introduction was already shown to have
been proved wrong. The major example of a difficult transition is, how-
ever, given by many countries of the former Soviet Union, and, for
example, Romania. These are the countries that seem to be in limbo.

It is likely that in all these countries a genuine democratic debate on the
reform process was lacking, although this could not have been expected
under totalitarian rule. In any event, there was probably an absence of
realism on the part of the leaders of the Central and Eastern European
transition countries and their (international) advisers. It is always easy to
say that well-functioning social safety nets should have been in place, but
many of these countries had no experience of the effective targeting of ben-
efits and could not afford blanket coverage. Again, small and medium-
sized private enterprises (which in Latin America will anyway take up the
labour slack) should perhaps have received encouragement, although such
encouragement has to be accommodated within a policy environment often
strongly influenced by big business.

Point (c) concerns firstly relocation, the export of economic activities
that have ceased to be sufficiently profitable to remain in the higher-cost
home country. This is part and parcel of a process of industrial adjustment
and, in principle, of moving to higher value-added activities as a country's
labour force becomes more skilled. Where changes are abrupt, in the
wealthier countries at least, there are systems in place to aid displaced
workers (such as retraining and job search). Workers may see the threat of
relocation as an attempt to reduce certain basic working conditions, includ-
ing freedom of association, and to undermine the processes of wage
bargaining. Even within the EU, where there is agreement on core labour
standards, there are fears that enterprises are moving their activities to the
host member countries with the least-onerous regulations." At another
extreme, some multinationals in EPZs in poorer countries can, and do, use
the threat of relocating abroad to put pressure on governments to neglect
their obligations to enforce basic international labour standards. This threat
has increasingly become a reality in the United States, following the sign-
ing of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between
Canada, Mexico and the United States in 1993. Shifts of activities to
Mexico, for example, are relatively cheap and easy to arrange and finance.
K. Bronferbrenner has examined this issue in his study on union-
organizing campaigns in the United States in 1996." A majority of
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employers threatened to close all or part of their plants, very often referring
explicitly to NAFTA. With such threats, the success of trade unions in
winning recognition in non-unionized plants fell and, where the union did
win recognition, in 15 per cent of the cases all or part of the plant closed
down within two years, that is, three times the rate reported during the late
1980s before the signing of NAFTA."

One basic response in all these situations is to call for the universal
implementation of core, or basic, international labour standards (and for the
EU to decide whether its own apparent problems of competitive regulation
really call for further harmonization)." In principle, all ILO member States
should promote the ILO's 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work and its Follow-up. In fact, some trade union movements,
especially in the United States, are sceptical about some countries' ability
and willingness to do this. They are, therefore, in favour of taking more
direct action, linked usually to placing conditions on accepting exports
from countries with a poor record on labour standards, that is, giving teeth
to a social clause. Unfortunately, exporting activities often make up only a
small part of the overall labour market in such countries and are usually not
the sector with the worst labour standards record.

The second part of point (c) concerns free capital flows, on which two
observations can be made. Firstly, the liberalization of capital flows into
and out of most OECD member countries is relatively recent, and can per-
haps be seen as an adjunct to the market-liberalization model and not a
necessary part of it. Secondly, a wide variety of capital flows exist, depend-
ing on the agent (for example, government, bank or financial institution,
enterprise or individual) and the instrument (bond, share or bank loan).
Different forms of borrowing by different agents can be more, or less, li-
quid, can imply a greater or lesser shared risk between lender and borrower
and can entail risks (of default, exchange rate changes) that can be more,
or less, costly to insure against. Prudential regulation should identify the
size and types of liabilities that the borrowing country is facing and the
likely schedule of repayments. An additional point is that those incurring
the liabilities should be broadly able to bear them and be aware of inherent
risks. In principle, the concerns of the borrowing country (or country of
residence of the private borrowers) should be mirrored by those of the lend-
ing institutions in the capital-exporting country. They, after all, should
naturally display caution. In fact, responsibility seems often so diffuse that
the systems fail. Lenders display a herd instinct and do not dispose of the
detailed information they really need. Risks are not properly assessed.
Borrowers are apt to be over-optimistic, including in their views of
exchange rate stability. The results can be losses on both sides.
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It should also be added that borrowing in the financial markets of devel-
oped countries can be advantageous (such markets can insist on certain
codes of conduct and disclosure of information among borrowers) and that
foreign purchases in developing country stock markets can also be a stim-
ulus to local investment. However, foreign financial as well as other agents
are often too volatile, both in entering stock markets and, after some set-
back (by assuming that all borrowers are tarred with the same brush), in
leaving them. The common approach to resolving this issue is to ask for
greater transparency in the dissemination of information. In fact, a willing-
ness to intervene when necessary on the part of the authorities in the
borrowing country and often the application of better rules in the capital-
exporting country are both required.

Point (d) concerns global income inequality, which is largely a result of
wide differences in average incomes between countries." In general,
however, although this may be of less subjective importance (or less impor-
tant in popular perception) than the changes in the national distribution of
income, it remains disturbing. The market liberalization model's contribu-
tion to reducing global inequality can only be as good as its income-
generating effects in poor countries. Of course, global inequality is a sta-
tistical artefact. As a coefficient it can certainly fall, even if the two
extremes of the distribution remain far apart, simply if the bulk of the
world's population moves up the income ladder. Fortunately, or perhaps
unfortunately, this is a real possibility. If the rural poor in China and South
Asia do benefit from market liberalization, together with the implementa-
tion of the kind of policies noted under point (a) above and discussed in
Chapter 3, then countries that are currently considered marginalized will,
in a sense, become more so. Inevitably, this is a particular threat to sub-
Saharan Africa, where the combination of severe social, economic and
market-liberalization policies has generally led to poor employment out-
comes. Such economic policies should not on this account be rejected,
since they are usually better than the alternative, but they are unlikely on
their own to secure steady growth. Aid is needed to provide a better exter-
nal environment, as well as political stability and transparency.

4.4 How the ILO helps

The global context

An overall and recent statement of the ILO's recommendations on achiev-
ing full employment worldwide is contained in the resolution (and conclu-
sions) concerning employment policies in a global context, adopted by the
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83rd Session of the International Labour Conference in 1996, which
offered guidelines on improving the global environment for achieving full
employment. It began by insisting that countries should "adhere to
common rules in maintaining open economic and trade policies and refrain
from policies that confer on them an unfair competitive advantage". It went
on to suggest that universal compliance with basic labour standards could
reduce any protectionist pressures resulting from the threat of domestic job
losses in importing countries. This position was further clarified by the
adoption in 1998 of the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work and its Follow-up. The Declaration makes it clear that the
way forward does not lie in the use of labour standards to justify trade pro-
tection. On the contrary, labour standards are regarded as powerful instru-
ments to achieve development with a socially sound base. In this respect,
the ratification and full implementation of fundamental labour Conventions
by a number of East Asian countries in the wake of the Asian financial
crisis demonstrate faith in the practical value of these instruments as means
of strengthening the social institutions that build social principles into eco-
nomic growth."

Considerations of this nature provide the background for the ILO's
cooperation with the agencies of the United Nations system. For example,
in recent years the ILO has been increasingly collaborating with the IFIs on
the analysis of a common framework for understanding employment
issues, and the universality of ILO principles is being increasingly recog-
nized at the global political level; the Okinawa Summit of July 2000
welcomed "the increasing cooperation between the ILO and the IFIs in pro-
moting adequate social protection and core labour standards". It urged "the
IFIs to incorporate these standards into their policy dialogue with member
countries". (It also stressed "the importance of effective cooperation
between the World Trade Organization and the ILO on the social dimen-
sions of globalization and trade liberalization".) However, despite such
pronouncements, a common international framework for addressing
employment policy issues and, more generally, for including social and
economic concerns, has yet to emerge. Different United Nations agencies
focus on their sectoral concerns, and there is no perspective within which
agreement can be reached on the weight to be given to achieving different
policy objectives. Full employment is accepted as a major policy objective,
but actual or imagined trade-offs between that and other objectives are
weighed differently.

When a common United Nations framework for social and economic
policy does emerge, social dialogue will be a key component in its imple-
mentation. To this end, it is necessary to increase tripartite contributions to
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the policy advice given by the IMF and the World Bank. At the national
level there is a corresponding need to upgrade the capacity and competence
of employers' and workers' organizations. To bring that about requires
increased action and assistance by the ILO, and also a commitment by
national governments to share information with the social partners and to
demonstrate that governments value their contribution to debate.

At the national level

A vehicle by which the ILO gives advice on employment policies and
one given greater weight since the 1995 World Summit for Social Develop-
ment is that of country employment policy reviews (CEPRs). These
reviews provide support to governments, and employers' and workers'
organizations in formulating policies and programmes leading to full
employment with full respect for workers' rights, thereby also covering
issues of child labour and gender equality. In this way, CEPRs assist gov-
ernments in giving substance to their commitment made at the World
Summit to promote the goal of full employment and quality employment
through an appropriate choice of economic and social policies, as well as
through the establishment of efficient institutions and the necessary legal
framework. ILO teams work with governments and the social partners in
assessing the nature of the country's employment and labour situation and
identifying the principal problems to be solved. In a second phase, teams
assist the national authorities in evaluating the impact of existing policies
and programmes on employment creation and on the quality of employ-
ment; at this stage new or improved policies and programmes can be pro-
posed. Naturally, representatives of the social partners are involved in
framing any such new proposals. Proposals are also sometimes made for
better employment monitoring and evaluation systems, including develop-
ing the machinery for new data collection. All reviews culminate in a tri-
partite national conference in order to publicize and reinforce the public
authorities' commitment to the promotion of full employment and to
ensure the support of the social partners for newly agreed initiatives.

As a universal organization, the ILO must base its policy advice to its
constituents on a common set of principles, even though ILO instruments
frequently underline the need to pay attention to countries' level of devel-
opment and special circumstances. In the field of employment policy, and
in addition to ensuring freedom of association, overcoming discrimination,
and eliminating forced labour and the worst forms of child labour, certain
areas fall squarely within the ILO's competence and have been the subject
of consensual agreement in its policy-making bodies. These include: devel-
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oping workers' skills and capabilities; job creation in small and medium-
sized enterprises and in the informal sector; labour market flexibility,
employment protection and security; wage determination; and work and
family life.

The ILO's principles on improving workers' skills and capabilities are
contained in the Human. Resources Development Convention, 1975
(No. 142), and its accompanying Recommendation (No. 150)." Conven-
tion No. 142 restates the principle of equal opportunity and non-
discrimination in training. This is of major importance, both because
women customarily receive less training than men and because migrant
workers and workers from ethnic minorities are likely to be recruited for,
and remain in, low-productivity jobs. Recommendation No. 150 goes fur-
ther by suggesting that countries should have a vocational training system
and use it to help groups of the population that are economically or social-
ly disadvantaged. New labour force entrants should receive general
education coordinated with practical training, basic training in skills com-
mon to several occupations, and specialization as preparation for an
already existing job. Employers should establish plans for the further train-
ing of all their workers. Such continuing vocational training might receive
public financial support. Work that meets certain standards of quality
would lead to a qualification, which should also take into account work
experience in the occupation. Standards should be reviewed periodically
and their applicability extended until all major occupations and all levels of
skill and responsibility are covered. The Recommendation neither assumes
nor rejects the notion that a training system should be publicly financed. It
notes that employers may be reluctant to engage in further training and sug-
gests that part of the cost might be borne publicly. An alternative would be
to impose a training levy on employers who fail to carry out a specific
degree of training and to refund it according to the training they undertake.
The Recommendation clearly comes down in favour of universal certifica-
tion, which indeed seems to be a precondition for establishing a training
culture, and the full use of acquired qualifications in recruiting new work-
ers.

More emphasis is currently being placed on the concept of partnership
in training, as a means of clarifying to some extent the respective roles of
governments, employers and workers. Governments are now less the direct
providers of training and more the facilitators and joint designers of train-
ing policy, which means taking a long-term perspective.

The Job Creation in Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Recommend-
ation, 1998 (No. 189), sets out the ILO's approach to policy advice in this
area. It is based on five principles: (a) equal opportunities for enterprises of
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all sizes and types, and equal access to credit and capital markets, goods
markets, information and technical skills, and the application of fair taxa-
tion; (b) non-discriminatory application of labour legislation; (c) the
observance of international labour standards related to child labour; (d) the
promotion of tripartite mechanisms to review policies on small enterprises
and tripartite involvement in programmes to develop business services; and
(e) the upgrading of the informal sector so that it becomes part of the organ-
ized sector. Governments should examine whether social protection
extends to workers in small enterprises and whether compliance is assured
in areas such as medical care, sickness, unemployment, old age, employ-
ment injury and family, maternity, invalidity and survivor benefits.
Governments should check that labour and social legislation meets the
needs of small and medium-sized enterprises as well as ensuring adequate
protection and working conditions for workers. Given this, they should
take steps to develop entrepreneurial attitudes and encourage a positive
attitude to risk-taking and to lifelong learning on the part of workers and
entrepreneurs. An effective service infrastructure to aid the development of
small and medium-sized enterprises should be set up.

The Recommendation mentions the need to assist the informal sector to
become part of the organized sector and notes that administrative require-
ments imposed on small enterprises can be overly burdensome. However,
easing such requirements should not prejudice the level of conditions of
work. In this respect, ILO policy still faces the dilemma recognized by the
Employment Policy (Supplementary Provisions) Recommendation, 1984
(No. 169): "Members should take into account that integration of the infor-
mal sector with the formal sector may reduce its ability to absorb labour
and generate income. Nevertheless they should seek progressively to
extend measures of regulation to the informal sector".

Recently, there have been many changes in the structure of employment
in terms of labour market flexibility that have largely emerged thanks to
global competitive pressures. The resolution (and conclusions) concerning
employment policies in a global context, adopted by the 83rd Session of
the International Labour Conference in 1996, described such structural
changes as including

... new forms of flexible employment, a higher turnover of jobs, and a growing trend
towards shorter and flexible working time. In consequence new policies for ensuring
employment security, social protection and labour market flexibility need to be devel-
oped. [...] These include the enhancement of employability security through expanded
opportunities for lifelong training and retraining.
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The resolution also mentioned the need to "combine employment secu-
rity and flexibility in the utilization of labour through, amongst other
means, collective bargaining on the reorganization of work and investment
in appropriate skills".

One response towards ensuring employability is through training and
retraining, ideally without the worker experiencing a spell of unemploy-
ment, that is, emphasizing skills upgrading within the enterprise. One
aspect of employment security is that of employment termination. The
Termination of Employment Convention, 1982 (No. 158), specifically per-
mits the exclusion from its provisions of workers engaged for a specified
period of time or a specified task, and workers engaged on a casual basis.
The accompanying Termination of Employment Recommendation, 1982
(No. 166), tries to restrict the use of these clauses by suggesting that the
renewal of a contract for a specified period of time should be deemed to be
an open-ended contract. ILO policy is therefore sceptical about the accept-
ability of achieving labour market flexibility through a series of time- or
job-based contracts. In addition, other instruments specify that neither part-
time workers nor homeworkers should receive treatment different to that
accorded to regular full-time workers in regard to employment security.

The role of social dialogue and of achieving flexibility through collec-
tive bargaining was specifically mentioned in an 1996 International Labour
Conference resolution. Collective bargaining may, in this respect, have the
greatest scope for negotiating flexibility in matters relating to hours
worked (whether weekly, monthly or annually) and work organization,
although legislative changes may, in many cases, first be needed. However,
the mention of collective bargaining is to be seen in contrast to the use of
individually negotiated contracts, specifying terms and conditions of
employment. ILO policy is that legislation and collective bargaining have
an important role to play in ensuring that individual workers do not have to
agree to any and all terms of conditions of employment.

A further issue is that some employees are engaged in working rela-
tionships with no employment contract at all, that is, they are on the
borderline between independence (as a self-employed person providing a
service) and an employment relationship. Some of this may even take place
in public sector job-creation activities. ILO policy is that, as a general rule,
an employment relationship should be regularized if it is generally felt
to exist.

A major function of collective bargaining is, of course, wage determi-
nation. This is a difficult area in which to obtain tripartite consensus, and
the ILO has not attempted to produce an instrument on determining wage
levels, apart from the Minimum Wage Fixing Convention, 1970 (No. 131).
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(This sets out the desirable procedures for setting minimum wages.) There
is, of course, the stated right to equal remuneration of men and women for
work of equal value, and a further aspect of ILO policy relating to wages
is the inviolability of freely negotiated wages to revision by public policy.

The ILO Governing Body Committee on Employment (since renamed
the Committee on Employment and Social Policy) reached a consensus on
a broad set of issues in the field, published by the ILO in 1992 as Wages
policy: Wages and non-labour costs and their relation to employment
under conditions of structural adjustment. Some of the points that emerged
at that time and which received general agreement are as follows: mini-
mum wages have an important role to play in providing safety net
protection for the lowest income groups; by devoting careful attention to
the provision and targeting of state-provided social services, the pressure
for wage increases may be moderated; wage differentials have an impor-
tant role to play in facilitating enhanced labour mobility between
contracting and expanding firms and industries; caution may be required
when altering wage differentials within an enterprise; and the implementa-
tion and success of performance-related pay have been enhanced when
linked to increased worker participation in management.

Some of these points should be seen in conjunction with what was stat-
ed earlier, namely that wage differentials within an enterprise are not just a
matter for the individual worker and the employer but for all workers
because of their concern about "fairness" of treatment. The inclusion of the
notion of a "social wage", that is, a complementarity between the employ-
er's payments to a worker and the state-provided services enjoyed by
workers and their dependants, is important. It explicitly opens the way for
national-level tripartite agreements (since the provision of social services
makes no distinction by industry or occupation). It also has a gender
dimension if the services provided are, for example, childcare facilities.
Such agreements, often involving nominal wage restraint as a component
of a larger, agreed package, have been an important element in the employ-
ment policies of some of the countries that have successfully expanded jobs
(see Chapter 3).

A number of issues in relation to the gender distribution of employment
(noted in Chapter 2) are relevant to policies reconciling the demands of
work and family life. Firstly, in many parts of the world more women but
fewer men are working. Secondly, in transition countries there has been a
fall in women's labour force participation and, with a changing approach to
previously state-owned enterprises, fewer communal childcare and other
facilities are being provided. Thirdly, in some poorer countries women are
working longer hours in order to compensate for the State's inability to pay
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for their children's education, and in some wealthier countries less-skilled
women are working longer hours, partly because their wages have been
stagnating or falling and partly because their partners are either unem-
ployed or earning less than before. Finally, in some instances all family
members of working age are unemployed, with understandably severe con-
sequences for household income and child welfare.

In approaching policy in this area, two elements need to be considered.
The first concerns equality of opportunity, equal pay for work of equal
value and the elimination of all forms of gender discrimination. Women
and men should compete and cooperate in work on equal terms. A second
element is given by the ILO's Workers with Family Responsibilities
Convention, 1981 (No. 156). "Family responsibilities" refer to responsibil-
ities to dependent children or to other immediate family members where
such responsibilities "restrict their [the workers'] possibilities of preparing
for, entering, participating in or advancing in economic activity". National
policies should enable people with family responsibilities who wish to
work to do so without any conflict arising. The Convention mentions the
development and promotion of childcare and "family services and facili-
ties". Governments should also take measures to allow workers to re-enter
the labour force after an absence owing to family responsibilities. Further
detail is given in the accompanying Workers with Family Responsibilities
Recommendation, 1981 (No. 156), which pays particular attention to part-
time, temporary and home workers.

Convention No. 156 was adopted at a time when more women were
working but before high levels of unemployment appeared in many indus-
trialized countries. It basically presupposes the existence of the family, and
hence the likelihood of dependent children, and seeks to concentrate atten-
tion on combining greater work outside the household with the care of
dependants. It says nothing of the situation of single-parent households or
of households with no working members.

The ILO is committed to continuing to stress the importance of a num-
ber of principles. Foremost are those included in the 1998 Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and its Follow-up, namely
freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining, the abolition
of forced labour, the elimination of many forms of child labour, and non-
discrimination. These, when properly implemented, can contribute to
harmonious development, the prevention of economic crises, the mitiga-
tion of social pain, the creation of decent jobs and the integration of social
with economic concerns. The ILO will continue to highlight the need to
abolish all forms of child labour, especially the worst forms, identified and
condemned in the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No.
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182). It will also stress that special efforts are needed to give the greatest
possible emphasis to the recruitment of women, to their training and pro-
motion and to their representation within organizations of workers and
employers, and, through labour market policies, to ensure that gender seg-
regation does not herald discriminatory treatment.

The main thrust of the ILO's view of the way forward combines free-
dom of association, the promotion of social dialogue and the integration of
social and employment issues on an equal footing with output growth. The
modalities by which this vision can be built into practical policies are the
subject of constant debate. They require a recognition of the benefits that
competitive market forces can bring in liberating creativity and innovation,
as well as the need for regulation and democratic participation to avoid
exploitation and to ensure equal opportunities.
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level of the minimum wage has also fallen over time.

32 Problems for smaller enterprises also arise frequently because technology transfer from richer to
poorer countries occurs largely through multinationals, without any public intervention or guidance.

33 The usual example given is that of Hoover's transfer of production from a French to a Scottish
site in 1993 (see P. Raines: Labour standards and industrial restructuring in Western Europe,
Employment and Training Paper No. 7, Geneva, ILO, 1998). This appears to have spurred movement
towards greater union negotiating flexibility at the plant level.

34 See K. Bronferbrenner: The effects of plant closing, or the threat of plant closing, on the right
of workers to organize, Report to the Labor Secretariat of the North American Commission for Labor
Cooperation, 1996 (cited in B. Campbell et al.: Labour market effects under CUFTA/NAFTA,
Employment and Training Paper No. 29, Geneva, ILO, 1999).

35 Some fear that wages will be pushed down to the level of, for example, Mexico, Poland or
China. But the bottom line is that democratic processes in richer countries will set a limit to the amount
of acceptable wage dispersion. Furthermore, high levels of education, infrastructure and public
administration in richer countries will continue to give them a comparative advantage for many years
to come.

36 The group of experts on social aspects of problems of European economic integration, chaired
by Bertil Ohlin in late 1955 and early 1956, considered broadly that different approaches to social
policy and social protection in Europe would not distort trade flows. This was essentially because such
differences would not change average wage levels, that is, the workers were both the beneficiaries and
the financiers of social policy. But the group recognized that the distribution of income between groups
of workers (for example, men and women) could be affected by different social policies, which might
distort trade flows. (See ILO: Social aspects of European integration, Geneva, 1956.)

37 The contribution of country inequality in income distribution to global inequality is apparently
only around 12 per cent. See the article in the Financial limes, 25 February 2000, by M. Lundberg and
B. Milanovic: "The truth about global inequality", based on the latter's paper for the World Bank:
B. Milanovic: True world income distribution, 1988 and 1993, World Bank Policy Research Working
Paper No. 2244 (Washington, DC, 1999).

38 It is worth recalling that the ILO's Declaration of Philadelphia (1944) gave the ILO the
responsibility to "examine and consider all international economic policies and measures" in the light
of the fundamental objective of attaining the conditions in which all human beings have the right to
pursue their material well-being and spiritual development. The ILO has also pledged to cooperate fully
with international bodies entrusted with the task of expanding production, avoiding economic
fluctuations, and promoting development and a steady volume of world trade.

39 The 88th Session of the International Labour Conference in 2000 called on the ILO to make
proposals for revising the Recommendation, stressing the role of social dialogue in training.
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Latin America 43, 117
regulation of 15, 98, 123
and technology 12932
and training 5923
see also informal sector

social dialogue 3, 18, 127, 12939



see also collective bargaining; freedom
of association

social mobility 115
social partners 121
social policy, effect on income disparity

107

social protection 3-4, 73, 123, 125
transition economies 18, 100, 117
under communism 90, 91

"social wage" 125
South Africa 40, 5816
South Asia 34-5, 63, 64, 119
Spain 75, 78, 79, 84

employment rates 45, 45, 87, 88
investment 81, 88, 88
labour productivity 82, 88, 88
unemployment rates 46, 80

Sri Lanka 10, 197, 35
stability 49, 61, 62, 118

price 76, 85
state enterprise

China 36, 37, 65
Ukraine 10349
see also privatization; public sector

state socialism (communism) 7, 29-30, 90
strike, right to 51
structural adjustment 41, 90-100

see also privatization
structural change 17, 38-9, 68, 117

see also liberalization
sub-Saharan Africa 40, 57, 119

poverty 39-40, 106
(un)employment data 28, 5917

subsidies, for employment 48-9, 97
Sudan, North 39
supply-side factors 13, 16, 87

OECD countries 79-80, 87
see also education; training

surplus labour 15, 16, 36
Sweden 81, 84

employment rate 45, 46
labour productivity growth 82, 82
macroeconomic variables 77, 78, 79
social security system 74, 75

Switzerland 84
Syrian Arab Republic 38

Index

Taiwan (China) 7, 64, 66, 1003, 10123
Tajikistan 10457
tax and transfer systems 107, 108
"tax wedge" 74-5, 75, 99
taxation 17, 91, 107, 123

and informal sector 97, 98
payroll 73, 74, 98, 10120
value-added 74, 99

technology
in Latin America 69
transfer 12932
see also information technology

temporary work 40, 42, 47
Termination of Employment Convention,

1982 (No. 158), and Recommendation
(No.166) 124

TFP see total factor productivity
Thailand 34, 35, 588, 64, 66, 1003
total factor productivity (TFP) 88-90,

12817

township and village enterprises (TVEs),
China 36, 37, 37

trade 91, 110, 116, 1271, 12937
balance of 77, 84
liberalization 39, 61, 65, 71, 1001, 106
protection 105
see also market liberalization

trade unions 5926, 66, 68, 115
influence in wage bargaining 74, 87
restrictions on 50-1
United States 117-18, 12931

trading agreements 66, 117-18
training 4, 14, 75-6, 115, 123-4

access to 11, 122, 123
counted as employment 6
financing 5923, 122
retraining 46, 74, 124
in small enterprises 5923
see also skills

transition countries 18, 90-1, 117, 125
payroll taxation 98
see also Central and Eastern Europe;

China
transport sector 26
Trinidad and Tobago 44
Tunisia 39
Turkey 73
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Towards the goal of full employment

TVEs see township and village enterprises
(China)

Uganda 40
Ukraine

employment rates 29, 97
GDP and trade 92, 95
government deficits and expenditure 91,

93, 94, 95, 99-100
labour costs 586
poverty 100
privatization 95, 97
structural reforms 99-100, 10349
unemployment 30, 31, 33

underemployment, measurement of 5-6
unemployment 1, 12-13, 57

effect on household income and child
welfare 6, 126

hidden 97, 10353
long-term 46, 10227
measurement of 5, 6-7, 19-209
open 1, 6, 31, 90, 97, 99
as ratio of population 19-209

unemployment benefits 6, 9, 17, 74
duration 73, 74
and employment growth 86
and employment protection 74
levels of 57, 73, 74, 75
United States 73, 74

unemployment insurance 50
unemployment rates 24, 115

Asia 33-8
Central and Eastern Europe 29-33, 30
industrialized countries 44-9
Latin America and Caribbean 41-4, 42
Middle East 37-8

United Kingdom 75, 84
employment protection 75
employment rates 44, 45, 45, 85, 88
labour productivity 82, 88
macroeconomic variables 78, 79, 81
trade unions 74, 75
wage levels 83, 10234

United Nations
24th Special Session (Geneva 2000) 1,

106
and ILO recommendations 120-1

142

1 33

United States 46, 49, 55, 84, 117
collective bargaining 75
employment growth rates 25, 25, 44, 45,

46, 82, 83, 87, 88
employment protection 75, 75
hours worked 2020
income distribution 87, 107-8, 116
investment 81, 88, 88
IT use 89, 10341
labour productivity 49, 81, 82, 88, 88,

89-90
macroeconomic variables 78, 79, 80, 84,

10233

and NAFTA 117-18
"new economy" 47, 62, 87-90
social security system 73, 74, 75
tax levels 74, 75, 75
trade unions 74, 12931
unemployment rate 24, 46, 87
wage levels 9-10, 47, 48, 87, 112, 12931

unofficial economy see informal sector
urban areas, poverty 109-10
urban labour market 6, 15, 41
urban unemployment 18, 40, 42

China 7, 36-7
urbanization, Africa 39-40
Uruguay 41, 42

Venezuela 41, 42, 42, 43
Viet Nam 7, 2133, 107, 110
vocational training 122

wage bargaining 73, 86-7, 117
see also collective bargaining

wage determination 122, 124-5
wage differentials 30, 10234, 125
wage dispersion 48-9, 12935
wage distribution 56, 57, 66-7, 114-15
wage gap 43, 71-2
wage growth 14, 16, 10339

Asia 35
China 36
France and US compared 47, 48
Hungary 32

wage inequality 46-7, 116, 12931
wage moderation 76, 83, 85, 87, 125
wages 7, 8, 9, 29



effect of payroll taxes on 98
equal remuneration principle 53, 125,

126
and labour demand 82-3, 84
minimum wage legislation 66, 115

welfare programmes 8, 62, 90, 91
welfare at work 11-12
West Africa 39, 40
West Asia see Middle East
West Bank and Gaza 38
women

in Africa 39-40, 41
discrimination against 52-3, 5927, 126
education levels 38, 42, 52, 56
employment rates 28, 29, 45, 47, 85
as entrepreneurs 5927
equal pay 43, 53, 126
labour force participation 2, 26, 52, 56,

125

Africa 39, 40
Central and Eastern Europe 30, 31
Latin America and Caribbean 41-2

in manufacturing 59 28

as migrant workers 55
occupational segregation 52-3
unemployment rates 197, 24, 34, 37, 38,

39, 40
work

and family life 4, 103, 122, 125, 126

Index

nature and intensity of xii, 27
see also employment

Workers with Family Responsibilities
Convention, 1981 (No. 156) 126

worker-management cooperation 76
working conditions 56, 117
working hours 6, 44, 45, 45, 123

deregulated 49, 56
Europe 2, 47, 49
limits on 47-8
women's 125-6

worksharing 10
World Bank 97, 108, 114, 121
World Employment Report 1998-99 (ILO)

46
World Summit for Social Development,

1995 Copenhagen 1, 23, 33, 106, 121
World Summit on Social Development, UN

Special Session Follow-up (Geneva
2000) 106

World Trade Organization 120
Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention,

1999 (No. 182) 126-7

Yemen 38
youth unemployment 30, 38

Zimbabwe 40
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Other ILA, publicati

World Employment Report 20011
Decent work in information and communications technology
The World Employment Report 2001, available in book and CD-ROM versions, examines the
employment challenges and opportunities emerging from the rapid growth of information
and communications technologies (ICTs) around the world. Recognized as one of the major
drivers of economic growth and wealth creation, ICTs are raising productivity, reducing costs
and increasing the speed of communications to help shape the new global economy. The
effects of ICTs on the emergence of new enterprise and the demand for new skills and
knowledge are profound, and this study illustrates how they have changed labour market
conditions and industrial relations as well. Also available in French and Spanish.
ISBN 92-2-111630-1 (book) 2001 45 Swiss francs
ISBN 92-2-011373-2 (CD-Rom) 2001

World Labour Report 2000
Income security and social protection in a changing world
An important, flagship study from the International Labour Office, the World Labour Report
2000 examines the changing context in which women and men are trying to achieve income
security for themselves and their families. Drawing from detailed, worldwide data, this
edition assesses the impact of globalization and liberalization, and considers the vital role
played by social protection in supporting, supplementing and replacing market incomes.
Also available in French and Spanish.
ISBN 92-2-110831-7 2000 45 Swiss francs

The public employment service in changing labour market
by Phan Thuy, Ellen Hansen and David Price

In an age of unprecedented turbulence in the labour market, the public employment service
(PES) plays a crucial role in many countries in helping people to adjust to change. This book
is a unique survey of the latest developments in the PES. It looks not only at the main PES
functions of job broking, labour market information, administration of labour market
adjustment programmes and unemployment benefit, but also at such controversial issues
as resources, privatization, decentralization, partnerships, the relative role of communication
and information technology and staff development in future service delivery, and the
tensions arising from policing unemployment benefit.
ISBN 92-2-111388-4 2001 30 Swiss francs

Changing labour markets in Europe:
The role of institutions and policies
Edited by Peter Auer

Labour market institutions are a stabilizing force in the face of continuous structural and
technological change. They are necessary for shaping the behaviour of firms and workers,
and are a precondition for the efficient functioning of labour market systems. Drawing on
the experience of four small European economies (Austria, Denmark, Ireland and the
Netherlands), this timely book analyses four important policy areas in terms of their potential
contribution to employment success: macroeconomics, industrial relations, working time
and equal opportunities.
ISBN 92-2-111385-X 2001 EST COP 35 Swiss francs

Y AVAILA

Prices subject to change without notice.
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